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This thesis investigates the relationship between the environment of an early-type galaxy 
and its stellar populations. Most importantly, we wish to determine whether the star forma-
tion histories of early-type galaxies depend on the density of the group or cluster to which 
they belong. This issue is of considerable consequence, as it provides a means to distinguish 
whether the early-type morphology of these systems is determined at their formation, or 
whether it is assumed at a later time due to the action of their changing surroundings. 
We have applied two methods to compare the stellar populations of these galaxies. 
Firstly, we have analysed the strengths of surface gravity sensitive spectral lines in order 
to compare the relative contributions of dwarf and giant stars to the blue light. Several 
samples of E and SO galaxies, drawn from a wide variety of environments, have been mea-
sured with this technique. Secondly, we have made a precise comparison of the broad-band 
colours of early-type galaxies in the Coma and Virgo clusters. These clusters have very dif-
ferent average densities, and distinctly disparate mixtures of galaxy morphological types. The 
findings of these studies appear to be contradictory, however. Although the surface gravity 
analysis indicates that early-type galaxies in lower density regions contain more substantial 
populations of relatively young stars, the broad-band colours of galaxies in the Virgo and 
Coma clusters are indistinguishable. 
A third section of the thesis develops the Press-Schechter theory for the evolution of 
gravitational structure in an expanding universe. Our work allows us to compare the past 
histories of the environments of galaxies as a function of the mass of the group or cluster 
to which they presently belong. 
In the final chapter, we discuss how the results f rom these three areas of research relate 
to each other, and suggest two ways in which the apparent paradox of our observational work 
may be resolved. Considering the implications of our theoretical work leads us to review the 
fundamental differences between the 'nature' and 'nurture' scenarios for the origin of galaxy 
morphology. 
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Upon this Primrose Hi l l , 
Where, i f heav'n would distill 
A shoure of raine, each severall drop might goe 
To his owne primrose, and grow Manna so; 
And where their forme, and their infinitie 
Make a terrestriall Galaxie, 
As the small starres doe in the skie: 
I walke to finde a true Love; and I see 
That 'tis not a mere woman, that is shee, 
But must, or more, or lesse than woman bee. 
John Donne (1572-1G31) 
from The Primrose 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1 Galaxies, Groups and Clusters 
Since the 1920's, galaxies have been recognised as isolated systems of stars, comparable in 
size to the Milky-Way but at very great distances from us (Hubble, 1925). The great variety 
in appearance and star formation properties of these extra-galactic 'nebulae' was quickly 
recognised and classified (Hubble 1925, 1936). A good pictorial review of the morphological 
types is to be found in the Hubble Atlas of Galaxies (Sandage, 1961). The reader will readily 
appreciate the great contrasts in the degree of activity exhibited by the galaxies in the Atlas, 
from the gas-rich Sc types that seem almost to 'boil ' , to the SO and E types that are little 
more than dull smudges on the photographic plates. For the purposes of this thesis, i t is 
sufficient to distinguish 3 types of galaxies: the spiral types, that are actively forming stars in 
a thin gaseous disk; the SO types, that possess a thin stellar disk, but are no longer forming 
new stars; and the elliptical galaxies, that appear as amorphous ellipsoids, and from which 
young stars are absent. The passively evolving E and SO galaxies are collectively referred to 
as early-type galaxies. In addition to these classes of giant galaxies, there is a wide variety 
of dwarf galaxies; however, we wil l not attempt to discuss the origin of the morphology of 
these fainter systems in this thesis. 
Even before the extra-galactic nature of these nebulae had become established, i t became 
apparent that galaxies did not occupy space uniformly, but tend to be clustered together to 
form distinct structures ranging from pairs of galaxies to clusters containing several thousand 
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individual nebulae (eg., Wolf, 1865). I t is convenient to imagine that this continuous hierarchy 
may be divided up into into three tiers: isolated galaxies; groups containing ~ 10 galaxies; 
and clusters containing between 100 and 1000 galaxies. The surroundings of a galaxy (its 
environment) are largely determined by the level of the hierarchy into which it has been 
bound. Collectively, we refer to galaxies that are isolated or bound into small groups as 
the field. Clusters are divided into rich and poor depending on the number of galaxies that 
they contain and their density contrast (Abell, 1958). Further subdivisions depending on the 
cluster's compactness and degree of regularity (Rood &: Sastry, 1971), or its dominance by 
a single central galaxy (Bautz & Morgan, 1970) are also possible, but the details of cluster 
morphology do not concern us here. 
With the observation of galaxy clustering, came the realisation that the morphology of 
a galaxy was closely linked with its environment (Hubble &: Humason, 1931). Galaxies that 
occur in cluster environments are predominantly of early-type, the very densest environments 
(ie., the centres of rich clusters) being dominated by elliptical galaxies. The relation between 
environment and galaxy morphology is not a simple one, however, as many early-type galaxies 
occur in relative isolation. We consider the theoretical understanding of this problem in 
Section 1.2. 
Modern telescopes and instrumentation have made i t possible to map the distribution of 
galaxies on scales of several hundred Mpc (eg., Davis et al., 1982). The hierarchy of structure 
continues to these scales: the clusters form associations referred to as super-clusters; large 
holes (voids) appear in the galaxy distribution giving the universe a sponge-like structure on 
the largest scales (Gott et al., 1989). Advances in computer technology have made i t possi-
ble to follow the evolution of density perturbations in a 'gas' of collisionless, self-gravitating 
particles with N-body algorithms (eg., Efstathiou et al., 1985). I f the gas is placed in an ex-
panding co-ordinate system, i t is possible to simulate the formation of gravitational structure 
from small density perturbations present in the universe at early times. Davis et al. (1985) 
have shown that the density perturbation spectrum that is expected to arise in a universe 
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dominated by Cold Dark Matter (eg., non-relativistic axions) may be evolved to give a (rea-
sonably) good match to the range of structures that are observed. Throughout this thesis, we 
wil l assume that the texture of the universe grows in this hierarchical manner (though we wil l 
not necessarily assume that the CDM perturbation spectrum is correct); we will not consider 
universes in which the structure is formed by the fragmentation of large scale perturbations 
(eg., Doroshkevich et al., 1974) or those in which extremely energetic explosions form the 
voids in the galaxy distribution (eg., Ostriker £z Cowie, 1981). In Chapter 5, where we need 
to make more specific assumptions about the evolution of the density perturbations, we wil l 
assume that the initial power spectrum is well represented by a power law (of unspecified 
index) over the scales of interest, and that the universe has closure density (ie., Q = 1). 
1.2 The Question of 'Nature' versus 'Nurture' 
What has dictated that there should be such variety in the morphology of galaxies? 
Current thought on the subject is best summarised by contrasting theories in which galaxies 
are formed differently by 'nature' with those in which they are distinguished by 'nurture'. 
(1) The 'nature' hypothesis. While maps of the X-ray emission from clusters (eg., Sarazin, 
1988) show that the mass is (in most cases) smoothly distributed, the luminous parts 
of the galaxies remain identifiable as distinct units. At some epoch, therefore, the star 
forming gas must have dissipated sufficient energy in gas-dynamical processes to freeze 
out of the growth of the mass structure. Rees & Ostriker (1977) were able to show 
that our understanding of the radiative cooling of the primordial gas is sufficient to 
account (in the order of magnitude) for the observed range of the sizes of galaxies. I f 
the efficiency of star formation (ie., the rate at which stars are formed from a unit mass 
of gas) is not a universal constant, but depends on the details of the collapse of the 
proto-galactic gas cloud, then galaxy morphology may be established at this early epoch. 
For example, if stars form rapidly in the collapsing gas cloud, a spheroidal system wil l 
result (resembling an elliptical galaxy); i f the stars form more slowly, a large fraction 
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of the primordial gas dissipates energy unti l i t lies in a thin disc that is supported 
from further collapse by its angular momentum. Specific models for these effects have 
been advanced by (eg.) Larson (1975), Gott k Thuan (1976) and more recently Carlberg 
(1984). The earlier models produced elliptical galaxies that were flattened by rotation, an 
effect that is not observed in giant galaxies (Illingworth, 1977). However, this problem 
can be circumvented i f turbulent viscosity is introduced to transport angular momentum 
away from the central parts of the collapsing proto-galactic gas cloud. Unfortunately, 
while these models show that elliptical and spiral-like galaxies can be produced by tuning 
the same physical processes, the results depend on the details of the gas-cloud physics 
(ie., the star formation efficiency and the turbulent viscosity). At best, these processes 
are poorly understood. 
(2) T h e n u r t u r e hypothesis . In the most extreme version of this scenario, the initial 
formation phase always produces a galaxy of similar appearance, possibly resembling 
one of todays spiral systems. Various physical processes have been proposed to make 
morphological distinctions at a later epoch. For example, i t has been suggested that gas 
may be removed from the disk by the exhaustion of the gas supply by starformation 
(Larson, Tinsley &; Caldwell, 1980), by supernovae driven winds (Matthews k Baker, 
1971), by weak galaxy collisions (Spitzer k Baade, 1951), or by the stripping of the gas 
by ram pressure (Gunn k Gott, 1972) or evaporation (Cowie k Songaila, 1977) in the 
presence of a hot and sufficiently dense intra-cluster medium. These process may form 
galaxies resembling SO's. Catastrophic mergers are held responsible for the formation 
of elliptical systems (Toomre k Toomre, 1972). The violent relaxation (Lynden-Bell, 
1969) that takes place during a galaxy merger is efficient at redistributing the angular 
momentum of the stellar disks to the outer parts of the halo; the resulting objects 
therefore rotate slowly. 
The second of the scenarios presented above is appealing as galaxies are observed to interact 
with their environment in ways which demonstrably alter their morphology. Examples are: 
(a) Peculiar galaxies — shown often to be the result of recent galaxy mergers (Toomre k 
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Toomre, 1977); (b) Ring galaxies, (elliptical galaxies that are surrounded by faint stellar 
rings, cf., Hernquist & Quin, 1988, and references therein) — the arcs in these systems are 
the relic of a less recent galaxy merger; (c) observations of the Hi-gas deficiency (and smaller 
Hi-gas discs) of spiral galaxies in X-ray clusters as compared with equivalent galaxies in the 
field (Giovanelli k Haynes, 1983, 1985). 
Naively, we might interpret the Hubble sequence as an evolutionary sequence in which 
environmental processes cause galaxies to evolve from later-type spirals towards either E or 
SO final states. A more detailed consideration of this scenario encounters severe difficulties, 
however. We discuss the problems with this origin of E and SO galaxies separately below. 
(1) SO galaxies are more dominated by bulge light (in the sense that they have both larger 
bulge-to-disk ratios and absolutely brighter bulges) than their spiral counterparts of the 
same magnitude (Burstein, 1979, Dressier, 1980). Selection effects, and the fading of 
the disc after the truncation of star formation are unable to account for both of these 
effects and yet explain the close similarity of the spiral and SO luminosity functions. The 
presence of SO galaxies in low density regions where the intergalactic gas density is far 
too low to affect galaxy evolution is also a difficulty for the rudimentary theory. 
(2) In the past, several lines of argument have been used to suggest that elliptical galaxies 
cannot be formed by the merger of two spiral systems. The central phase-space densities 
in elliptical galaxies are higher than those in spiral disks. As phase-space density cannot 
increase in a merger, this was taken to imply that the stellar system resulting from 
the coalescence of two spiral galaxies could not possibly obey the same relationship be-
tween luminosity and central velocity dispersion as bona-fide elliptical galaxies (Carlberg, 
1986). However, both observational studies and computer simulations have shown that 
the central phase-space density of the merger remnant is considerably higher than that of 
the progenitors' stellar disks (Lake & Dressier, 1986, Barnes, 1988). The explanation is 
that violent relaxation does not completely scramble the initial distribution of the stars, 
the most bound stars in the initial galaxies being also the most bound in the merger 
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remnant. I t is therefore relevant to compare the phase-space densities of ellipticals with 
the bulges of spiral galaxies. The inefficiency of violent relaxation in mixing the ini-
tial distribution of stars also explains why metallicity gradients can be preserved in the 
merger (White, 1980). Although, both of the above objections to the merger origin of 
elliptical galaxies have been repudiated, the globular cluster populations of these galaxies 
do present a serious difficulty for the theory. Measurements of the specific frequency 
of globular clusters show (Harris & Racine, 1979, and references therein) that elliptical 
galaxies have up to an order of magnitude more clusters per unit luminosity than is 
typical in later-type systems; this problem is particularly acute in the central Dominant 
galaxies of rich clusters (D. Carter, priv. comm.). 
In view of the objections raised above, it is customary to conclude that the morphology of 
galaxies must derive from the conditions in effect at their formation. We have previously 
outlined some of the theoretical investigations into the formation processes that are capable 
of producing the observed variety of present-day structures; however, we view these theories 
with some scepticism as their conjectures are not open to be directly tested by observation. 
More fundamentally, we may advance two observations that these theories, in their simplest 
form, have difficulty in explaining. Firstly, the morphology of a galaxy is strongly correlated 
with its environment (Hubble & Humason, 1931, Oemler, 1974, Dressier, 1980). While this 
circumstance arises naturally in the 'nurture' scenario*, i t is difficult to believe that the 
very weak excess mean overdensity (at the epoch of galaxy formation) of a region that is 
destined to become a rich cluster (at the present) is able to have a major effect on the 
formation physics of the proto-galaxies contained within i t . Secondly, galaxies are observed 
to evolve. In particular, the galaxy populations of rich clusters at moderate redshifts (z ~ 
0.3 - 0.5) have been shown (Butcher & Oemler, 1978) to contain a much higher fraction of 
blue galaxies than similar clusters today. In addition, spectroscopy of these galaxies (Dressier 
f Dressler's conclusion (1980) that galaxy morphology is significantly better correlated with the 
density defined locally for each individual galaxy, than with the mean radial value, has been shown 
to be invalid by the resampling technique of Salvador-Sole et al. (1989). 
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& Gunn 1983, Couch & Sharpies, 1987) shows that they are not ordinary spirals, but are 
galaxies undergoing, or seen shortly after, an intense burst of star formation. A most natural 
interpretation is that these are the progenitors of todays SO's. Population synthesis studies 
provide further evidence of recent star formation activity in early-type galaxies. A common 
conclusion of such investigations (eg., O'connell, 1980, Pickles, 1985) is that a relatively young 
stellar population (age ~ 5 Gyrs) must be present in these systems in order to account for 
the high flux of blue light. This issue wil l be addressed in greater detail in the following 
chapter. 
1.3 The A i m s o f th is Thesis 
The present work is concerned to study the relationship between the evolution of a 
galaxy and its environment. In particular, we are interested to see i f there is evidence to 
suggest that the morphology of elliptical and SO galaxies may have arisen from the action of 
the environment on otherwise 'normal' galaxies. The thesis naturally divides into two parts 
corresponding to our observational studies that compare the stellar populations of early-type 
galaxies in high- and low-density environments, and to our theoretical work on the evolution 
of the environment. 
(1) Theory . Many previous authors have considered the effect of a galaxy's surroundings 
on its evolution (eg., Gisler, 1979, Larson et al., 1980, Icke, 1985). These authors as-
sume that the environment of the 'test' galaxy is static. While such models are useful 
and necessary for the study of the details of the evolutionary processes themselves, but 
they cannot be expected to bear direct comparison to the real universe. For example, 
the galaxies in a rich cluster have not all been resident in the dense environment for 
an equally long time: some of the galaxies wil l have recently infallen in small groups; 
others wi l l have been completely isolated before suddenly becoming bound into the deep 
potential well; yet others may have been present in the growing proto-cluster since it 
was seeded by an unusually large group early in the history of the universe. I t is our 
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aim to develop a mathematical formalism that allows us to investigate the mix of the 
histories of the galaxies that we see in a rich cluster like the one described above, and 
to see how this mix can be expected to vary with the size of the present-day cluster. 
The fundamental principles of such a formalism were developed by Press &i Schechter 
(PS, 1974) to study the evolution of the hierarchical distribution of mass in the universe 
as a whole. Only recently has the importance of their work been realised, as N-body 
simulations (Efstathiou et al., EFWD, 1988) showed that the theory made surprisingly 
good numerical predictions despite an apparent flaw in the arguments used by PS in 
its derivation. EFWD extended the formalism to include the effect of the modulation of 
the mass hierarchy by a background density perturbation. This gives some insight into 
the biasing of the histories of high- and low-density environments, but, because cross-
correlation terms between the scales of the mass hierarchy and the background density 
perturbation were ignored, the solution is neither self-consistent nor does i t give good 
numerical results. By including these cross-correlation effects, we further extend the PS 
formalism to allow us to study the mass distribution of groups (at an arbitrary epoch) 
in a region that will collapse to form a group/cluster of given mass at the present 
epoch. This mass distribution function (multiplicity function) contains the information 
we need to compare the histories of different present-day groups and clusters, and we 
make a rudimentary attempt to apply the theory to compare the evolutionary histories 
of galaxies as a function of their present-day environment. 
(2) Observat ion . The observational part of this thesis applies two separate techniques to 
compare the stellar populations of early-type galaxies in high- and low-density environ-
ments. The first approach, using the diagnostic spectral index method developed in Rose 
(1985), provides a particularly clear test of the mean stellar surface gravity of a com-
posite stellar system, and thus of its age (where we identify the age of a composite 
stellar system as the last epoch at which a significant fraction of the stars were formed). 
However, extremely high quality spectra are required in order that the strengths of 
the spectral lines can be measured with sufficient accuracy. For this reason, Rose was 
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only able to apply his technique to the study of a few nearby galaxies. By adding 
together the spectra of many individual galaxies, i t is possible to obtain a single high-
quality spectrum, representative of a 'typical' galaxy, although each individual spectrum 
is of relatively low signal-to-noise ratio. This technique, combined with the availability 
of fibre-optic coupling between telescope and spectrograph (this allows ~ 40 galaxies to 
be observed in a single exposure), has allowed us to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio 
spectra of 'typical' galaxies in relatively distant (by comparison with the galaxies studied 
by Rose) rich cluster environments. In addition to spectra of galaxies in the rich clusters 
Abell 2670 and Shapley 8, we have been provided with longslit spectra of galaxies in the 
Coma cluster, and more nearby galaxies in the field and the outer parts of the Virgo 
cluster. This sample is complemented with the spectra of M32 and two field E's ob-
served by Rose. The sample contains sufficient signal that we may compare the average 
age of the E/SO galaxies in rich clusters with that of similar galaxies in lower density 
environments. 
The second method of comparison is based on precise U, V and K-band measure-
ments of the luminosities of galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clusters. While galaxy 
colours do not provide an absolute test for the ages of galaxies (as it is not possible 
to disentangle the separate effects of metallicity and age), a relative comparison of the 
colours of galaxies of the same luminosity might be able to demonstrate that their stel-
lar populations are different. In particular, the presence of Asymptotic Giant Branch 
stars in a galaxy of intermediate age wil l make its V-K colour redder while the hotter 
main-sequence stars make its U-V colour bluer. This effect is readily distinguished from 
a residual difference in the extinction of the systems as this wi l l affect both colours in 
the same sense. A study of this nature has previously been attempted by Aaronson et 
al. (1981, APF). While they do find a systematic difference in the colours of the early-
type galaxies in the two clusters, their result has not been generally accepted because of 
doubts about the homogeneity of their optical photometery and uncertainties in the in-
strumental corrections that have been applied to their K-band photometery of the Coma 
cluster. Taking advantage of the availability of CCD detector systems, we have obtained 
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new U and V-band photometry for a large sample of early-type galaxies in both clusters. 
In addition, we have repeated and extended APF's sample of K-band photometery of 
galaxies in the Coma cluster. This new, extremely homogeneous data-base allows us both 
to compare the mean colours of the E/SO galaxies in the two clusters, and to investigate 
the intrinsic variations in the stellar populations of early-type galaxies within the same 
cluster. 
Below, we briefly summarise the chapter structure of this work. In Chapter 2, we provide 
a brief overview of the techniques that may be applied to investigate the stellar populations 
of early-type galaxies. This provides the reader with background to our application of two 
of these techniques in Chapters 3 & 4. Chapter 3 describes our analysis of the spectra of 
'typical' galaxies drawn from high- and low-density environments using the diagnostic spectral 
index method due to Rose (1985). Chapter 4 presents our observations and analysis of U, 
V, K photometery of early-type galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clusters. In Chapter 5, we 
present our theoretical work. The Press-Schechter (1974) formalism describing the growth of 
gravitational structure is extended to allow us to compare the histories of present-day groups 
of varying mass. We make a rudimentary attempt to link this work with the comparison 
of the stellar populations and morphologies of galaxies in different environments. Chapter 6 
draws together the results of the previous three chapters and attempts to present a unified 
picture comparing the evolution of galaxies found in groups and in clusters at the present-day. 
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O V E R V I E W O F P O P U L A T I O N S Y N T H E S I S 
A N D T H E M E A S U R E M E N T OF S T E L L A R P O P U L A T I O N S 
The stellar populations of nearby stellar systems (such as star clusters or, more recently, 
dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the local group) may be studied from the distribution of the 
colours and magnitudes of individual stars in the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram (eg., 
Schlesinger, 1969, and references therein). An estimate of the age of the system and its 
metal abundance (metallicity) is obtained by comparing the observed distribution with the 
theoretical prediction for a single-age, single-metallicity population of model stars. (The locus 
defined by the model stars is referred to as an isochrone.) A system that is a composite 
of several stellar populations, wil l show a spread in the observed properties of the stars 
that cannot be matched by a unique isochrone. This technique is extremely powerful, but 
i t can only be applied to systems in which the individual stars can be clearly resolved. It 
cannot, therefore, be used to study the starformation histories of the external giant galaxies 
with which we are concerned in this thesis. Below, we describe several different methods of 
population synthesis; their common aim is to determine the stellar mix of a system from its 
integrated light alone. 
Init ial attempts (eg., Wood, 1966, McClure k van den Bergh, 1968, Faber, 1972) to 
deconvolve the distribution of the individual stars from their composite light were based on 
a library of stellar properties (eg., the broad-band UBVRIJHK colours of stars in the solar 
neighbourhood). Stars were selected from the library in the combination that best minimised 
the difference between the properties of the observed and synthetic systems. However, in 
the absence of further constraints, a large range of solutions are indistinguishable within 
the observational uncertainties. Progress must then be made by noting that many of these 
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solutions may be rejected on physical grounds. For example, it seems implausible that giant 
stars should be present in the solution without introducing some number of dwarf stars of 
the same age. This principle has been formalised in the system of Evolutionary Population 
Synthesis (EPS) that we describe below. 
The fundamental assumption of EPS is that stars are at all times born with the same 
Initial Mass Function ( IMF) , (ie., the physical processes that determine the mass spectrum 
with which stars are formed do not change as the system evolves). For each epoch our knowl-
edge of stellar evolution (see references in Tinsley, 1972) is used to follow the distribution 
of a single-age (single-metallicity) population of stars in the theoretical H-R diagram (ie., 
Effective Temperature vs. Luminosity). These isochrones are used to select appropriate stars 
from the library, additional theoretical input being required to relate the calculated effective 
temperatures and bolometric luminosities to the positions of real stars in the observational 
H-R diagram. The properties of the stars are then combined with the weighting defined 
by the Init ial Mass Function. This gives a series of synthetic single-age (single-metallicity) 
stellar populations, which may be compared directly with observations of globular clusters, or 
combined to synthesise a more complicated system, such as an early-type galaxy. While this 
outline describes the basic technique of EPS, we have glossed over a number of difficulties 
that arise in its application. We identify the two main problems. 
(1) Theoretical evolutionary tracks have not been successfully computed for stars after the 
onset of helium core burning (ie., the Horizontal Giant Branch). While the subsequent 
evolution is extremely rapid, so that only a small fraction of the stellar population is in 
more advanced stages of evolution, the luminosity of such stars is very great. They may 
therefore make a significant contribution to the properties of the composite system, and 
should not be omitted f rom the synthesis. In addition, these stars are rare in the solar 
neighbourhood and nearby open clusters. I t is therefore difficult to include an appropriate 
variety of such stars in the library. 
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(2) In the system for which synthesis is to be attempted, stars with a wide range of metal-
licities may be present. In particular, stars that are considerably more metal rich than 
those in the solar neighbourhood are likely to be formed in the cores of elliptical galax-
ies. I t is not yet possible to form a stellar library that covers this complete range of 
metal abundance. Thus even i f appropriate isochrones were to be calculated, it would 
still not be possible to include these high-metallicity components in the synthesis. 
In the original EPS system, due to Tinsley (1972), problem (1) was made more severe 
by the absence of evolutionary tracks for stars beyond even the Sub-Giant Branch. This 
deficiency was, in part, circumvented by using an empirical luminosity function to define the 
distribution of stars on the Red Giant Branch. I t was assumed that this distribution did 
not evolve with the age of the stellar population. However, stars in more exotic evolutionary 
states (eg., the Horizontal and Asymptotic Giant Branches) were omitted completely from the 
synthesis. In addition, while Tinsley's model took into account the ejection of metals into 
interstellar medium by the more massive stars, and thus the chemical evolution of the model 
galaxy, no attempt was made to allow for the effect of this increasing metal abundance 
on either the evolutionary tracks of the stars, or the line blanketing corrections to their 
luminosities and colours. Instead, the synthesis was performed using solar metal abundance 
isochrones and a library of solar metallicity stars. 
A more sophisticated treatment of these problems has been devised by Arimoto and 
Yoshii (1986). Advances in the theory of stellar evolution have allowed evolutionary tracks 
to be calculated as far as the tip of the Red Giant Branch (ie., unti l Helium core burning 
commences). An evolving Red Giant Branch may therefore be included in the model. For 
high mass stars, the Horizontal Branch and Asymptotic Giant Branch phases can be included 
using semi-empirical evolutionary tracks (in the same manner as Tinsley done for the Red 
Giant Branch). In addition, since the model is limited to the calculation of broad-band 
colours a sophisticated treatment of problem (2) is possible — the stellar library is extended 
to include low metallicity stars through observations of Magellanic Cloud star clusters, and 
to super metal-rich stars through the use of theoretical line blanketing corrections. The 
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dependence of the evolutionary tracks on stellar metallicity is included, and an additional 
level of sophistication is used to follow the chemical evolution of the gas. Once the IMF 
and the time variation of the starformation rate has been specified, this model calculates the 
colour evolution of the synthetic galaxy. However, despite the complexity of this approach, 
two problems become apparent. Firstly, although a very wide range of stellar evolutionary 
phases are incorporated, the model still fails to accurately reproduce either the extreme 
blueness of the U-V band colours, or the redness of the. V-K colours (if an IMF similar 
to that measured in the solar neighbourhood is used). I t is likely that this is due to the 
absence from the model of low mass stars on the Horizontal and Asymptotic Giant Branches. 
Secondly, i f different models are compared, i t readily becomes apparent that, on the basis 
of broad-band colours alone, i t is impossible to distinguish systems that are genuinely old 
(age > 10 Gyrs) f rom intermediate-age systems (age ~ 5 Gyrs) of higher metallicity; ie., the 
tendency of the younger galaxy to be bluer is cancelled by the reddenning effect of its higher 
metallicity. I f we wish to avoid this ambiguity, then the information contained in the depths 
of the absorption lines must be incorporated into the synthesis. 
One such technique, in which the synthetic spectrum is required to match both the 
spectral energy distribution and the strengths of selected spectral lines, has been advanced 
by O'Connell (1976). Many other authors have produced similar schemes (eg., Tinsley, 1972, 
Faber, 1972 and references therein), but these works are plagued by the absence of accurate 
line strength measurements for stars covering a wide range of metallicities and ages. However, 
O'Connell (1980) realised that this limitation was not a problem in the synthesis of a dwarf 
elliptical galaxy (eg., M32). His synthesis code used only weak evolutionary constraints to 
draw stars from a library containing a fu l l range of solar metallicity dwarfs and giants, 
super metal-rich K-giants and composite spectra of two metal poor globular clusters. The 
minimisation preferred a solution containing only solar metallicity stars, implying that the 
metallicity of M32 was well matched to that of the library. The main-sequence turn-off 
(ie., the most massive stars sti l l in the main-sequence phase of their evolution) was placed 
between spectral types F6 and F9. Such a blue turn-off, combined with the solar metallicity 
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of the system, implies that the galaxy contains a substantial population of stars that are 
only ~ 6 Gyr old. 
In its application to larger galaxies, O'Connell's technique suffers from the lack of metal 
rich main-sequence stars in the stellar library and, more generally, f rom the absence of stars 
in advanced states of evolution. For example, Gunn et al. (1981) have argued that the 
absence of Horizontal Branch stars may artificially cause bluer dwarfs to be selected, leading 
to a spurious young age for the system. A method has, however, recently been introduced 
by Bica & Alloin (1986, 1987) that is largely successful at side-stepping these problems. 
Firstly, their method uses a library that consists exclusively of spectra of star clusters, and 
not of individual stars. In this way, all need to refer to theoretical isochrones and the IMF 
is avoided. In addition, all phases of stellar evolution are automatically included. Suitable 
clusters have been observed in our galaxy and the Magellanic clouds in order to provide a 
wide coverage of both metallicity and age. However, the most metal rich globular clusters 
in our galaxy only reach [Z/Z®] = 0.1 dex. The second development is therefore to include 
artificial high metallicity clusters into the library by extrapolating the strengths of a small 
number of spectral lines that are well behaved with both the age and the metal abundance 
of the observed clusters. The information used in the synthesis is confined to these spectral 
features plus the spectral energy distribution. Using this technique, Bica (1988) was able 
to show that the properties of early-type galaxies were very varied, both in terms of their 
metal content, and in the age of their youngest stellar components. In particular, they were 
able to confirm O'Connell's (1980) suggestion that many giant elliptical galaxies contained a 
significant population of intermediate-age stars. 
An alternative to these fu l l synthesis techniques has been established by Rose (1985). 
Rather than attempting to reconstruct the f u l l details of an observed spectrum, a few care-
ful ly chosen spectral lines are used to diagnose particular properties of the constituent stars. 
We wil l be concerned with the indices formed from the absorption lines at 4063A (Fel), 4077A 
(SrII) and 410lA (H<5). These lines may be combined in such a way as to indicate the rela-
tive contributions of dwarf and giant stars to the integrated light (cf., Section 3.1). In turn, 
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this measurement is diagnostic of the presence of a significant population of intermediate-age 
stars, since these main-sequence dwarfs wi l l then dominate the blue light of the galaxy. This 
method is more robust than conventional synthesis techniques as the inferred surface gravity 
is insensitive to both metallicity and to the presence of stars in poorly understood phases 
of stellar evolution. Rose applied his technique to study the stellar populations of M32 and 
a sample of nearby E and SO galaxies. In agreement with the studies we have discussed 
previously, the light, at 4000A was found to be dominated by dwarf stars — implying the 
presence of a substantial intermediate-age stellar component. 
In Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, we wil l be concerned with comparing the stellar 
populations of E and SO galaxies in high- and low-density environments. Specifically, in 
Chapter 3, we wil l apply Rose's spectral index technique to compare the spectra of nearby 
early-type galaxies in the field and the outer parts of the Virgo cluster with composite spectra 
(ie., high signal-to-noise spectra formed coadding many spectra of spectra of lower quality) of 
E/SO galaxies in rich clusters. This method provides direct evidence for a difference in the 
contributions of intermediate-age stars to the galaxian light in these contrasting environments. 
In Chapter 4, we wil l present high precision UVK colours for galaxies in the Virgo and 
Coma clusters. As we have outlined above, i t is difficult to make an absolute interpretation 
of broad-band colours because of the confusion between metallicity and age, and because of 
the important contribution made to the U and K bands by stars in poorly understood phase 
of their evolution. However, a relative comparison of the galaxies in these very different 
environments is not precluded. Indeed, the remarkable uniformity of the colours of these 
galaxies is seemingly at odds with the differences in their stellar populations implied by the 
spectral index analysis. This point is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
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T H E S U R F A C E G R A V I T I E S O F E A R L Y - T Y P E G A L A X I E S 
AS A F U N C T I O N OF T H E I R E N V I R O N M E N T 
3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In Chapter 2, we outlined the historical background to the 'diagnostic spectral index' 
technique for the determination of the mean stellar surface gravity of a composite stellar 
population. In this chapter, we apply this technique to compare the stellar populations of 
early-type galaxies in rich clusters with those of similar galaxies in low-density regions. Our 
aim is to infer the similarity, or difference, of the star formation histories of the galaxies in 
these very different present-day environments. 
Before proceeding to an involved discussion of the sources of our data, their calibration 
onto a common system, and the results that we derive thereby, we briefly describe the 
method by which the strengths of the Fel, Sr l l and H<5 absorbtion lines are to be compared. 
A more detailed discussion may be found in Rose (1985). Conventionally, the strength of 
spectral lines is assessed by their equivalent width, ie., the ratio of the flux removed by the 
line from the continuum to the continuum flux per unit wavelength. This measure is largely 
insensitive to changes in the slope of the continuum, and is also insensitive to line broadening 
if the line is unblended. However, the equivalent width is not an appropriate measure for 
weak lines in the blue part of the spectrum since the density of spectral lines is so great 
that no true continuum can be resolved. As a result, the pseudo-continuum level can be 
significantly altered by changes in chemical composition and temperature of the composite 
stellar system, and is also strongly dependent on the instrumental resolution employed and 
the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines. Instead, we use an alternative method which 
involves comparing the ratios of the residual central intensities of neighbouring lines. An 
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index that is sensitive to stellar surface gravity may be formed from the ratios SrII/Fel and 
H<5/Fel (these lines are identified in Figure 3.2). Because the continuum level is not itself 
involved in the determination of the index, extraneous effects of metallicity and temperature 
are avoided, and the sensitivity to Doppler or instrumental line broadening is greatly reduced. 
As with the equivalent widths, the SrII-FeI-H<5 indices are, because of their small wavelength 
coverage, largely unaffected by uncertainties in reddening and the relative flux calibration of 
the spectra. 
The disadvantage of this system is that an absolute measurement of the surface gravity 
cannot be provided; rather, the ratios that are measured for the composite system must be 
compared with dwarf and giant stars that have been observed with the same instrumental 
system, and that have been smoothed to match the Doppler broadening of the composite. 
Empirically, i t is found that dwarf and giant stars form two distinct sequences in the SrII/Fel 
vs. H<5/Fel plane, regardless of their metallicity (this is illustrated in Figure 3.3). The position 
of a star along one of the sequences is determined by its effective temperature. The separation 
of the sequences arises from the different stellar surface gravities (ie., compactness) of the 
stars in these different evolutionary states. The relative separation of a composite system from 
the dwarf and giant stellar sequences gives an indication of its mean surface gravity, ie., of 
the relative contributions of dwarf and giant stars to the total light at 4000A. In principle, 
the position of a system in the direction parallel to the stellar sequences can be used to 
gain insight into the metallicity of the system, but the interpretation of this information is 
fraught with theoretical and observational difficulties, and is not attempted here. 
While this technique provides a particularly clean test for the presence of intermediate-age 
stellar populations, i t has the disadvantage that the spectral lines used to form the index are 
extremely weak. In order to measure them to an accuracy that is significantly better than the 
discrimination between dwarf and giant stars (a 7% difference in the SrII/Fel index), spectra 
with signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 100 : 1 are required. For nearby galaxies, i t is practical 
to obtain spectral of this quality wi th extended exposure times. However, the exposure time 
required for a galaxies in the nearest rich clusters is prohibitive. Therefore, rather than 
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attempting to obtain high quality spectra of individual galaxies in these environments, we 
combine lower quality spectra of many galaxies to obtain a single high quality spectrum 
of a 'typical' galaxy in the cluster. The availability of fibre-optic multiobject spectroscopic 
instrumentation at the Anglo-Australian Observatory that allows spectra of up to 50 galaxies 
to be collected in a single exposure makes this coaddition technique particularly attractive. 
3.2 The Da ta 
3.2.1 Observations and data reduction 
Many previous workers have already obtained spectra at resolutions appropriate for the 
determination of cluster and galaxian velocity dispersions. As these spectra are also suitable 
for use in this project, i t is not necessary for us to make fresh observations. Drs. Sharpies, 
Rose and Teague provided us with one-dimensional spectra that had been wavelength cali-
brated, and had been corrected for the flux received from the night sky. Our data-set consists 
of: (1) intermediate dispersion longslit spectra taken on the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope of 
early-type galaxies in the Coma cluster, and NGC 2778, 3605, 4168, 4564, 4660 in the field 
and the outer parts of the Virgo cluster (we refer to this as the 'Virgo' sample); (2) multi-
object spectroscopy at the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope of the rich clusters Abell 2670 
and Shapley 8; and (3) the spectra of the galaxies M32, NGC 3377 and NGC 5576 that had 
previously been analysed in Rose (1985). The latter spectra were obtained with the Univer-
sity of Hawaii 2.2m telescope on Mauna Kea, further details of the instrumentation used can 
be found in Rose (1985). The three rich clusters, Coma, A2670 and Shapley 8 are of similar 
richness and represent environments substantially more dense than Virgo (ie., the rich clus-
ters have typical central velocity dispersions of ~ 1000 k m s - 1 whereas the field and 'Virgo' 
samples are drawn from regions where the local velocity dispersion is 100-600 k m s - 1 ) . In 
addition, stellar spectra, observed with the same detector system as M32, NGC 3377 and 
NGC 5576, were made available to calibrate the surface gravity measurements. The sources of 
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the different data-sets are summarised in Table 3.1; their spectral resolutions and reciprocal 
dispersions are given in Table 3.2. 
A sample of spectra drawn from a rich-cluster wi l l include a few objects that are field 
galaxies associated with the cluster only in projection. To exclude such galaxies, we rejected 
any galaxy with a redshift that was different f rom the cluster mean by more than three 
times the cluster velocity dispersion. The velocity dispersions were taken from Teague (1988), 
Sharpies et al. (1987) and Kent & Gunn (1982). 
In order to determine Rose's diagnostic line indices to an accuracy sufficient to discrim-
inate between systems dominated by dwarf or giant stars, spectra with a signal in excess of 
10000 photon detections per 2A pixel are required. Only the new 'Virgo' data allows this to 
be done on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis. To study the rich clusters, we must coadd the spectra 
of between 10 and 130 individual cluster members to obtain a single representative spectrum. 
Although the signal in each individual spectrum varies greatly amongst the data-sets, the 
more distant clusters Abell 2670 and Shapley 8 contain many more objects so that the final 
composite spectra are of comparable quality. In addition, the resolution and dispersion varies 
from one set of observations to another. We therefore broadened all the spectra to a common 
resolution of 4.3A F W H M to match the least resolved data. 
3.2.2 Sample selection 
Two issues remain before we can create and analyse the composite spectrum. Firstly, we 
must determine as accurately as possible which galaxies are of early-type. Most of the cluster 
redshift surveys from which our spectra are taken were purely magnitude-limited samples with 
no selection by type or colour. For 'Virgo' and Coma there is l i t t le difficulty since galaxies 
can be reliably selected as E or SO from morphological data available in the literature (de 
Vaucouleurs et al. (1976), Dressier (1980)). However, both Abell 2670 and Shapley 8 are more 
distant. In the case of Abell 2670, we have experimented with selection based on morphology 
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Table 3.2 — Details of Observations 
Redshift Aperture Dispersion Pixel Size Resolution 
(arcsec) A/mm A /pixel A ( F W H M ) 
A2670 0.076 2.6 66 2.0 4.3 
Shapley 8 0.047 2.6 66 2.0 4.3 
Coma 0.023 2.0 264 0.5 1.7 
Virgo/Field 2.0 264 0.5 1.7 
Virgo/Field - 3.7 50 0.6 2.5 
Stars — 1.7 50 0.6 2.5 
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0 0 
Figure 3 .1 . The colour-magnitude relation used to select galaxies in the cluster Shapley 8. 
Galaxies in the region below the dashed line were rejected from the 'early-type' sample. 
Photographic colours and magnitudes are from Metcalfe (1983). 
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and the amplitude of the 4000A break, (P400O1 as defined by Dressier & Schectraan, 1988). 
As is described in Section 3.4.3, the mean surface gravity of the cluster composite spectrum 
depends very little on the selection criteria applied. Our preferred sample in A2670 combines 
the galaxies classified as early-types by Thompson with untyped galaxies having Z?iooo > 1-8. 
Galaxies in the cluster Shapley 8 were selected using photographic B — R colours (Metcalfe, 
1983) to distinguish galaxies lying close to the colour-magnitude relation (cf. Figure 3.1). 
In addition, we experimented with rejecting individual spectra that registered less than 150 
counts per channel, but this was found to have negligible effect on the indices that we 
derived. 
The second issue concerns the dependance of Rose's line indices on the internal stellar 
velocity dispersion of the galaxies. Broadening experiments show that, because of the in-
creased blending of the lines, the indices become much less sensitive to surface gravity when 
the galaxy velocity dispersion is greater than about 250 k m s - 1 . Velocity dispersions of galax-
ies in Coma and 'Virgo' are obtained from the studies of Dressier (1984) and Davies et al. 
(1983) and those few galaxies with dispersions greater than this l imit were removed from the 
sample. For A2670, dispersions could only be obtained for the brighter galaxies and in Shap-
ley 8 no direct measurements are possible. To identify those galaxies with crv > 250 k m s " 1 
we use the correlation between luminosity and av (Faber and Jackson, 1976) normalising 
with respect to Coma on the basis of a pure Hubble flow. Since i t is the dispersion of the 
composite spectra that must be matched in order to ensure that the sensitivity of the indices 
is uniform, the excision of the few galaxies with excessive velocity dispersions is not critical. 
Ignoring this selection criterion affects the indices by less than 0.3%. 
3.2.3 Coaddition of spectra and measurement of line indices 
We have now defined the sample of galaxies that wi l l be included in the cluster-composite 
spectrum. This section describes the procedure used to combine the spectra of the individual 
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galaxies and to place the resulting composite on a homogeneous system. We also outline the 
method used to derive mean surface gravities from each of the final spectra. 
The procedure used to obtain the composite is as follows: firstly, the spectrum of each 
galaxy is de-redshifted to the observer's rest-frame; these spectra are then coadded and, i f 
necessary, the composite is smoothed to a resolution of 4.3A F W H M , and resampled at 
2A/pixel. Finally, since Rose's line index measurements are not based on any absolute scale, 
the composite spectra must be transformed to allow for the differences in spectral response 
between Rose's photographic detector system and the Image Photon Counting System (IPCS) 
used for the remainder of the observations. The transform is determined by matching the 
spectral energy distribution of the composite to Rose's photographic spectrum of the elliptical 
NGC 3377 over the wavelength range 3900-4300A. As is shown in Section 3.4.1, the surface 
gravities measured from the spectra are not sensitive to the photographic spectrum used to 
define the transformation. Examples of the composite spectra used in this study are shown 
in Figure 3.2. 
The velocities used to de-redshift the spectra are generally accurate to better than 
80 k m s - 1 and this process therefore contributes negligible additional broadening. The in-
ternal velocity dispersion of the galaxies does make a significant contribution to the effective 
resolution of the spectral lines. In practice, however, the effective velocity dispersion of the 
composite spectrum varies li t t le from cluster to cluster. To ensure all reference stars and 
individual galaxies (eg., M32) had the same broadening characteristics as the cluster compos-
ites, we smoothed these spectra to provide a total Doppler broadening of 180 k m s - 1 . We 
note, however, that only very gross discrepancies in the broadening can affect the indices by 
more than 1%. 
The minima of the Fel, SrII and H<§ spectral lines were identified by searching the 3 
pixels around the tabulated central wavelength of the feature. The ratios SrII/Fel and H(5/Fel 
are formed f rom the count rates in these pixels. Table 3.3 summarises the results derived 
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Figure 3.2. Examples of reduced and standardised spectra from which surface-gravities were 
measured: (a) NGC 3377, a field elliptical f rom Rose (1985); (b) the Virgo composite 
spectrum; (c) the A2670 composite spectrum; (d) the Coma composite spectrum. Details 
of the criteria used to select galaxies for inclusion into these spectra are given in the 
text. We have marked the Fel, SrII and B.6 absorption lines that are used to determine 
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preferred selection criterion, the number of spectra used to make up the composite and the 
values measured for the H6/Fel and SrII/Fel indices. The various error estimates that are 
given wil l be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 The mean surface-gravities of galaxies in high- and low-density environments 
As we have previously described, the luminosity-weighted mean surface gravity of a 
composite stellar population can be determined by comparing the strength of the gravity-
sensitive SrII/Fel spectral index with the temperature-sensitive H6/Fel index. Figure 3.3 
shows the discrimination possible for normal dwarf and giant stars. I t is important to note 
that all F - K dwarf stars, regardless of metal abundance, lie along a single line in the 
diagram, and that all giants with [Fe/H] > —1.5 lie along a line that is well separated from 
the dwarfs. The distance of a point, corresponding to the indices determined for a composite 
stellar population, f rom the dwarf and giant sequences in Figure 3.3 indicates the relative 
contributions of dwarf and giant stars to the light of the 'galaxy' at 4000 A. The direction 
parallel to the dwarf/giant sequences depends on the mean effective stellar temperature and 
metal abundance, and to a lesser extent on reddening and the transformation between the 
various instrumental systems. The crucial measurement for a composite spectrum is therefore 
its separation from the two sequences rather than its exact x,y location in the diagram. 
Figure 3.3 presents the basic result of this chapter. The position of the new field/Virgo 
composite spectrum is seen to lie close to the dwarf relation in the RS/Fel - SrII/Fel plane, 
having a giant star contribution to its mean surface gravity of only 17%. This agrees well 
with the surface gravities determined for NGC 3377, NGC 5576 and M32, and confirms 
Rose's original result. The small contributions to the light of these galaxies at 4000A from 
giant stars implies that stars were formed in these systems well after the initial epoch of 
galaxy formation. 
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Figure 3.3. The H£/Fel - SrII/Fel plane, showing the dwarf- and giant-star sequences. 
Dashed lines show the relations adopted in order to define a quantitative measurement 
of the surface gravity. The field/Virgo galaxies (starred symbols) are seen to lie closer 
to the dwarf star locus than equivalent rich-cluster galaxies (solid dots). 
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However, the three rich-cluster composite spectra are all displaced further from the dwarf 
star relation, giant stars contribute more than 35% of the light in these systems, suggesting 
that star formation was truncated at a substantially earlier epoch than in equivalent low-
density environment galaxies. Extreme changes in the initial mass function are required i f 
this result is to be otherwise interpreted (cf., Rose and Tripicco, 1986). We emphasise our 
result therefore: early-iype galaxies in high-density environments are (on average) older than 
similar galaxies in low-density clusters and groups. 
For clarity, no error-bars have been displayed in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows an ex-
panded view of the central part of the SrII/Fel - H<5/Fel plane. Two sets of error-bars 
are presented to distinguish uncertainties determined from Poisson statistics, and those de-
termined from Bootstrap Resampling (cf., Section 3.3.2) of the composite spectra (ie., we 
distinguish errors arising from the finite signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra from the total 
error that includes a contribution from the intrinsic scatter in the galaxy population). 
We delay a consideration of the statistical significance of the distribution of points pre-
sented above unti l Section 3.3.3, and continue discussion of the basic result. We define the 
'mean surface gravity' of a point in the SrII/Fel - H<5/Fel diagram by its deviation from the 
dwarf star sequence: 
„ c „ . A(SrII/FeI) Surface Gravity = 
A ( S r I I / F e I ) g i a n t 
In addition, i t is useful to quantify the different environments from which each of our samples 
have been drawn. We parameterise environment by the virial temperature of the group or 
cluster (ie., the square of its velocity dispersion) as this is much better defined than the 
typical mass, or mean density of the system. The choice of the environment parameter is 
not, however, important. We have estimated the virial temperature appropriate to each of 
our samples as follows: for the rich clusters, we use the square of the core velocity dispersion; 
for the 'Virgo' sample we use a value somewhat lower than the maximum dispersion reached 
in the core (ie., 500 k m s - 1 as opposed to 700 k m s - 1 , Huchra et al., 1983) to allow for 
the fact that field galaxies and galaxies in the periphery of the cluster are included in the 
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Figure 3.4. An expanded view of the central portion of the H<5/Fel - SrII/Fel plane. The 
symbols and dashed lines are as described in Figure 3. Two estimates of uncertainty are 
distinguished: (1) — solid lines — errors determined from the total flux in each line 
trough, and (2) — dotted lines — errors estimated from the spread in measurements for 
individual galaxies, or f rom the Bootstrap Resampling of the data-set (cf., Section 3.3.2). 
For the reasons outlined in the text, these are lower and upper limits, respectively, to 
the true uncertainty in each of the measurements. 
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'Vir ia l Temperature' Luminosity-Weighted Mean 
Mean Surface Gravity of Environment Aperture of Observation 
(units of r e ) 
0.24 ± 0 . 0 7 , 
0.18 ± 0 . 1 0 , 
0.17 ± 0 . 1 0 , 
0.14 ± 0 . 1 1 , 0.07 
0.37 ± 0 . 1 6 , 0.16 
0.36 ± 0 . 1 5 , 0.11 
















1. Mean Surface Gravity is defined as 
A(SrII/FeI) 
A ( S r I I / F e I ) g i a n t 
ie., the deviation of the SrII/Fel index value of spectrum from the index value of a 
dwarf star of the same H5/Fel index, expressed as a fraction of the separation between 
the dwarf- and giant-star loci. Over the range of interest, A ( S r I I / F e I ) g i a n t = —0.072. The 
errors displayed are from Bootstrap and Poisson estimates respectively. 
2. The 'vir ial temperature' of the environment is estimated as 
/ central velocity dispersion \ 2 
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V i r i a l T e m p e r a t u r e of E n v i r o n m e n t 
Figu re 3.5. The evidence for a correlation between mean surface gravity and the 'virial 
temperature' of the environment. The dotted and solid lines used to distinguish error 
bars are described in Figure 4. The effective virial temperature has been estimated as 
/central velocity dispersion 
V 1000 k m s - 1 
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sample; in the field we assume values close to 270 kms 1 since this is typical (Rood and 
Dickel, 1976) of the groups in which these early-type galaxies may have originated. 
In Table 3.4, we present the surface gravities measured from each of our spectra together 
with our estimate of the environment parameter and the luminosity-weighted mean aperture 
of the observations (see Section 3.4.4). Figure 3.5 presents the evidence for a correlation 
between environment and the mean surface gravity of the early-type galaxies in a more 
accessible manner. The Abscissa of the figure shows our estimate of the virial temperature 
of the galaxies surroundings; against this we have plotted the measured mean stellar surface 
gravity. I t can be seen that the surface gravity falls (ie., the deviation of the SrII/Fel 
increases) as the environment becomes more dense. This implies that the galaxies in the 
denser surroundings contain smaller populations of intermediate-age stars. 
3.3.2 Assement of random errors 
There are three sources of random error that affect the results given above: (1) photon 
noise due to the limited number of counts in the absorption line trough, (2) imperfect 
alignment of the individual spectra as a result of errors in measuring their redshift, and (3) 
intrinsic differences among the galaxies themselves. 
Photon noise can be determined from Poisson statistics applied to the total counts in 
the trough of the absorption line. Allowance must be made for the rebinning and smoothing 
needed to place all the spectra on a consistent system, and for the photon noise of the sky 
flux that has been subtracted off. 
An error estimate which includes contributions from all three of the sources listed above 
can be made using the Bootstrap Resampling technique described by Barrow et al (1984). 
The method involves random sampling from the catalogue of galaxies used to form the 
composite spectrum so as to simulate the effect of drawing a completely new sample of 
galaxies from the cluster (with the same selection criteria). Each galaxy may contribute to 
the final spectrum once, many times or not at all. Selection is terminated when the total 
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photon-count in the 'new' composite is equal to that in the original. The scatter in the 
spectral indices derived from these resampled composite spectra gives a robust estimate of 
the uncertainty in the indices that were measured f rom the original composite spectrum. Note 
that we use the symmetric 66-percentile points of the distribution to define the la errors as 
the rrns scatter is unduly influenced by outlying points. 
For the 'Virgo' sample, there are too few individual spectra for the Bootstrap Resampling 
test to be meaningful. Instead, we estimate the total error in the spectral indices from the 
scatter in the indices measured for the individual spectra. This procedure has also been 
applied to the Coma cluster; the errors derived are consistent wi th those determined by the 
Bootstrap technique. 
Table 3.3 summarises the total and Poisson error estimates for each of the clusters. For 
the clusters A2670 and Shapley 8, i t can be seen that the two estimates are comparable. 
For the 'Virgo' and Coma samples, the empirical error estimate is found to be greater than 
that determined by applying Poisson statistics. This suggests that there is some intrinsic 
dispersion in the properties of the cluster population. However, we emphasise that a part of 
this scatter is due to the well known metallicity-luminosity (ie., colour-magnitude) relation 
— the variation in the effective temperature of individual galaxies which this causes will 
result in a correlated spread in the H6/Fel and SrII/Fel indices even i f all galaxies possess 
the same mean stellar surface gravity. We therefore chose to present both sets of error bars. 
The empirical errors (ie., Bootstrap or rms scatter estimates) and Poisson errors being upper 
and lower limits, respectively, to the true uncertainty in the average surface gravity of the 
galaxies in each of the clusters studied. 
3.3.3 Statistical significance 
In Table 3.5, we estimate the level of confidence with which we can reject the null 
hypothesis that the distribution of surface-gravities of galaxies in high- and low-density en-
vironments is the same. Note that in the tests described below, we have allowed only for 
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Table 3.5 — Estimates of Statistical Significance 
Method 
unweighted difference of means 
weighted difference of means 
mean of differences 
Poisson Errors 
mean offset confidence 
0.224 ± . 0 5 6 99.997% 
0.211 ± . 0 8 8 99.2% 
0.207 ± . 0 7 3 99.7% 
Bootstrap Errors 
mean offset confidence 
0.209 ± . 1 0 1 98.2% 
0.212 ± . 0 8 2 99.5% 
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errors in the SrII/Fel index because the errors in the second index (ie., H<5/Fel) are corre-
lated so as to make the error ellipse elongated nearly parallel to the dwarf and giant loci; 
the uncertainties in determining the exact shape of this ellipse would not just ify a more 
detailed analysis. 
In the absence of observational errors, we may assess the significance of our results 
by comparing the means, and standard deviations of the means, of the two samples. This 
test allows the null hypothesis to be rejected with 99.997% confidence. However, a better 
estimate should take into account the observational errors estimated for each point (either 
from Poisson statistics, or by Bootstrap resampling) by applying a weighting factor of 1/of. 
The null hypothesis can then be rejected (applying a one-tailed test) wi th 99.2% confidence 
if the errors estimated from Poisson statistics are applied. 
However, we prefer to assess the significance of our result without making the assump-
tion that all rich-clusters of galaxies (or equivalently, all low-density groups) have a unique 
mean surface gravity (or equivalently, a unique age). This is best achieved by examining the 
distribution of the differences in surface gravity between pairs of points drawn from the high-
and low-density ensembles. An observational uncertainty for each difference is estimated by 
adding errors in quadrature. Weighting each difference by its inverse variance, this gives a 
mean difference between the samples of 0 .207± .073 , (for Poisson errors) indicating that the 
two samples are different at a confidence level of 99.7% (equivalent to a 3cr deviation in a 
two-tailed test). I f errors derived from the Bootstrap technique are used, the corresponding 
significance level is 99.5%. Note that in estimating the error in the mean, allowance has been 
made for the fact that there are only 5 degrees of freedom in the 12 differences. 
We conclude that there is a less than 1% chance that the surface gravities of the high-
and low-density environment samples are the same, the exact level of significance being 
dependant on the way in which the observational errors are taken into account. We do not 
attempt to resolve this problem, preferring to note that all of these tests indicate that our 
results are unlikely to arise unless there is a genuine difference in surface gravity between the 
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two samples. In the following section, we investigate possible systematic effects that might 
give rise to an offset between the two data-sets, even i f there were no real variation in the 
properties of early-type galaxies with their environment. 
3.4 Systematic Errors 
The archival nature of our data makes any direct intercomparison between the data 
sources impossible, and we must therefore estimate possible systematic effects by varying the 
manner in which we place all the spectra on a consistent system. Below, we set out the 
effects that could lead to a systematic difference between the rich-cluster and low-density 
environment data-sets, and estimate of the maximum error in dwarf/giant ratio that they 
could introduce. I t wi l l be seen that the only effect that may be able to compromise the 
results of the previous section is the mismatch between the effective apertures of the fibre 
and longslit observations. 
3.4.1 Instrumental transformations 
In order to relate our rich-cluster data (taken with the IPCS) to Rose's original photo-
graphic system, we have taken the differing spectral response curves of the instrumentation 
into account by matching the spectral energy distribution of the composite for each cluster 
(the transform wil l vary with the redshift and reddening of the cluster observed) to a stan-
dard galaxy (NGC 3377) observed by Rose. This process is less critical than at first appears 
because any error in the slope of the transform tends to move the indices along a path of 
constant dwarf/giant ratio; only a substantial error in the curvature of the relation (over a 
wavelength range of 40A) would grossly affect our conclusions. 
We have investigated the effect of using alternative galaxy spectra to define the trans-
formation. The spectra cover a range of 0 . m 2 in B-V; this is greater than the range of 
the cluster-composite colours. Although the H£/Fel index is affected by 2.4%, the change is 
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correlated with that in the SrII/Fel index so that the surface gravity is only affected by at 
most 1%. 
3.4.2 Zero-level error 
The measured surface gravity could also be affected by an error in the zero-level of 
the spectrum. The Shapley 8 observations are most at risk here by virtue of a poor sky-
subtraction (blueward of 3900A (in the cluster reference frame) a few of the spectra are seen 
to register negative counts). By examining individual spectra, we estimate that the zero-level 
of the composite spectrum could be in error by at most 2%. Because the difference between 
the line-depths is very small (3%), the largest total change in the indices is only 0.06%. In 
the unlikely event that there is an error in the zero-level of the composite of as much as 
10%, the error in the indices is still less than 0.3%. Larger zero-level errors would be obvious 
from their effect on the depths of the Ca H & K lines. 
3.4.3 Method of sample selection 
For galaxies in the field and the Virgo and Coma clusters, reliable morphological classi-
fication is available. These samples are therefore well defined and consistent. Because of the 
greater distance of the clusters Shapley 8 and A2670, direct morphological information is not 
available for all the galaxies in these spectroscopic samples. We must therefore determine 
the galaxies' morphology indirectly, either f rom their adherence to the colour-magnitude rela-
tion for the cluster, or f rom the amplitude of the 4000A break, D4000, (defined by Bruzual, 
1985). Figure 3.6 presents the correlation between morphological type and D4000 for galaxies 
in A2670 that have been classified by Thompson (priv. comm., see Sharpies et al., 1987). I t 
can be seen that 90% of elliptical galaxies have D4000 > 1.8. The accuracy with which SO 
and spiral galaxies can be discriminated using D4000 is substantially lower, but this may be 
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F i g u r e 3 .6 . The correlat ion between Thompson's (p r i v . comm.) morphological classification 
(according to the system of de Vaucouleurs et a l . , 1976) and the ampl i tude of the 4000A 
break for galaxies in the cluster A2670. Galaxies selected fo r inclusion i n the composite 
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F i g u r e 3 .7 . The colour-magni tude d iagram for galaxies i n the cluster A2670 (Sharpies et a l . , 
1987). Galaxies f a l l i ng below the dashed line are rejected f r o m the 'ear ly- type ' sample. 
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Table 3.6 — Consistency of Selection C r i t e r i a 
Selection Cr i t e r i a N a p e c t r a H 6 / F e l S r I I / F e l Surface Grav i ty 
Galaxies typed as E/SO 128 
plus un typed w i t h .D4000 > 1-8 
Galaxies typed as E/SO 80 
A l l galaxies w i t h D4000 > 1.8 129 
Devia t ion f r o m C - M relat ion 106 
0.921 ± 0 . 0 1 1 1.005 ± 0 . 0 1 2 0.49 ± 0 . 1 6 
0.915 0.992 0.61 
0.934 1.011 0.46 
0.920 1.004 0.48 
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I n order to determine the sensi t ivi ty of the surface g rav i ty measured f r o m the composite 
spect rum to the galaxy selection cr i ter ia , we have selected galaxies f r o m the A2670 cluster 
using the fo l l owing independent cr i ter ia : (1) selection o f E/SO galaxies based on Thompson's 
classification, (2) selection of galaxies measured to have D4000 > 1-8, (3) reject ion o f galaxies 
0 . m 0 7 bluer in B - R than the mean colour-magnitude re la t ion for the cluster (cf., Figure 3.7). 
The spectral indices and surface gravities measured f r o m each o f these composites are pre-
sented i n Table 3.6. W h i l e the indices can dif fer by ~ 15%, the change is almost parallel 
to a l ine o f constant integrated surface gravi ty . The change i n the g iant - l ight con t r ibu t ion 
to the surface g rav i ty is therefore much less t h a n the uncer ta in ty in t roduced by the photon 
noise. Th i s result is not too surpris ing since 70% of galaxies typed as E/SO satisfy b o t h the 
colour and D4000 selection cr i ter ia . We conclude tha t galaxy samples selected by any of the 
techniques described a l l give fa i r representations o f the mean stellar surface g rav i ty of the 
early-type galaxies i n each o f the clusters studied. 
3.4.4 Aper tu re effects 
I t is wel l established tha t the colours of early-type galaxies va ry w i t h radius (eg., T i f f t , 
1969). Conventionally, this is in terpreted as a me ta l l i c i ty effect, bu t , for the reasons out l ined 
in Chapter 2, an (addi t iona l ) gradient i n the mean age o f the stellar popu la t ion cannot 
be ru led out . A systematic difference may therefore arise i f the effective apertures used to 
observe the h igh- and low-density environment galaxies are d i f ferent . 
A direct comparison o f metr ic aperture sizes is not possible because the observations have 
made use o f b o t h single-slit and f ibre-opt ic techniques. T o a l low a comparison, therefore, we 
have determined luminosi ty-weighted mean aperture diameters fo r each o f our data-sets by 
assuming the galaxy surface brightness profiles are wel l f i t by the de Vaucouleurs r 1 / 4 law 
(de Vaucouleurs, 1948). Values for re are taken f r o m the l i te ra ture or est imated f r o m the 
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redshif t of the cluster. The effective rad i i of the surface grav i ty measurements (expressed as 
a f u n c t i o n o f r e ) are given i n Table 3.4. 
I t can be seen tha t the observations o f the two distant clusters, Shapley 8 and A2670, 
sample the mean surface g rav i ty at larger r ad i i than is the case for the galaxies i n the 
low-density environment samples. Figure 3.8 presents the evidence for a correlat ion between 
surface g rav i ty and effective aperture. W h i l e the relat ionship is not so wel l defined as tha t 
f o u n d between surface g rav i ty and the environment (cf., Figure 3.5), we cannot present strong 
s tat is t ical arguments to suggest t ha t the la t ter is more fundamen ta l . T h e scale o f these gra-
dients wou ld be such tha t the 'age' of the stellar popula t ion must change by ~ 5 Gyrs (Rose 
and Tr ip icco, 1986) between the nucleus and a radius o f ~ 1.3 K p c (Ho = 5 0 k m s _ 1 M p c - 1 ) . 
I n the absence of an addi t iona l me ta l l i c i ty gradient, this 'age gradient ' wou ld make early-type 
galaxies bluer towards their centres, contrary to observation. I n add i t ion , we note that Rose 
(1985) was unable to f i n d any evidence for a surface g rav i ty gradient i n the dwarf galaxy 
M 3 2 . B y itself, this does not rule out the presence of such gradients i n giant e l l ip t ica l galax-
ies. Final ly , Couture & Hardy (1990) f i n d tha t line index gradients a t redder wavelengths 
( ~ 5000A) are compatible pure meta l l i c i ty gradients. However, since Gian t stars dominate 
the galactic l igh t at these wavelengths, this also is not a strong constraint . 
3.5 S u m m a r y a n d C o n c l u s i o n s 
I n this chapter, we have appl ied the spectral index technique developed by Rose (1985) 
to compare the mean stellar surface gravit ies o f early-type galaxies i n r ich clusters w i t h those 
of s imi lar galaxies i n lower density environments (namely, the field and the outer parts o f 
the V i r g o cluster). We have presented evidence to suggest tha t the galaxies located i n high-
density environments have lower mean stellar surface gravi ty . T h i s implies tha t giant stars 
(ie., stars tha t have evolved away f r o m the m a i n sequence) make a greater con t r ibu t ion to the 
blue l i gh t o f these galaxies. Before we proceed to present our detailed in terpre ta t ion o f this 
result, i t is i m p o r t a n t to note tha t the existence o f any difference between early-type galaxies 
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L u m i n o s i t y - W e i g h Led Ape r tu r e 
F i g u r e 3 .8 . The evidence for 'age gradients ' i n early-type galaxies: the var ia t ion o f surface 
grav i ty w i t h the luminosi ty-weighted mean aperture (measure i n terms of the ha l f - l igh t 
radius r e ) . Open and f i l l ed circles, respectively, represent galaxies d rawn f r o m low- and 
high-density environments respectively. T h e t w o measurements for the dwar f galaxy M32 
clearly rule-out any correlat ion i n this galaxy, bu t i t is not clear that the same relat ion 
should apply to the other (g ian t ) galaxies tha t are shown. 
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i n high- and low-density environments implies t ha t the environment has played an i m p o r t a n t 
role i n either the f o r m a t i o n or evolut ion o f these galaxies. However, the greater con t r ibu t ion 
of giant stars to the l igh t o f the galaxy is readily interpreted as i m p l y i n g tha t the tu rn-of f 
of the stellar main-sequence is less luminous i n these systems. I n t u r n , this implies that (on 
average) starformation terminated, at a more recent epoch in field and poor-cluster galaxies 
than in galaxies that are today found in high-density environments. A possible al ternat ive 
explanat ion can be provided i f the stellar I n i t i a l Mass Funct ion ( the mass d i s t r i bu t i on w i t h 
which stars are born) varies s trongly w i t h the environment o f the host galaxy. However, Rose 
& Tr ip icco (1986) showed tha t , since only stars i n a small mass range near the main-sequence 
tu rn -o f f make a significant con t r ibu t ion to the t o t a l l igh t at 4000A, the change required in the 
I M F index is uncomfor tab ly large (ie., changing the slope between the 'reasonable' extremes 
of 0.0 and 2.35, has an insignif icant effect on the relative cont r ibut ions o f d w a r f and giant 
stars). Therefore, i n the absence of any theoretical m o t i v a t i o n for this hypothesis, our f i r s t 
in te rpre ta t ion of the result (ie., as a va r ia t ion i n the age o f the stellar popu la t ion) is to be 
preferred. 
Because of the small absolute size o f the effect tha t we measure, and because of the 
heterogeneous nature of our data-set, we have been careful to examine possible sources o f 
systematic error. The construct ion o f the indices makes them insensitive to error in the 
zero-level of the spectrum and to uncertainties i n the t r ans format ion between the IPCS and 
photographic detector systems. However, our da ta for galaxies i n the r i ch clusters samples 
the l igh t f r o m a larger physical aperture than- is the case fo r the more nearby f ie ld galaxies. 
Therefore, i f there were a s t rong rad ia l var ia t ion i n the age o f the stellar popu la t ion w i t h i n 
an i n d i v i d u a l galaxy, this could provide an al ternat ive explanat ion o f our basic result. I n the 
absence any evidence to support this hypothesis, however, the large gradients required seem 
unlikely. We therefore re ta in our confidence i n the result tha t there is a genuine difference 
between early-type galaxies f o u n d i n h igh- and low-density environments; bu t clearly, the 
issue can only be considered settled i f fu r the r evidence can be provided f r o m an independent 
source. 
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C O M P A R I S O N OF T H E C O L O U R S O F 
E A R L Y - T Y P E G A L A X I E S IN V I R G O AND COMA 
4 . 1 Introduction 
I n chapter 3, we used the depths of selected absorption lines i n a very narrow region 
of the spectrum near 4000A to compare the stellar populat ions of early-type galaxies i n 
different environments. Th i s approach has the advantage tha t the confusion between age and 
meta l l i c i ty is avoided, bu t this gain is made at the expense o f the h igh signal-to-noise ra t io 
required i n the spectra i n order tha t the line depths can be measured w i t h sufficient accuracy. 
Such h igh qua l i ty da ta can on ly be realist ically obtained for dis tant galaxies by coadding 
the i n d i v i d u a l spectra to ob ta in a single composite spectrum of a ' t y p i c a l ' galaxy in the 
environment under invest igat ion. I n this chapter, we address the same problem by comparing 
the broad-band colours of early-type galaxies over a wide wavelength range spanning f r o m 
the near-ul traviolet to the near-infrared. Th i s method suffers f r o m the disadvantage that i t is 
sensitive to the presence of stars i n poor ly understood phases o f stellar evolu t ion (ie., stars 
on the Hor izonta l and A s y m p t o t i c Giant Branches o f the H - R d iagram) . The in terpre ta t ion 
of any difference tha t may be f o u n d is therefore complicated. However, the method benefits 
f r o m the ab i l i t y to make the comparison on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis; and thus to give insight 
i n t o the var ia t ion i n the properties of galaxies i n a single environment . 
For this project , we have chosen to s tudy early-type galaxies i n the Vi rgo and Coma 
clusters. T h e two clusters represent very different environments . The central par t of the Coma 
system is very dense, r ich i n e l l ip t ica l galaxies and has a h igh velocity dispersion. The Vi rgo 
cluster is a much weaker association; a large f r ac t i on of the galaxies have spiral morphology, 
and the veloci ty dispersion is roughly ha l f tha t i n the C o m a cluster. A comparison of the 
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colours of E and SO galaxies i n these clusters has previously been made Aaronson et a l . 
(1981, A P F ) by combin ing their own K - b a n d pho tomet ry (Frogel et a l . , 1978, F P A M , and 
Persson et a l . , 1979, P F A ) w i t h opt ica l and near-ul traviolet photomet ry published by Sandage 
(1972, S72) and Sandage & Visvanathan (1978, S V ) . They found evidence for a systematic 
difference o f 0 . m 1 0 i n V - K colour, the offset being i n the sense tha t the early-type galaxies 
i n the V i r g o cluster were redder than s imi lar galaxies o f the same absolute magni tude in the 
Coma cluster. They f o u n d no evidence fo r any difference i n U - V colour. A P F suggest tha t 
this effect m i g h t be explained i f the Vi rgo galaxies contained a popu la t ion o f intermediate-age 
A s y m p t o t i c G ian t Branch ( A G B ) stars absent f r o m the E/SO galaxies i n the Coma cluster. 
Th i s hypothesis f i t s i n wel l w i t h evidence, presented i n the previous chapter, tha t suggests 
tha t ear ly- type galaxies i n lower density environments cont inued to f o r m stars u n t i l a more 
recent epoch than their counterparts i n r i ch clusters. 
The result presented by A P F has, however, been crit icised. 
(1) Several corrections must be made to the I R magnitudes before they can be compared 
w i t h opt ica l measurements. These are each subject to uncertainty. F i r s t ly , the I R pho-
tometer does not measure the flux f r o m the target galaxy th rough a ' top-ha t ' aperture. 
A correction for this effect must therefore be determined by convolving the measured 
beam prof i le w i t h the surface-brightness profiles o f model galaxies. Secondly, PFA found 
tha t an add i t iona l correction was required since their observations had been made w i t h 
a chopping distance between the galaxy and the blank sky channel of only 2-3 galaxy 
diameters. T h e sky flux measured by the photometer is then contaminated by l igh t f r o m 
the outer parts o f the galaxy. I n add i t ion , we suggest tha t the galaxies i n the very cen-
t r a l parts o f the cluster must be corrected fo r the intra-cluster l i gh t tha t contaminates 
the sky-channel o f the photometer. 
(2) T h e opt ica l pho tomet ry adopted by A P F may not be as homogeneous as has previously 
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been claimed. For example, Micha rd (1982) f inds that the u -V colours* of galaxies in 
the Vi rgo cluster are systematically redder (by 0 . m 0 5 ) than the rest of the SV sample. 
Clear ly great care is required to ensure tha t the photometr ic zero-points of the two 
clusters are precisely the same. The t ransformations tha t have been established between 
the photometr ic systems of S72 and SV may not , therefore, be suff ic ient ly accurate for 
this appl icat ion. 
A n independent study of the colours o f early-type galaxies in the t w o clusters is therefore 
of considerable importance. We have three aims: (1) to s ignif icant ly enlarge upon the sample 
of galaxies available to A P F ; (2) to check fo r systematic differences between the photometr ic 
systems i n the two clusters; and (3) to increase the accuracy o f the opt ica l photomet ry (this 
is possible by v i r tue of improvements i n photometr ic detector technology). 
A br ief out l ine of the strategy of this project is as fo l lows. F i rs t ly , we have obtained 
independent K-band photomet ry o f E/SO galaxies i n the Coma cluster, the mode o f operation 
of the photometer being careful ly chosen so as to minimise the problems incurred by PFA. 
The measurements are used b o t h to enlarge on PFA's sample and to test the precision of 
their photometry . Secondly, this da ta has been complimented w i t h new homogeneous opt ical 
C C D photomet ry o f samples o f early-type galaxies in both clusters. B y these means, we 
ob ta in accurate and homogeneous raw colours i n the two clusters. Corrections for the d i f fer ing 
ext inct ions and redshifts of the clusters have been estimated independently o f A P F , bu t are 
f o u n d to be the same. We choose not to t r ans form these colours, t ha t are obtained w i t h i n 
approximate ly match ing physical (ie., K p c ) aperture sizes, to colours w i t h i n an aperture 
relat ive to the diameter of the galaxy ( this departs f r o m the procedure adopted by A P F ) . 
The colours o f the galaxies are now p lo t t ed as a f u n c t i o n of their isophotal magni tude ( V ^ ) . 
The distance modulus between the clusters is determined f r o m the co lour -magni tude ( C -
M ) correlat ion i n each of the colour bands, and compared w i t h the value derived f r o m the 
t W e use the symbol u to dis t inguish the narrow-band def in i t ion o f this filter used by SV f r o m 
the s tandard broad-band def in i t ion o f U (Johnson & Morgan , 1953). 
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Faber-Jackson (1976) (L-<y) re lat ion (Dressier, 1984, D84) . We also compare the distance-
independent U - V vs. V - K colour-colour ( C - C ) relations i n the t w o clusters. 
4 .2 I n f r a r e d P h o t o m e t r y 
4.2.1 Ins t rumenta l set-up 
The observing runs tha t provided data for use i n this project are summarised in Ta-
ble 4 . 1 . The in f ra red photomet ry o f early-type galaxies i n the Coma cluster was obtained 
dur ing 5 dark nights (7-12 March , 1986) at the U . K . In f ra red Telescope ( U K I R T ) on Mauna 
Kea, Hawai i . The observer was Dr . M . M o u n t a i n of the Royal Observatory, Ed inburgh . The 
photomet ry was performed th rough a relat ively large aperture o f 19.6" nomina l diameter. As 
a result, the measurements are insensitive to atmospheric seeing and to the accuracy w i t h 
which the galaxy was centred. Since this increases the relative in tensi ty o f the sky f lux , a 
reduct ion i n the sensi t ivi ty o f the photometer does, however, result. Consequently in tegrat ion 
times of typ ica l ly 6 mins. were required to reach the desired 1% accuracy. The chopping 
th row of the telescope was set to the large value o f 150" i n order tha t there wou ld be no 
con tamina t ion of the sky channel of the photometer by f l u x f r o m the outer parts of the 
galaxy (cf., Frogel et a l . , 1978, F P A M ) . Consecutive exposures o f each galaxy were made 
i n the J, K and, i f sky condit ions appeared stable, H photometr ic bands. Standard U K I R T 
f i l ters — described i n the U K I R T Observer's Manua l ( U . K . In f ra red Telescope Support Uni t , 
1988) — were used throughout the run . 
4.2.2 Observational technique 
Precision photomet ry i n the in f ra red is made d i f f i cu l t by t w o factors — the rap id varia-
t i on i n the sky brightness, and the slower d r i f t o f the atmospheric transmission. Sky br ight -
ness var ia t ion is accounted fo r by the chopping and nodding of the telescope. The var ia t ion 
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Table 4.1 — Summary of Observing T i m e 
Dates 
7-12 March , 1986 
21-25 March , 1987 
18-21 March , 1988 
9-12 A p r i l , 1989 
Telescope 
U K I R T 
I N T 
I N T 
I N T 
Observer(s) 
M o u n t a i n 
Lucey 
Bower & Ell is 
Bower & Lucey 
Photometr ic 
Bands 
J, H , K 
U , B , V 
U , V 
U , V 







i n the ca l ibra t ion o f the photometry must be traced by f requent ly re-observing three 'refer-
ence' stars in the f ie ld of the Coma cluster. These stars were i n t u r n cal ibrated onto the 
s tandard Ca l i fo rn i a Ins t i tu te o f Technology ( C I T ) photometr ic system (described by F P A M ) 
by observing standard stars selected f r o m Elias et al . (1982). I n order to check the consis-
tency of the magnitudes derived f r o m this procedure, a substant ial number o f measurements 
were repeated on different nights . 
Accurate positions of the galaxies were obtained f r o m a PDS scan of a Schmidt plate 
of the cluster ( k i n d l y supplied by Dr . Metcalfe , cf., Metcalfe , 1983). For each galaxy, we 
determined an offset f r o m one o f several astrometric reference stars i n the cluster f ie ld . The 
telescope was then pointed by centering this star i n the f i e ld o f view of the guide television 
camera. Since the camera could be accurately offset f r o m the f ie ld o f view of the photometer, 
the galaxy should then be accurately centered i n the photometer beam. I n practice, the 
accuracy of this posi t ioning was then checked by max imis ing the signal received by the 
photometer. O n alternate nights, the telescope was chopped i n E - W and N - S orientations. 
The appropriate di rect ion for each galaxy was chosen so tha t the two positions of the sky 
channel o f the photometer were not contaminated by br ighter stars or another galaxy. A few 
galaxies were observed w i t h bo th chop orientat ions i n order to check for consistency. 
I n order tha t we would be able to compare the 'beamed' in f ra red magnitudes w i t h 
opt ica l magnitudes measured inside ' top-ha t ' apertures, the telescope beam profi le had to be 
determined by scanning a star across the aperture of the photometer. Th i s procedure was 
carried ou t on each n igh t , i n a l l photometr ic bands and i n b o t h E - W and N - S orientat ions. 
4.2.3 Selection o f galaxies 
I n selecting galaxies for observation, p r i o r i t y was given to e l l ip t ica l galaxies w i t h stellar 
veloci ty dispersions and Mg2 indices published i n D84. I n order t ha t an accurate transfor-
ma t ion to the photometr ic system of P F A could be established, a substantial number of 
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the galaxies included i n these authors ' publ ica t ion were re-observed. A d d i t i o n a l early-type 
galaxies were selected at r andom f r o m Dressler's (1980) l is t o f galaxies w i t h morphological 
types. Subsequent to these observations, Dressier (1987) published a list o f veloci ty dispersion 
parameters fo r a number SO galaxies i n the cluster; i t is unfor tuna te tha t greater overlap 
w i t h this sample could not have been achieved. 
4.2.4 Photometr ic condit ions 
A p a r t f r o m the f i r s t and last nights o f the r u n , sky condit ions were good and the 
magnitudes determined fo r the reference stars varied smooth ly th roughout the n igh t . Cloud 
prevented observation du r ing the first ha l f o f the first n igh t , bu t after 10.00 U T , conditions 
became suff ic ient ly stable for accurate J and K pho tomet ry to be per formed. T h e fifth n ight 
started wel l , bu t after the first few observations had been made, condit ions deteriorated. I t 
is not possible to trace the va r ia t ion i n the ex t inc t ion w i t h sufficient confidence dur ing the 
later par t o f this n igh t , so we have excluded the da ta obtained f r o m fu r the r analysis. The 
beam prof i le of the telescope was also noticeably degraded on the last n igh t . D u r i n g the 5 
nights , the seeing was typ ica l ly l " - 2 " . 
4.2.5 Reduct ion of in f ra red pho tomet ry 
P re l imina ry data reduction at the telescope supplies the observer w i t h a first estimate of 
the magnitudes o f the objects observed by app ly ing s tandard values for the zero-point and 
ex t inc t ion to the raw signal received f r o m the photometer . The next step i n the reduction 
is to cal ibrate the magnitudes o f the reference stars on to the s tandard C I T system. Th is 
has been achieved by comparing the p re l imina ry magnitudes o f ' s tandard ' stars w i t h obser-
vat ions o f the reference stars made shor t ly before and af ter the par t icu la r exposure. Since 
the s tandard stars have well-determined C I T magnitudes, accurately cal ibrated magnitudes 
m a y be infer red for the reference stars. A p p l y i n g this procedure to a l l the standard star 
observations made i n good condit ions gives the absolute ca l ib ra t ion o f the reference stars to 
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better t han 0 . m 0 0 7 (lcr confidence). Consequently, this is also the precision to which the 
galaxy pho tomet ry is zero-pointed. 
T h e small ampl i tude variat ions i n the ex t inc t ion tha t occur throughout the n ight may 
now be allowed for by using the observations o f the reference stars to provide a frequent 
recal ibrat ion o f the ex t inc t ion towards Coma cluster. I n practice, i t is sufficient to determine 
the recal ibrat ion every half-hour or so. (The frequency was increased i f the photometr ic 
condit ions were suspect.) The gradient o f the var ia t ion is typ ica l ly less than 0 . m 0 2 in 3 hours. 
Pho tomet ry obtained du r ing the periods i n the first and last nights when the recalibrat ion 
became erratic was rejected f r o m fu r the r analysis. 
I n order to relate pho tomet ry performed w i t h the U K I R T beam to measurements mea-
sured th rough a top-hat aperture, the beam profiles measured each n igh t were convolved w i t h 
(V-band) aperture photomet ry o f Coma galaxies o f va ry ing magnitudes. A mean correction, 
tha t converted the 'beamed' measurement i n t o a magni tude measured th rough a 17" top-hat 
aperture, could then be defined for each galaxy. Th i s correction is t yp ica l ly 0 . m 0 2 w i t h an 
uncer ta in ty (arising f r o m the different surface brightness profiles o f the galaxies) of much less 
than 0 . m 0 1 . Uncertainties in t roduced by the gradient i n the V - K colour are entirely negligi-
ble. T h e top-hat aperture size o f 17" dia . was selected to ma tch the F W H M ( f u l l w i d t h at 
ha l f m a x i m u m ) of the beam profi le . 
Because o f the h igh galactic l a t i tude o f the Coma cluster, and the relat ively small size 
o f the photometer aperture, few of the magnitudes measured were affected by contamina t ing 
galactic stars. The t w o galaxies for which con tamina t ion is a s ignif icant p roblem (D121 and 
D159) have been deleted f r o m our sample as accurate subt rac t ion o f the secondary component 
is not possible. 
I n Table 4.2, we present the J and K-band pho tomet ry tha t was obtained in good 
condit ions. T h e magnitudes quoted have been corrected for the beam prof i le o f the telescope, 
bu t not fo r the diffuse infra-cluster l i gh t tha t , i n a few cases, contaminates the sky channel 
of the photometer ( this is discussed and a correction appl ied i n Section 4.4.1). T h e internal 
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Table 4.2 
Raw J- and K - B a n d Photometry in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy I . D . Date Chop D i r . J K 
D10 11 /3 /87 NS 13.52 12.62 
D31 7 /3 /87 NS 11.54 10.58 
7 / 3 / 8 7 NS 11.57 
9 /3 /87 NS 11.52 10.55 
D49 8 /3 /87 E W 11.56 10.57 
D67 10 /3 /87 E W 13.25 12.32 
D69 7 / 3 / 8 7 NS 12.32 11.36 
9 / 3 / 8 7 NS 12.32 11.35 
D70 8 /3 /87 E W 12.95 12.01 
10 /3 /87 E W 12.93 11.98 
D78 8 /3 /87 E W 12.09 11.15 
9 /3 /87 NS 12.13 11.16 
D79 10 /3 /87 E W 12.12 11.17 
11 /3 /87 NS 12.12 11.15 
D81 10 /3 /87 E W 13.43 12.53 
D84 10 /3 /87 E W 13.09 12.13 
D87 7 /3 /87 NS 13.95 13.04 
8 /3 /87 E W 13.94 13.00 
9 /3 /87 NS 13.94 13.01 
D91 10 /3 /87 E W 12.26 11.31 
D95 10 /3 /87 E W 12.53 11.55 
D96 10 /3 /87 E W 12.82 11.83 
D97 10 /3 /87 E W 11.99 11.03 
D107 7 / 3 / 8 7 NS 13.60 12.68 
9 /3 /87 NS 13.60 12.68 
D110 10 /3 /87 NS 13.51 12.58 
D118 8 /3 /87 E W 12.48 11.54 
D121 8 /3 /87 E W 11.84: 10.84: 
10 /3 /87 E W 11.83: 10.81: 
D124 8 /3 /87 E W 12.53 11.58 
D125 7 / 3 / 8 7 NS 13.51 12.59 
8 /3 /87 E W 13.46 12.53 
9 / 3 / 8 7 NS 13.50 12.60 
D126 8 /3 /87 E W 14.05 13.21 
D127 9 / 3 / 8 7 NS 13.80 12.86 
D128 8 /3 /87 E W 13.58 12.65 
11 /3 /87 NS 13.58 12.60 
D129 8 /3 /87 E W 11.56 10.56 
10 /3 /87 E W 11.59 10.58 
D130 7 /3 /87 NS 12.42 11.44 
9 / 3 / 8 7 NS 12.45 11.48 
D133 7 /3 /87 NS 12.46 11.50 
9 / 3 / 8 7 NS 12.43 11.46 
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Table 4.2 (cont.) 
alaxy I . D . Date Chop D i r . J K 
D136 7 /3 /87 NS 13.41 12.48 
7 /3 /87 NS 13.41 12.48 
8 /3 /87 E W 13.43 12.48 
D143 7 /3 /87 NS 12.08 11.12 
D144 8 /3 /87 E W 12.38 11.41 
D148 8 /3 /87 E W 10.84 9.85 
10 /3 /87 E W 10.84 9.85 
D150 8 /3 /87 E W 13.17 12.22 
10/3 /87 E W 13.14 12.23 
D151 7 /3 /87 NS 12.47 11.55 
D152 9 /3 /87 NS 12.85 11.88 
D153 8 /3 /87 E W 13.24 12.29 
9 /3 /87 NS 13.26 12.30 
D154 9 /3 /87 NS 14.05 13.21 
D159 7 /3 /87 NS star su perposed 
D164 10 /3 /87 E W 11.67 10.74 
D165 11 /3 /87 NS 13.40 12.46 
DIGS 8 /3 /87 E W 12.13 11.13 
9 /3 /87 NS 12.11 11.13 
D170 9 /3 /87 NS 13.07 12.05 
D172 7 /3 /87 NS 12.94 11.94 
9 /3 /87 NS 12.90 11.89 
D174 7 /3 /87 NS 12.71 11.72 
8 /3 /87 E W 12.71 11.71 
D175 8 /3 /87 E W 12.45 11.47 
9 /3 /87 NS 12.47 11.50 
D184 10 /3 /87 E W 14.21 13.33 
D193 8 /3 /87 E W 13.33 12.42 
9 /3 /87 NS 13.38 12.44 
D194 7 /3 /87 NS 11.82 10.83 
9 /3 /87 NS 11.79 10.80 
D207 7 /3 /87 NS 13.03 12.10 
9 /3 /87 NS 13.08 12.11 
D217 8 /3 /87 E W 12.07 11.12 
D225 10 /3 /87 NS 14.28 13.38 
D240 7 / 3 / 8 7 NS 11.51 10.55 
8 /3 /87 NS 11.52 10.56 
D242 10 /3 /87 E W 13.27 12.31 
D245 10 /3 /87 E W 13.09 12.14 
RB74 10 /3 /87 E W 14.09 13.28 
Notes: 
1. Where possible, galaxies have been ident i f ied fo l l owing Dressler's (1980) list of morpho-
logical types. RB74 is ident i f ied i n Rood & B a u m , 1967. 
2. A l l measurements have been corrected to a 17" top-hat aperture. No correction has been 
applied for the intra-cluster l i gh t . 
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F i g u r e 4 . 2 . A comparison o f repeated K-band measurements o f galaxies i n the Coma cluster. 
The rms scatter is 0 . m 0 2 6 . 
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scatter i n our repeated measurements (no d i s t inc t ion has been d rawn between observations 
w i t h NS and E W chopping directions) is 0 . m 023 (J-band, n = 2 9 ) and 0 . m 026 (K-band , n = 2 8 ) . 
Note tha t two of the galaxies in this comparison w i l l be found to require different 'chopping 
corrections' ( to a l low for intra-cluster l i gh t ) i n the two observations. These corrections are, 
however, so small t ha t the in ternal scatter o f the whole sample is not s ignif icant ly altered 
when they are appl ied. A graphical representation of the comparison is presented i n Figures 
4.1 and 4.2. 
4.3 O p t i c a l C C D P h o t o m e t r y 
4.3.1 Ins t rumenta l set-up 
U - and V-band observations o f the V i r g o and C o m a clusters were made on three suc-
cessive years (21-25 March 1987, 18-21 March 1988 and 9-12 A p r i l 1989) at the 2.5m Isaac 
Newton Telescope, L a Pa lma ( I N T ) . A summary is given i n Table 4 . 1 . O f the to ta l o f 10 
nights allocated by P A T T (Panel fo r the A l l o c a t i o n o f Telescope T i m e ) , 6 were of sufficient 
photometr ic qua l i ty to y i e ld data o f use i n this project . The detector used was the R C A 
C C D (mounted at Pr ime Focus), th is detector being chosen for i ts superior blue response 
over the uncoated G E C C C D tha t was the only available a l ternat ive dur ing the 1987 obser-
vations. For subsequent runs, the same set-up was used i n order to m a i n t a i n a homogeneous 
photometr ic system. We used the set o f ' L a Pa lma ' glass filters provided by observatory (de-
tails are given i n the C C D User M a n u a l — W a l l , et a l . , 1989), the same set being used for 
a l l observations. These filters closely ma tch those o f the s tandard Johnson system (Johnson 
& Morgan , 1953). However, the effective U-band filter defined by the combined responses 
of the glass filter and the R C A C C D detector does not ma tch the Johnson de f in i t ion well 
because o f the sharp f a l l - o f f i n the blue response o f the C C D . T h i s effect is i l lus t ra ted i n 
Figure 4.3. The t racking o f the telescope proved suff ic ient ly accurate tha t au toguid ing was 
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F i g u r e 4 . 3 . A comparison o f the spectral responses o f the ' L a Pa lma ' glass U-band filter 
(dashed l ine) , and o f the same filter convolved w i t h the response of the R C A C C D 
detector (solid l ine) . T h e reponsivi ty is given i n a rb i t r a ry uni ts . 
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4.3.2 Observational technique 
The a i m of this project requires tha t we are able to photometer galaxies in the Vi rgo 
and Coma clusters to a precision o f better than 0.02 mag. T h i s constraint requires tha t 
great care is taken to establish the ca l ibra t ion o f each n igh t , and to detect any change i n 
the s t ab i l i t y o f photometr ic condit ions. Below, we out l ine the observational procedure tha t 
was adopted. 
Before sunset and af ter sunrise on each n ight , a series o f bias frames (zero second 
exposures) were taken to ensure tha t there had been no change i n the dc-bias o f the C C D 
pre-amplif ier ; we also experimented w i t h dark exposures, bu t f o u n d tha t the dark count was 
i n a l l cases negligible. D u r i n g t w i l i g h t , flat-field frames were obta ined fo r each o f the f i l ters . 
These were f o u n d to give a much better ma tch to the va r i a t ion seen on night-sky exposures 
than flat-field frames made by exposing on the telescope dome when i l l umina t ed w i t h a 
tungsten l amp . 
D u r i n g the n igh t , as wel l as immedia te ly af ter dusk and before t w i l i g h t , s tandard stars, 
selected f r o m Landol t ' s lists (1982, 1983), were observed over a range o f airmasses f r o m 1.0 
to 1.7. The telescope was dr iven s l igh t ly ou t of focus du r ing these observations to avoid 
sa tura t ing the C C D . Care was taken to ensure the colours o f the stars matched the range o f 
galaxian colours, and tha t observations o f stars at one par t icu lar airmass were not biased to 
one extreme of colour. I n add i t i on to our observations o f s tandard stars, we f requent ly made 
repeated measurements o f selected ' s tandard ' galaxies i n the V i r g o and C o m a clusters. These 
obsetvations were in te rmingled w i t h measurements o f previously unobserved galaxies so as to 
mon i to r the consistency o f photometr ic condit ions. Th i s precaut ion is especially i m p o r t a n t in 
the U-band as the s tandard stars used to t r ans fo rm the raw C C D magnitudes to the Johnson 
system have different spectral energy d is t r ibut ions to the galaxies. 
I n add i t ion to the careful ca l ibra t ion described above, we a t t empted to f requent ly cy-
cle between the t w o clusters and the t w o colour bands to ensure the homogeneity of the 
measurements obtained. Reduct ion of the da ta f r o m the earlier runs showed tha t this was 
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not , however, an i m p o r t a n t requirement, and, under the pressure o f equipment fa i lure , this 
philosophy was not r i g id ly applied dur ing the later observations. 
T h e close p r o x i m i t y o f the V i r g o cluster ensures tha t good signal could be obtained 
for a typ ica l galaxy i n 50 sec. (V-band) and 400 sec. (U-band) . The U-band exposure was 
extended for observations o f fa inter galaxies. Longer exposure times were required for the 
C o m a cluster (150 sec. i n V , 1200 sec. i n U ) . For fa in te r galaxies, i t wou ld have been 
preferable to lengthen the U-band exposure, b u t the cosmic ray f l u x w o u l d have become 
unacceptable. The presence o f a 7 t h magni tude star near the centre of the Coma cluster 
caused some frames i n this region to be contaminated by d i f f r a c t i o n spikes and scattered 
l i g h t . I n some cases i t was possible to remove this effect by m a k i n g a smal l sh i f t i n the 
pos i t ion o f the telescope. 
4.3.3 Selection cr i ter ia 
I n order to optimise our observing strategy, early-type galaxies were selected for opt ical 
observation on the basis o f the fo l l owing cr i ter ia . I n V i r g o , preference was given to galaxies 
w i t h published K-band pho tomet ry by PFA, and U and V observations by M i c h a r d (1982). 
I n Coma, galaxies were required to have been observed i n the K - b a n d at U K I R T , but 
preference was also given to frames on which t w o or more galaxies could be photometered 
i n a single exposure. A d d i t i o n a l l y , galaxies i n b o t h clusters were preferred i f they were of 
e l l ip t i ca l morphology and had in te rna l veloci ty dispersion and magnesium index measurements 
available i n the l i tera ture . T h e a i m of this selection process was to ob t a in a large sample 
of e l l ip t i ca l (and SO) galaxies, we l l spread over the range o f accessible magnitudes, w i t h a 
complete set o f colour, ' m e t a l l i c i t y ' and dynamica l parameters. T o ensure the re l i ab i l i ty o f our 
data , we a t tempted , w i t h i n the constraints o f the photometr ic condit ions and the available 
observing t ime , to ob ta in at least t w o observations o f each galaxy. 
F ina l ly , we were concerned to determine the con tamina t ion o f the sky channel of the 
in f ra red photometer by intra-cluster l igh t du r ing the K - b a n d observations o f the galaxies in 
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the core o f the Coma cluster. As i t was questionable whether a single C C D frame was 
suff ic ient ly large to enclose the f u l l extent o f the halo, we obtained a series o f overlapping 
V-band images o f the cluster centre i n order to a l low us to map the intra-cluster l ight i n 
this region. 
4.3.4 Photometr ic condit ions 
We divide our br ief out l ine o f the photometr ic condit ions by the years dur ing which the 
observations were made. 
1987. O u t o f 4 nights , only the second was clear and suitable for accurate photometry . 
1988. N i g h t 1 was i n i t i a l l y clear, bu t clouded over before any useful da ta had been ob-
tained. N i g h t 2 appeared clear, and the zero-point stable, bu t some obscuration 
of the Coma cluster occurred as i t passed th rough the zenith. We have used the 
f requent ly repeated measurements o f s tandard galaxies to reject any par t of this 
n ight fo r which the condit ions are not certain to have been completely photometr ic . 
N igh t 3 was i n i t i a l l y cloudy, bu t cleared to give good, stable photometr ic condit ions. 
1989. N i g h t 1 was clear, bu t the c loud level d i d not f a l l f a r below the observatory. Some 
obscuration was detected towards the midd le o f the n igh t , and da ta f r o m around 
this t ime has been rejected f r o m fu r the r analysis. N i g h t 2 was clear, w i t h stable 
ex t inc t ion . A l t h o u g h N i g h t 3 was clear, the ex t inc t ion fa l l s du r ing the n igh t . Our 
observations o f s tandard galaxies a l low us to chart the va r ia t ion and to include the 
effect i n the ca l ib ra t ion . 
Reject ing the measurements obtained dur ing the uncertain condit ions tha t we have noted 
above, we ob ta in typ ica l residuals o f 0.008 and 0.015 fo r the V - and U-band measurements 
of the s tandard stars. (The ca l ib ra t ion procedure is described i n the Section 4.3.5.) However, 
repeated measurements o f our s tandard galaxies show tha t there is o f ten a residual offset 
o f ± 0 . m 0 1 . Where this was judged to be s ta t is t ical ly s ignif icant , we have incorporated an 
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adjus tment in to the ca l ibra t ion o f each n igh t . The measurements o f our s tandard galaxies 
then have an rms scatter of 0 . m 0 0 7 (n = 45) i n the V-band , and 0 . m 0 1 2 i n the U-band. 
D u r i n g a l l three of the runs, the atmospheric seeing was very variable. A t best, the 
F W H M of the seeing disk was 1.5", bu t a t t imes this increased to greater than 3". We 
therefore include a seeing correction i n our reduction o f the photomet ry . D u r i n g poor con-
di t ions , observations were confined to the V i r g o cluster as the large aperture (ie., 60" dia . ) 
pho tomet ry tha t we require fo r this project ( i n this cluster) w i l l be insensitive to seeing 
effects. 
4.3.5 Reduct ion o f C C D photomet ry 
T h e reduct ion o f the C C D images was carried out using the software developed by Dr . 
J . Lucey on the S ta r l ink computer ne twork. As the s tandard techniques are described in 
deta i l elsewhere (eg., the R G O C C D User's Guide, W a l l et a l . , 1989), we confine ourselves 
to a br ie f out l ine o f the procedure adopted. 
A f t e r checking tha t there was no signif icant var ia t ion amongst the i n d i v i d u a l bias-frames, 
a master was made for each r u n b y median filtering the bias frames at the beginning and 
end o f each n igh t . S imi lar ly , a master flat-field was created fo r b o t h filters on each n ight 
o f each run . W i t h one marg ina l exception, i t proved unnecessary, i n practice, to dis t inguish 
between the different nights o f the same r u n . Each C C D image was then bias-subtracted 
to a l low for the dc-bias current o f the ampl i f ie r , and flat-fielded to a l low for the var ia t ion 
i n the detection efficiency. T h e imperfect ions tha t remain af ter this process are a dud part-
co lumn i n the N W corner o f the C C D , and some v igne t t ing o f one edge of the chip by the 
under-sized U-band filter. 
T h e magnitudes o f the stars and galaxies were determined by app ly ing the re la t ion 
magni tude = zero-point — ex t inc t ion * airmass — colour- te rm * colour 
^ ( t o t a l flux i n aperture — sky flux\ 
- 2 . 5 log £ -. ) 
\ exposure t ime / 
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where the ex t inc t ion and colour terms have been determined ( for each n igh t ) by min imis ing 
the residuals of the measurements of s tandard stars. The measured extinct ions and colour-
terms were typ ica l ly 0.14 and 0.05<=(B-V) i n the V-band , and 0.45 and —0.04*(U-B) ( for stars 
redder than 0.3) i n the U-band. I n the U-band, i t was f o u n d impossible to f i t a consistent 
colour t e r m to the bluer stars, a l though the offset for i n d i v i d u a l stars was repeatable. As we 
have mentioned previously, this effect is not surprising given the non-standard nature of our 
effective U-band. As a result, however, there may be a smal l residual offset between our C C D 
U-band galaxy pho tomet ry and tha t measured through the s tandard f i l t e r . As we w i l l not 
adopt any measurements f r o m other sources, this effect is o f no consequence for the present 
project . Over the colour range covered by the galaxies tha t we observed, the colour- term 
may be regarded as constant i n b o t h bands. F ina l ly , we tested for a colour dependence of 
the ex t inc t ion , bu t none was detected i n either band (ie., the effect is less than 0 . m 0 1 ) . 
For galaxy exposures, the sky f l u x was determined f r o m manua l ly selected regions devoid 
of con tamina t ing stars. The dispersion i n these sky measurements was used to estimate the 
corresponding r andom uncer ta in ty i n the galaxy magni tude . For larger galaxies i n the Vi rgo 
cluster, and galaxies on the frames tha t contain the t w o dominan t galaxies o f the Coma clus-
ter, i t is d i f f i cu l t to be certain tha t a t rue background sky flux can be measured. Fortunately, 
the galaxies i n the Vi rgo cluster ( for which this is a problem) are suff ic ient ly b r igh t tha t 
the uncer ta in ty i n the adopted sky f l u x has negligible effect on their magnitudes out to 90". 
Th i s is not , however, the case for the fa in ter galaxies embedded i n the haloes of the central 
D galaxies (Dressier numbers D129 and D148) i n the C o m a cluster. For tunate ly , the mosaic 
of V - b a n d images tha t we have obtained o f the cluster core shows tha t a reasonable sky 
flux ( l i m i t e d by the accuracy o f the flat-fielding) can be obtained f r o m the long-axis edges 
of the f rame . Nevertheless, i t can be seen i n the tables tha t the errors i n the magnitudes 
measured for these galaxies on different frames tend to va ry systematical ly w i t h magnitude, 
showing tha t we have not always obtained a consistent sky flux. We have not a t tempted to 
correct fo r this smal l effect as i t reflects a true add i t iona l uncer ta in ty i n our data. 
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T h e long U-band exposures of Coma galaxies are severely contaminated by the interac-
t ion o f cosmic rays w i t h the C C D . I t is therefore necessary to 'clean' the frames using an 
au tomat ic a l g o r i t h m to detect and interpolate over i n d i v i d u a l pixels tha t are unusually high 
i n comparison w i t h their neighbours. Care must be taken to ensure tha t no stars or galaxy 
cores are removed i n this au tomat ic process. Residual cosmic ray events tha t were w i t h i n 
photometr ic apertures were manua l ly ident i f ied and removed by in te rpo la t ion . 
T h e routines to measure the magnitudes o f the galaxies were f i rs t r u n on the frames 
w i t h o u t any a t t empt being made to remove con tamina t ing stars and companion galaxies. The 
frames were then inspected and any con tamina t ing objects f o u n d w i t h i n the outer photometr ic 
aperture were removed by in te rpo la t ion . I t was f o u n d tha t the resul t ing magnitudes were 
altered appreciably i n only a few cases. 
F ina l ly , a correction was appl ied to account fo r the l i gh t lost f r o m inside an aperture 
due to atmospheric seeing. The factor by wh ich the magni tude needed to be increased was 
determined ( to f i r s t order) by convolving model r 1 / 4 - l a w galaxies w i t h a Gaussian po in t 
spread f u n c t i o n (PSF) . The F W H M of the seeing PSF was measured f r o m stars i n the same 
f rame or, i f this was not possible, by in te rpo la t ion between adjacent frames. The correction is 
only very weakly dependant on the size of the model galaxy. I n the Coma cluster we adopted 
r e = 5" for a l l galaxies, i n the V i r g o cluster re = 30". For most measurements, the correction 
was less than 0 . m 0 2 . There is, however, some evidence (cf., Figure 4.4) tha t our corrections 
i n the V i r g o cluster under-estimate the effect when the seeing becomes poor (ie., worse than 
2.5" F W H M ) , this suggests tha t the Gaussian profi le is then a poor approx ima t ion to the 
true seeing PSF. We therefore make the conservative choice to caut ion any measurements 
which have been corrected by more than 0 . m 0 5 , or fo r wh ich the seeing F W H M is greater 
than 3.5". Otherwise, the size o f the correction is so small tha t i ts uncer ta inty is negligible 
i n comparison w i t h the other sources o f r andom error. 
Tables 4.3-4.6 present the i n d i v i d u a l measurements o f the U - and V-band magnitudes 


















Seeing PSF ("FWHM) 
F i g u r e 4 . 4 . The evidence fo r a residual seeing correction. A V is the difference o f the V -
band magni tude (at 10") measured i n the seeing p lo t t ed on the ordinate, f r o m the 
average magni tude measured i n good seeing (ie., bet ter t han 2" ) . T h e seeing corrections 
described i n the text have already been applied, so no correlat ion should be evident. 
Selected galaxies i n the C o m a cluster are shown as f i l l ed symbols (circle: D126, triangle: 
D129, s tar :D217); galaxies i n the V i r g o cluster are represented as open symbols (circle: 
N4552, tr iangle: N4486, star: N4660). There is some evidence tha t our seeing correction 
becomes inadequate (in this small aperture) beyond 2.5". 
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apertures spaced so that magnitudes at any other aperture to be accurately determined 
by interpolating with an r'/ 4-law profile. The inner limit to the apertures is set by the 
requirement that the seeing correction be reasonably small. The outer aperture is limited in 
Coma by statistical fluctuations in the sky flux, and in the brighter Virgo galaxies by the 
difficulty in establishing the true background sky level (ie., without contamination from the 
galaxian halo). Additionally, we present measurements at 17" in Coma, and 60" in Virgo as 
these are of special interest for this project. The magnitudes have been corrected for seeing 
and contaminating stars. We indicate with a colon magnitudes which are uncertain either 
because the seeing correction applied was greater than 0.m05 (smaller apertures), or because 
the statistical fluctuations in the sky flux are capable of altering the magnitude by more 
than 0.m03. 
Table 4.7 summarises the internal comparisons that we have made using repeated mea-
surements. The apertures presented will be used to derive galaxian colours. Unless noted 
otherwise, we have included all measurements, including those marked as uncertain in this 
comparison. The astute reader will note that the accuracy of the Coma U-band photometry 
is limited by the statistical uncertainties in the background sky flux. A graphical presentation 
of the comparison is given in Figures 4.5-4.8. 
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Table 4.7 
Summary of the Internal Comparison of Optical Photometry 
Cluster Photometric Aperture 
Band Dia. 
Virgo V 60" 
U ~60" 




Number of RMS Comments 
Comparisons Scatter 
23 0.012 
20 0.019 first good ap. 
145 0.018 
145 0.021 
29 0.035 U < 17.2 
46 0.044 all galaxies 
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10 11 12 13 
V 
Figure 4.5. Internal comparison of V-band photometry of galaxies in the Virgo cluster. 




Figure 4.6. Internal comparison of galaxies in the Virgo cluster. Measurements within a 
60" aperture are compared unless the uncertainty introduced by the background sky 
subtraction is greater than 0. m 03. In these cases, we compare the largest apertures for 
which this is not a source of additional uncertainty. The rms scatter of the points is 
0.m019. 
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Figure 4.7. Internal comparison of V-band photometry of galaxies in the Coma cluster. 
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F igure 4 .8 . Internal comparison of U-band photometry of galaxies in the Coma cluster. 
Measurements within a 13" aperture are presented. Open symbols denote measurements 
that have a associated uncertainty greater than 0. m 03. For the brighter galaxies (U < 
1.2), the rms scatter is 0.m035. The accuracy of this photometry is largely limited by 
the uncertainty in determining the sky background flux. 
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4.4 U V J K Collours f o r GaJaxies i n V i r g o and Coma 
4.4.1 Correcting for intra-cluster light 
The two dominant galaxies in the Coma cluster have large extended haloes. In the pre-
vious tables, we have presented optical and infrared photometry for several galaxies that are 
embedded in this intra-cluster light. However, before we can compare these magnitudes, we 
must ensure that the contribution from the background light has been dealt with consistently 
in both cases. In our optical data, we were able to experiment with the determination of a 
local 'sky' flux from an annulus surrounding the galaxy. This allows background light from 
both the night sky and the haloes of the central galaxies to be subtracted off f rom the total 
flux measured in the galaxy aperture. We found, however, that the varying and sometimes 
steep slope of the halo makes i t difficult to define a consistent background by this technique. 
We therefore prefer to include the contribution of the halo light in the magnitude of the 
galaxy, and to subtract off the sky flux alone. As described in Section 4.3.5, our mosaic of 
CCD images of the cluster core shows that the halo contribution at the outer edges of the 
CCD frame falls below the level of statistical variations and flat-fielding errors. Therefore, 
the sky background can be consistently defined from these regions. Because of the large 
chopping offset (150") of the sky channels of the infrared photometer, the above definition 
of the galaxy's optical magnitude is in general consistent with the magnitude measured in 
the infrared. For a few galaxies, however, one of the sky channels lies in a region where 
the background is enhanced by the halo light. In these cases, we have used our mosaic of 
overlapping V-band CCD images to correct the UKIRT magnitude for this effect. Starting 
from the frame occupied by the galaxy to be measured, a normalization factor is added or 
subtracted to match-up the background flux in the common region on the adjacent frame. 
I t is then possible to determine two V-band magnitudes for the galaxy — one subtracting 
the sky flux alone, the other removing the average background flux that would have been 
measured by the infrared photometer. Making the assumption that V-K colour differences 
between the halo and the galaxy are small, we apply this small correction to the infrared 
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Table 4.8 
Corrections for Intra-Cluster Light 
Galaxy Chop Dir. A V 
D124 EW 0.00 
D125 EW 0.00 
NS -0.09 
D126 EW -0.32: 
D127 NS -0.04 
D128 EW -0.06 
NS -0.04 
D129 EW -0.01 
D130 NS -0.02 
D148 EW 0.00 
D150 EW 0.00 
D151 NS 0.00 
D152 NS -0 .01 
D153 EW -0.02 
NS -0.04 
D154 NS -0.16: 
Note: the correction A V is to be added to the 
magnitude measured by UKIRT. 
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magnitude. The values derived are presented in table 4.8. We estimate that the uncertainty 
in a correction of 0.m10 arising from V - K colour differences and from uncertainty in the 
background flux is less than 0. m 02. To be conservative, we caution any correction greater 
than 0. m 10. 
4.4.2 Comparison with the photometry of P F A 
The purpose of this section is to examine the reliability of the photometry presented 
by PFA. We have two aims. Firstly by establishing the reliability of their Coma J- and K-
band photometry, and by establishing the relationship between their photometric system and 
ours, we can determine whether to adopt the photometric measurements that they present 
for Virgo galaxies in these bands. Secondly, by comparing the optical magnitudes derived by 
these authors from Sandage (1972, S72) and Sandage & Visvanathan (1976, 1978, SV) for 
early-type galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clusters with our homogeneous V-band photometry, 
we wil l make a first step towards eliminating possible systematic effects that could give rise 
to a spurious colour difference between galaxies in the two clusters. We do not compare our 
RCA CCD U-band measurements and the SV u-band measurements adopted by PFA as the 
responses of the filters are so different that no information is to be gained. We present a 
summary of the results of this section in Table 4.13. 
PFA present J- and K-band magnitudes for galaxies in the Coma cluster with an aperture 
diameter of 14.9" (corrected for beam profile effects). In order to perform a comparison with 
our data (17" aperture), we determine an aperture transformation from our V-band CCD 
data. Under the assumption that colour gradients are small, the difference in the J (or K) 
magnitudes at the two apertures is the same as that determined in V. The colour gradients 
measured by PFA and Peletier et al. (1990) suggest that the error in this procedure is much 
less than 0 . m 0 1 . The comparison is presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10, and shown graphically 
in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. We reject the 3 faint galaxies D170, D127 and D128 from the 
comparison as the errors are clearly not random. Comparing the 13 galaxies in common, we 
then find: in the K-band, a = 0.032 with an offset of -0.005 ±0.009; in the J-band, <x = 0.048 
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Table 4 . 9 — Comparison with J-band Photometry of PFA 
Galaxy J P F A ( 1 4 . 9 " ) J U K I R T ( 
D 7 8 1 2 . 1 4 1 2 . 1 1 
D 9 7 1 2 . 1 2 11 .99 
D 1 1 8 12 .54 12 .48 
D 1 2 6 13 .87 13 .73: 
D 1 2 7 14.03 13.76 
D 1 2 8 - 13.53 
D 1 2 9 11 .76 11 .57 
D 1 4 4 12 .51 12.38 
D 1 4 8 11.03 10 .84 
D 1 5 0 13 .27 1 3 . 1 6 
D 1 5 1 12.65 12 .47 
D 1 5 2 12.95 12 .84 
D 1 5 3 1 3 . 3 1 13 .22 
D 1 5 4 14 .20 13 .90: 
D 1 7 0 13 .02 13 .07 
D 1 7 2 12.89 12 .92 
D 1 7 4 12 .72 1 2 . 7 1 
D 1 7 5 12 .52 12.46 
D 2 1 7 1 2 . 1 6 12 .07 
R B 7 4 1 4 . 1 9 14.09 




. 1 0 - . 1 7 
.08 -
. 1 4 - . 0 5 
.08 - . 0 5 
. 1 2 - . 0 7 
.06 - . 0 5 
. 1 0 - . 0 8 
.09 - . 0 2 
.06 - . 0 3 
. 1 1 -
.09 . 1 4 
.05 .08 
.03 .02 
.07 . 0 1 
.08 - . 0 1 
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Table 4 . 1 0 — Comparison with K-band Photometry of PFA 
Galaxy K P F A ( 1 4 . 9 " ) K U K I R T ( 
D 7 8 1 1 . 2 1 1 1 . 1 6 
D 9 7 1 1 . 1 5 11.03 
D 1 1 8 11 .60 11 .54 
D 1 2 6 12 .90 12.89: 
D 1 2 7 13 .20 12 .82 
D 1 2 8 12.89 12 .57 
D 1 2 9 10.75 10.56 
D 1 4 4 11.48 1 1 . 4 1 
D 1 4 8 9.99 9.85 
D 1 5 0 12 .32 12 .23 
D 1 5 1 11.70 11.55 
D 1 5 2 1 2 . 0 1 11 .87 
D 1 5 3 1 2 . 3 1 12 .27 
D 1 5 4 13 .30 1 3 . 0 1 : 
D 1 7 0 1 2 . 0 1 12.05 
D 1 7 2 11 .94 1 1 . 9 1 
D 1 7 4 1 1 . 7 1 11.72 
D 1 7 5 11.56 11 .49 
D 2 1 7 1 1 . 1 9 1 1 . 1 2 
R B 7 4 1 3 . 3 1 13 .28 




. 1 0 - . 2 8 
.08 - . 2 4 
. 1 4 - . 0 5 
.08 . 0 1 
. 1 2 - . 0 2 
.06 - . 0 3 
. 1 0 - . 0 5 
.09 - . 0 5 
.06 . 02 
. 1 1 -
. 09 . 1 3 
.05 .02 
.03 . 0 4 
.07 .00 






11 12 13 14 
JUKIRT 
F igure 4.9. A comparison of our UKIRT J-band magnitudes with those presented by PFA. 
The apertures of the two photometric systems have been match by applying a correction 
determined f rom our V-band CCD photometry. Galaxy D127 is not shown because of 
the scale of this figure. 








Figure 4.10. A comparison between our UKIRT K-band magnitudes and those presented by 
PFA. The scale of this figure does not allow galaxies D127 and D128 to be shown. 
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with offset —0.013 ± 0.013. The scatter in the K-band measurements is as expected i f both 
data sets have errors ~ 0.m025. The scatter between the J magnitudes is disappointing, but 
is consistent with the larger uncertainty quoted by PFA. In both bands there is no significant 
offset. 
Further confidence in the homogeneity of the infrared photometry is given by the work 
of Peletier et al. (1990) as they have performed an independent check on the calibration of 
a few of the Virgo galaxies using the UKIRT telescope. The zero-points they derive for their 
aperture photometry from Elias et al. (1982) standard stars and from the measurements of 
PFA agree to 0.006 ± 0.009 (J-band, n=7) and 0.001 ± 0.012 (K-band, n=7). We therefore 
directly adopt PFA's J- and K-band photometry of galaxies in the Virgo cluster. 
To complete our comparison with the aperture photometry presented in PFA, we compare 
our V-band measurements of samples of galaxies in the two clusters. The comparison is listed 
in Tables 4.11 and 4.12, and shown graphically in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. In the Virgo cluster, 
we find (rejecting the two discrepant galaxies N4478, which is contaminated by a bright star, 
and N4636, which has an unusually extended halo for its magnitude) cr = 0.035 with an 
offset of -0.011 ± 0.008 (n=20). For Coma, (n=18) a = 0.025 with offset +0.020 ± 0.006. 
While the scatter between the measurements is encouragingly small, i t is clear that there is 
a significant offset (of 0. m 03) between the zero-points of the photometry in the two clusters. 
We note that the offset is in such a sense as to make PFA's V - K colours of galaxies in the 
Virgo cluster appear redder than their counterparts in Coma. 
4.4.3 Tables of U, V, J and K Magnitudes 
Tables 4.14 and 4.15 present U and V magnitudes at 13", and V, J, K magnitudes at 17" 
for galaxies in the the Coma cluster. The values have been corrected for contaminating stars 
and companion galaxies, beam profile effects and intra-cluster light. We chose to determine 
U-band colours at a smaller aperture since the accuracy of these magnitudes is limited 
by the statistical fluctuations in the background. A t 13", most galaxies can be accurately 
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Table 4.11 
Comparison with V-band Photometry of Virgo Adopted by PFA 
Galaxy Ap. Dia. VpPA V c C D 
N4124 56" 12.37 12.35 - .02 
N4179 53" 11.59 -
N4270 29" 12.93 -
N4365 29" 11.54 11.50 - .04 
N4371 29" 12.13 12.07 - .06 
N4374 56" 10.50 10.47 -.03 
N4377 29" 12.43 12.43" .00 
N4382 29" 11.11 11.14 .03 
N4387 29" 12.75 12.80 .05 
N4406 56" 10.74 10.73 - . 0 1 
N4435 27" 11.86 11.80 - .06 
N4442 29" 11.46 11.46 .00 
N4458 29" 13.08 13.06 - .02 
N4459 29" 11.70 -
N4468 34" 13.81 13.77° - .04 
N4472 56" 10.10 10.13 .03 
N4473 29" 11.42 11.39 -.03 
N4476 34" 12.97 12.92 -.05 
N4478 27" 12.24 12.11* -.13 
N4479 34" 13.50 -
N4486 56" 10.38 10.35 -.03 
N4550 29" 12.35 12.37 .02 
N4552 56" 10.79 10.79 .00 
N4578 29" 12.63 -
N4621 29" 11.37 11.36 - . 0 1 
N4636 29" 11.88 11.64 - .24 
N4660 29" 11.78 11.84 .06 
N4754 29" -
Note: * indicates that a bright stars has been patched out within this aperture. 
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Table 4.12 
Comparison with V-band Photometry of Coma Adopted by PFA 
Galaxy Ap. Dia. VpFA V c C D A V C C D -
D78 14.9" 14.51 14.50 - . 0 1 
D97 14.9" 14.55 -
D118 14.9" 14.90 14.89 - . 0 1 
D126 14.9" 15.94 15.96 .02 
D127 14.9" 16.13 16.16 .03 
D128 14.9" 15.82 15.86 .04 
D129 14.9" 14.04 14.10 .06 
D144 14.9" 14.83 14.87 .04 
D148 14.9" 13.42 13.46 .04 
D150 14.9" 15.46 15.47 .01 
D151 14.9" 14.81 14.81 .00 
D152 14.9" 15.26 15.30 .04 
D153 14.9" 15.56 15.58 .02 
D154 14.9" 16.18 16.24 .06 
D170 14.9" 15.27 15.26 - . 0 1 
D172 14.9" 15.25 15.25 .00 
D174 14.9" 15.13 15.12 - . 0 1 
D175 14.9" 14.87 14.91 .04 
D217 14.9" 14.53 14.53 .00 
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Figure 4 .11 . A comparison of our CCD V-band photometry of galaxies in the Virgo cluster 
with that adopted by PFA (from SV). The scale of the figure prevents the discrepant 




Figure 4.12. A graphical representation of the comparison between our V-band CCD pho-
tometry of galaxies in the Coma cluster and that adopted by PFA (from SV and S72). 
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Table 4.13 
Summary of Comparison with Photometry Presented by APF 
Cluster Filter Number RMS Zero-point Comments 
of Points Scatter Offset 
Virgo V 20 .035 - .011 ± . 0 0 8 N4478, N4636 excluded 
Coma V 18 .025 .025 ± .006 
J 13 .048 -.013 ± . 0 1 3 D127, D170 excluded 
K 13 .032 -.005 ± .009 D127, D128, D170 excluded 
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Table 4.14 
Optical Photometry Adopted in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy UCCD(13") V C C D ( 1 3 " ) 
D68 16.84 15.41 
D69 16.39 14.86 
D70 16.75 15.32 
D71 17.60: 16.41 
D87 17.40: 16.16 
D103 16.31 14.83 
D104 16.67 15.20 
D106 17.08 15.71 
D107 17.11 15.86 
D116 16.88 15.63 
D117 17.30: 15.91 
D118 16.44 14.98 
D119 17.10 15.73 
D120 15.85 -
D122 16.82 15.55 
D124 16.46 14.98 
D125 17.10 15.72 
D126 17.32 16.03 
D127 17.65 16.23 
D128 17.23 15.94 
D129 15.82 14.26 
D130 16.33 14.88 
D131 16.49 15.01 
D132 17.43 16.09 
D133 16.32 14.89 
D134 17.73: 16.40 
D135 17.57: 16.27 
D136 17.10 15.73 
D143 16.27 14.72 
D144 16.37 14.93 
D145 16.91 15.50 
D147 17.22: 15.88 
D148 15.23 13.58 
D150 16.92 15.55 
D151 16.28 14.91 
D152 16.86 15.39 
D153 17.08 15.64 
D154 17.68 16.35 
D155 16.44 15.02 
D156 17.51 16.25 
D157 17.18 15.82 
D158 17.85: -
D160 16.65 15.16 
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Table 4.14 (cont.) 
Optical Photometry Adopted in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy UCCD(13") VCCD(13") 
D167 16.09 14.64 
D168 16.14 14.64 
D170 16.75 15.35 
D171 17.30: 15.90 
D172 16.69 15.32 
D173 17.03 15.64 
D174 16.61 15.16 
D175 16.48 14.98 
D191 17.26 15.90 
D194 15.97 14.41 
D195 15.99 15.66: 
D196 17.25: 15.84 
D206 15.75 14.29: 
D207 16.92 15.49 
D217 16.14 14.62 
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Table 4.15 
Near-Infrared Photometry Adopted in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy J U K I R T ( 1 7 " ) K U K I R T ( 1 7 " ) V C C D ( 1 7 " ) 
D 1 0 13.52 12.62 16.54 
D 3 1 11.54 10.57 13.96 
D 4 9 11.56 10.57 13.96 
D 6 7 13.25 12.32 15.58 
D 6 9 12.32 11.36 14.73 
D 7 0 12.94 12.00 15.21 
D 7 8 12.11 11.16 14.42 
D 7 9 12.12 11.16 14.49 
D 8 1 13.43 12.53 15.59 
D 8 4 13.09 12.13 15.40 
D 8 7 13.94 13.02 16.07 
D 9 1 12.26 11.31 14.61 
D 9 5 12.53 11.55 14.82 
D 9 6 12.82 11.83 15.16 
D 9 7 11.99 11.03 -
D 1 0 7 13.60 12.68 15.72 
D U O 13.51 12.58 15.07 
D 1 1 8 12.48 11.54 14.81 
D 1 2 1 - - -
D 1 2 4 12.53 11.58 14.84 
D 1 2 5 13.43 12.51 15.65 
D 1 2 6 - - -
D 1 2 7 13.76 12.82 16.06 
D 1 2 8 13.53 12.57 15.78 
D 1 2 9 11.57 10.56 13.96 
D 1 3 0 12.42 11.44 14.75 
D 1 3 3 12.45 11.48 14.79 
D 1 3 6 13.41 12.48 15.69 
D 1 4 3 12.08 11.12 14.49 
D 1 4 4 12.38 11.41 14.79 
D 1 4 8 10.84 9.85 13.33 
D 1 5 0 13.16 12.23 15.41 
D 1 5 1 12.47 11.55 14.70 
D 1 5 2 12.84 11.87 15.21 
D 1 5 3 13.22 12.27 15.52 
D 1 5 4 - - -
D 1 5 9 - - -
D 1 6 4 11.67 10.74 13.92 
D 1 6 5 13.40 12.46 -
D 1 6 8 12.12 11.13 14.51 
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Table 4.15 (cont.) 
Near-Infrared Photometry Adopted in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy J U K I R T ( 1 7 " ) K U K I R T ( 1 7 " ) V C C D ( 1 
D170 13.07 12.05 15.18 
D 1 7 2 12.92 11.91 15.21 
D 1 7 4 12.71 11.72 15.09 
D 1 7 5 12.46 11.49 14.83 
D 1 8 4 14.21 13.33 16.45 
D 1 9 3 13.35 12.43 15.65 
D 1 9 4 11.81 10.82 14.24 
D 2 0 7 13.05 12.11 15.39 
D 2 1 7 12.07 11.12 14.44 
D 2 2 5 14.28 13.38 -
D 2 4 0 11.52 10.56 13.88 
D 2 4 2 13.27 12.31 -
D 2 4 5 13.09 12.14 15.31 
R B 7 4 14.09 13.28 -
Note: Magnitudes are not quoted for galaxies contaminated by bright stars. 
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photometered. In the few cases where the statistical uncertainty is greater than 0.m03, we 
have cautioned the value quoted in the table unless the measurement has been repeated three 
or more times. We chose not to use an even smaller aperture as seeing effects would then 
have become important. 
Tables 4.16 and 4.17 present similar data for the Virgo cluster. We present U-V colours 
at 60" (following Michard 1982), or, if background uncertainties make the U-band measure-
ments less reliable, at the nearest dependable aperture. J , K magnitudes were taken from 
PFA at apertures near 60". We combine this photometry with our C C D measurements to 
get new V - K colours at these apertures. These values have also been fully corrected for 
instrumental effects. 
4.5 Galaxy Colours Corrected for Redshift and Reddenning 
4.5.1 K-corrections 
The Virgo and Coma clusters have mean redshifts of 0.003 and 0.023 respectively. We 
must therefore apply K-corrections to our data to allow for the differing effective band-
passes and central wavelengths of the niters in the rest-frames of the two clusters. As these 
corrections amount (in some bands) to a substantial fraction of the intrinsic colour differences 
found by PFA, we carefully re-examine the values adopted by these authors. In addition, the 
blue cutoff of the spectral response of the R C A C C D makes our effective U-band substantially 
narrower than the standard Johnson definition of the band. The K-correction in this band 
may therefore differ from the term conventionally adopted. Finally, the revised study of the 
K-corrections allows us to estimate their uncertainty by varying the spectral response of the 
filter and the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the template galaxy. 
Numerical values for each of the K-corrections were determined by convolving a variety of 




Photometry Adopted in the Virgo Cluster 
Galaxy Ap. Dia. UcCD V c C D 
N3640 60" 12.61 11.20 
N3962 60" 12.96 11.48 
N4124 60" 13.34 12.28 
N4339 60" 13.48 12.11 
N4365 60" 12.41 10.88 
N4371 60" 13.01 11.50 
N4374 60" 11.99 10.42 
N4377 60" 13.33 12.00 
N4382 60" 11.87 10.50 
N4387 50" 13.90 12.50 
N4406 60" 12.21 10.66 
N4435 50" 12.82 11.40 
N4442 60" 12.48 10.99 
N4458 60" 13.88 12.55 
N4464 60" 14.02 12.71 
N4468 50" 14.65 13.48 
N4472 60" 11.68 10.06 
N4473 60" 12.44 10.94 
N4476 60" 13.67 12.64 
N44S6 60" 11.87 10.29 
N4550 60" 13.24 11.95 
N4551 40" 13.98 12.51 
N4552 60" 12.32 10.74 
N4621 60" 12.31 10.78 
N4636 60" 12.46 10.93 
N4660 60" 12.90 11.51 
N4697 60" 11.97 10.55 
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Table 4.17 
Near-Infrared Photometry Adopted in the Virgo Cluster 
Galaxy Ap. Dia. JPFA KpFA V c C D 
N4124 56" 10.17 9.35 12.35 
N4179 53" 9.14 8.24 -
N4264 56" 10.81 9.98 -
N4270 56" 10.20 9.30 -
N4365 56" 8.52 7.59 10.93 
N4371 56" 9.21 8.32 11.55 
N4374 56" 8.06 7.14 10.47 
N4377 56" 9.72 8.89 12.04 
N4382 56" 8.29 7.44 10.56 
N4387 66" 10.08 9.28 12.40 
N4406 56" 8.32 7.45 10.73 
N4435 53" 8.75 7.75 11.36 
N4442 56" 8.65 7.76 11.03 
N4458 56" 10.35 9.63 12.59 
N4459 56" 8.79 7.84 -
N4468 66" - 10.33 13.32 
N4472 56" 7.67 6.76 10.13 
N4473 56" 8.61 7.74 10.99 
N4476 66" 10.45 9.63 12.60 
N4478 53" 9.35 8.51 11.70 
N4479 66" 10.68 9.88 -
N4486 56" 7.90 6.95 10.35 
N4550 56" 9.71 8.85 11.98 
N4552 56" 8.35 7.42 10.79 
N4578 56" 9.86 9.01 -
N4621 56" 8.50 7.57 10.83 
N4636 56" 8.67 7.74 11.00 
N4660 56" 9.20 8.34 11.53 
N4754 56" 8.92 8.06 -
Note: * indicates that a bright star has been patched out within this aperture. 
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Figure 4.13. The inferred spectral energy distribution (SED) of a typical early-type galaxy 
from the near-ultraviolet to the near-infrared. The curve has been formed by appending 
the infrared SED of the K-giant star a Tau to the mean observed optical SED of several 
nearby elliptical galaxies. The heavier lines show the spectral response curves of the U, 
V, J and K filters used in this project. 
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filter and detector. A wide choice of template early-type galaxy SEDs were available to 
define the U- and V-band K-corrections (cf., Bruzual, 1984). These ranged from a composite 
SED made by combining several observations of elliptical galaxies to the uv-strong elliptical 
NGC 4649 and the budge of M31. Response curves for the filters and the R C A C C D were 
obtained from the R G O (cf., R G O C C D User's Guide, Wall et al., 1989). The correct 
working of the method was first checked using the standard U and V filter response curves. 
The K-corrections derived were in good agreement with those quoted by PFA. The filter 
response was then convolved with that of the C C D , and the procedure repeated. For the 
mean elliptical SED we found: in Virgo (z = 0.003) K(V) = 0.005, K{U-V) = 0.002; at Coma 
(z = 0.023) K(V) = 0.041, K{U - V) = 0.003. The K-correction we derive in the R C A C C D 
U-band is much smaller than the standard value (K(U-V) = 0.026 at z = 0.023). Figure 4.13 
shows the elliptical galaxy SED and the effective response curves of each photometric band. 
Our effective U filter is peaked at the redward end of a plateau in the ultraviolet fall-off of 
the S E D . The effect of redshifting the spectrum should therefore be similar in both the U-
and V-bands — as we have found. Initially, we were concerned that this correction would 
be strongly dependant on galaxy colour, but experiment with the other energy distributions 
available to us, and with synthetic SEDs made by coadding spectra of young and old star 
clusters in variable ratios, showed that this is not the case — for all SEDs with colours 
resembling those of elliptical galaxies we find K(U — V) < 0.m01. We have also experimented 
with the effects of atmospheric absorption on the effective 'filter' response curve, but find that 
this does not significantly alter the numerical values found. We therefore adopt K{V) = 1.8z 
and K(U — V) = 0.00 in the rest of this work, the uncertainty being less than 0.m01 in both 
cases. 
In the infrared, there is only one suitable spectral energy distribution available for the 
calculation of K-corrections for early-type galaxies — that of the K3 giant star a T a u , ob-
tained in a balloon-borne observation by Woolf et al. (1964). As evolutionary population 
synthesis models suggest that such stars dominate the infrared light of older galaxies, we 
expect that the K-corrections determined from this SED will closely approximate the true 
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value. Using the U K I R T filter response curves ( U K I R T Observer's Manual, UK Infrared Tele-
scope Support Unit, 1988), we find (at z = 0.023): A'(A') = -0.080, K(J) = +0.003. These 
figures are not significantly altered if the response curves of the standard Johnson filters are 
used instead. We note that while the K-band is in good agreement with the value of 3.3jr 
published by FPAM, the correction in J is an order of magnitude smaller than the value of 
0.7z that they quote. We do not understand the cause of this discrepancy. 
4.5.2 Galactic reddenning 
Because both the Coma and Virgo clusters have high galactic latitude (b11 > 60deg), 
they can be expected to have very similar low reddenning. In the absorption-free polar 
cap model of Sandage (1973), the reddenning is exactly zero. PFA therefore applied no 
extinction corrections to their published colours. More recent reddenning estimates based on 
galaxy counts and HI gas column densities (Burstein & Heiles, 1984, BH) suggest that, 
while the mean absorption is similar for the two clusters, there is considerable scatter in 
the absorptions to individual Virgo galaxies because of the large angular size of the cluster. 
If correct, this could cause additional scatter and possible subtle systematic effects in the 
colour-magnitude (C-M) relation. We have therefore chosen to investigate this effect more 
thoroughly by comparing the deviation of a galaxy from the average C - M relation (Figures 
4.14 and 4.15) with BH's estimate of the galactic extinction in its direction. The correlation is 
shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. If the BH reddenning are correct, we should expect to find a 
correlation of slope 1.0 (note that the absorbtion has only a very weak effect on the V26 axis 
of the C - M diagram). Such a correlation is absent from both the U-V and V - K colours. To 
reinforce this conclusion, in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 we plot the C - M relations after applying 
the BH reddenning corrections. It is evident that the colour-magnitude correlation is not as 
tight as that obtained previously. We conclude that the extinction estimates given by BH 
should not be applied on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis, and therefore apply the same extinction 
correction to all galaxies in both clusters (this is in agreement with the mean extinction 
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Figure 4.14. The U-V colour-magnitude relation for early-type galaxies in the Virgo cluster. 
Elliptical galaxies are identified as solid points, SO's as open points. The solid line shows 
the least-squares fit to the relation defined by the ridge-line points (U-V = 2.274 -
0.0763 V 2 6)- Values for V26 are taken from SV. The U-V colours are formed from the 
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Figure 4.15. As for Figure 4.14, but showing the V - K colour-magnitude relation. The 
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Figure 4.16. The departure of a galaxy from the average colour-magnitude relation defined 
in Figure 4.14 plotted as a function of the galactic U-V extinction estimated by BH. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the extinction estimate is correct. Filled and closed 
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Figure 4.17. The departure of a galaxy from the V - K colour-magnitude relation as a func-
tion of the galactic V-K extinction estimate of BH. The scale of this figure does not 
allow the unusually red galaxy N4435 to be shown. 
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V, 26 
Figure 4.18. As for Figure 4.14, but using U-V colours corrected for galactic extinction 
according to the extinction estimates of BH. Comparison with the original figure shows 








Figure 4.19. As for Figure 4.15, but using V - K colours corrected for galactic extinction 
according to the extinction estimates of BH. Comparison with the original figure shows 
that the scatter has been somewhat increased. 
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estimates of BH). For convenience we take this correction to be zero (corresponding to an 
absorbtion-free model of the polar cap). 
4.6 Tables o f U - V and V - K Colours 
In tables 4.18 and 4.19, we present homogeneous U-V and V-K colours for galaxies in 
the Virgo and Coma clusters. The colours have been corrected for redshift using the K-
corrections discussed in Section 4.5.1. In the Virgo cluster, the very small correction has 
been varied depending on the redshift of the individual galaxy (taken from Binggeli et al., 
1985). As discussed in Section 4.5.2, no correction is required for galactic extinction in either 
of the clusters. Morphological types are taken from Binggeli et al., 1985, and de Vaucouleurs 
et al., 1976, (for the Virgo cluster), and from Dressier, 1980, (for the Coma cluster). Values 
for the isophotal magnitude are taken from SV and from Godwin and Peach, 1977, using 
the transformation described in Dressier, 1984 (further details are given in Section 4.7.1). 
We have chosen not to present J-K colours in these tables for two reasons. Firstly, we 
cannot reproduce the large J-band K-correction proposed by FPAM. Secondly, the scatter 
between our J-band photometry of the Coma cluster and that of PFA is surprisingly large. 
For both these reasons, i t is therefore difficult to ensure that the J-K colours of the two 
clusters are on a consistent absolute system. Since the slope of the J-K colour-magnitude 
relation is extremely shallow, this colour cannot be usefully applied to compare the clusters. 




Summary of Reduced Galaxy Parameters in the Virgo Cluster 
Galaxy Morph. z v 2 6 ( U - V )
K E ( V - K ) K E logo-
N4124 S0 3(6) : .0055 11.48 1.06 2.97 -
N4339 S0 1 / 2 (0) .0043 11.61 1.37 - -
N4365 E3 .0039 9.98 1.53 3.32 2.412 
N4371 SB0 2(r)(3) .0031 10.73 1.51 3.21 2,104 
N4374 E l .0032 9.37 1.57 3.31 2.4S0 
N4377 S0x(3) .0044 11.73 1.33 3.13 2.134 
N4382 S0i(3)pec .0026 9.28 1.37 3.11 2.301 
N4387 E5 .0017 12.24 1.40 3.11 2.059 
N4406 S0i(3)/E5 -.0010 9.20 1.55 3.28 2.355: 
N4435 SB0i(6) .0029 10.67 1.42 3.60 2.233 
N4442 SB0i(6) .0019 10.32 1.49 3.26 2.336 
N4458 E l .0013 12.01 1.33 2.95 1.949 
N4464 E3 .0037 12.50: 1.31 - 2.079 
N4468 SO/a .0029 12.99 1.17 2.98 -
N4472 E2/S0i(2) .0032 8.56 1.62 3.35 2.474 
N4473 E5 .0075 10.28 1.50 3.22 2.268 
N4476 S0 3(5) .0066 12.28 1.03 2.94 -
N4478 E2 .0049 11.28 - 3.17 2.170 
N4486 EO .0042 8.79 1.58 3.38 2.528 
N4550 E7/S0i(7) .0012 11.31 1.29 3.12 -
N4551 E2 .0040 11.92 1.47 - 2.021 
N4552 S0t(0) .0009 9.95 1.58 3.37 2.391 
N4621 E4 .0014 9.88 1.53 3.25 2.338 
N4636 El/SOxCl) .0029 9.82 1.53 3.25 2.303 
N4660 E3/S0i(3) .0034 10.97 1.39 3.17 2.262: 
N4697 E6 : .0049 9.28 1.42 - 2.276 
Note: Colours shown are at a nominal aperture of 60". The actual aperture diameters are 
given in tables 4.16 and 4.17. * indicates that the morphological type of this galaxy is 
not given in Binggeli et al., 1985. 
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Table 4.19 
Summary of Reduced Galaxy Parameters in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy Morph. v 2 6 ( U - V )
K E ( V - K ) K E log cr 
D10 E 16.17 - 3.80 -
D31 E/SO 12.60* - 3.27 2.449 
D49 E 13.12" - 3.27 2.394 
D67 SO 13.12 - 3.14 2.169 
D68 SO 14.73 1.43 - 2.111 
D69 E 14.23 1.53 3.25 2.285 
D70 E 14.86' 1.43 3.09 2.166 
D78 E 13.77 - 3.14 -
D79 SO 13.91 - 3.21 -
D81 E 15.15 - 2.94 -
D84 SO 15.01 - 3.15 -
D87 E 15.88 - 2.93 1.863 
D91 SO 14.22 - 3.18 -
D95 SO - - 3.15 -
D96 E 14.54 - 3.21 -
D103 SO/a 14.39 1.48 - 2.319 
D104 SO 14.85* 1.47 - 2.260 
D106 SO - 1.37 - 2.201 
D107 E 15.45 1.25 2.92 1.761 
DUO SO/E 15.41 - 2.37 -
D116 SBO 15.06* 1.25 - 2.114 
D118 E 14.36* 1.46 3.15 2.209 
D119 SO 15.28 1.37 - 2.186 
D122 SO 15.13 1.27 - 1.957 
D124 E 14.53 1.48 3.14 2.243 
D125 E 15.60 1.38 3.02 2.169 
D126 SO 15.88 1.29 - -
D127 SO 15.94° 1.42 3.12 -
D128 SO 15.61* 1.29 3.09 2.019 
D129 D 12.27* 1.56 3.28 2.383 
D130 E/SO 14.36° 1.45 3.19 2.311 
D131 SO 14.25° 1.48 - 2.225 
D132 SO 15.87° 1.34 - 2.104 
D133 E 14.50* 1.43 3.19 2.339 
D136 E 15.52* 1.37 3.09 2.251 
D143 E 13.46 1.55 3.25 2.361 
D144 SO/a 14.28* 1.44 3.26 2.210 
D145 SO 14.82 1.41 - 2.124 
D148 D 11.85° 1.65 3.36 2.584 
D150 E 15.31 1.37 3.06 2.007 
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Table 4.19 (confc.) 
Summary of Reduced Galaxy Parameters in the Coma Cluster 
Galaxy Morph. v 2 6 ( U - V )
K E ( V - K ) K E logo-
D151 E 13.98 1.37 3.03 2.180 
D152 SBO 14.85 1.47 3.22 2.192 
D153 E 15.28 1.44 3.13 2.099 
D154 SO 15.80 1.33 - -
D155 SO 13.98 1.42 - 2.175 
D156 E/SO 15.83" 1.26 - -
D157 SO 15.87* 1.36 - 2.100 
D160 SBO 14.50 1.49 - 2.258 
D164 SO - - 3.06 -
D167 SO/E - 1.45 - 2.307 
D168 E 14.11 1.50 3.26 2.320 
D170 SBO 14.67 1.40 3.01 2.146 
D172 E 14.87 1.37 3.18 2.191 
D173 SO 15.09 1.39 - 2.138 
D174 E 14.82 1.45 3.25 2.247 
D175 SO 14.34 1.50 3.22 2.234 
D184 SO 15.94 - 3.00 -
D191 so 15.60 1.36 - 1.947 
D193 E 15.37 - 3.10 2.059 
D194 E 13.49 1.56 3.30 2.394 
D207 E 15.00* 1.43 3.16 2.154 
D217 E 13.67 1.52 3.20 2.274 
D240 E 12.88* - 3.20 2.383 
D245 SO - - 3.05 -
Note: U-V colours at aperture dia. of 13"; V - K colours at 17". * indicates that this galaxy 
was merged in the photometery of GP. 
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4.7 The Colours of Galaxies in Virgo and Coma 
4.7.1 Analysis of an improved data set 
Following APF, we investigate the homogeneity of galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clus-
ters through the correlation between U-V and V - K colours and total V-band magnitudes. 
For the Virgo cluster, isophotal V26 magnitudes are taken directly from SV. In Coma, we 
use V25 magnitudes published by Godwin and Peach (GP, 1977). D84 has established a 
transformation to the V26 system of SV from the galaxies covered by both authors. We 
use this to place both clusters on a consistent system. As GP publish only x,y positions 
for their galaxies, galaxies with colour information had to be identified by fitting a plate 
solution based on the NGC galaxies named by GP. The reader should note that the larger 
errors in these total magnitudes introduce little additional scatter into the colour-magnitude 
relationship because of its shallow slope. 
I t is conventional to now transform the aperture colours that we have presented in the 
previous tables to colours within a fixed fraction of the optical diameter of the galaxy. Since 
the strengths of colour gradients in individual galaxies are highly variable, we do not make 
this transformation. We prefer to compare the intrinsic properties that we have measured. 
I t should be noted, however, that the slopes of the colour-magnitude relations presented 
here wil l differ f rom those based on relative aperture sizes. There remains, however, a small 
mismatch between the physical aperture sizes (which were chosen to ensure the accuracy of 
our work) used in the two clusters. A 60" aperture in the Virgo cluster should be matched by 
an aperture of 11" in Coma (assuming an infall velocity to Virgo of 250 k m s - 1 ) . In principle, 
we should apply mean colour gradient corrections to our measured colours of 0 . m 01 in U-V 
(measured at 13") and 0.m02 in V - K (measured at 17") in order to obtain colours within 
the correctly matched aperture. As these corrections are so small, and may vary between 
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galaxies, we prefer not to apply them to our data directly, but rather to make allowance for 
this effect when comparing the average colours of the two clusters. 
Figures 4.14, 4.15, 4.20 and 4.21 present the C - M relations in U-V and V-K for the 
Virgo and Coma clusters. Although a few points scatter to bluer magnitudes, there is a well 
defined ridge-line that can be used to make an accurate estimate of the distance modulus. 
(This asymmetry in the distribution is to be expected i f there is a scatter in the ages of 
the individual galaxies.) The figures show lines fitted by the least squares technique to the 
'well-behaved' points. We can immediately estimate the distance modulus to be A m = 3.79 
in U-V, and 3.43 in V-K (including a correction to the distance moduli of +0.10, in U-V, 
and +0.20, in V-K to allow for the aperture mismatch). 
This technique is, however, too subjective to give reliable results. The outlying points 
are best dealt with by using the distribution-free median difference technique developed in 
D84. The method works as follows. From the C - M relations in both of the clusters, we 
chose a universal slope for the relationship. A (median) line is then fitted to each of the 
clusters so as to bisect the distribution of points. The separation of these lines gives the 
distance modulus. Experiment shows that the distance modulus that we determine is largely 
insensitive to the slope chosen for the relation. We determine confidence limits (errors) to 
the difference using the Wilcoxson Distribution-Free Rank Sum Test (cf., Rey, 1980). The 
distance moduli found are given in table 4.20. We present the results wi th and without 
the obviously outlying points being excluded to show the effectiveness of the method. The 
changes that arise from adopting the slopes determined f rom the individual clusters are less 
than the statistical errors. 
We compare our values with the distance modulus of 3.75 ± 0 . 1 8 found by D84 f rom the 
correlation between V26 and log<7 (the stellar velocity dispersion). This value is consistent 
with the offset between the colour-magnitude relations, in both bands. The disagreement 
between the values derived from the two colours is not of statistical significance (ie., i t is 
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F igure 4.2©. The U-V colour-magnitude relation in the Coma cluster. Solid and open 
symbols denote E and SO galaxies respectively. The solid line shows the least-squared 
fit to the ridge-line points: U-V = 2.607 — 0.0797 V 2 6 - The colours have been measured 
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F igure 4 .21 . The V - K colour-magnitude diagram in the Coma cluster. Solid and open 
symbols denote E and SO galaxies respectively. The solid line shows the least-squared 
f i t to the ridge-line points: V-K = 4.116 — 0.0650 V26- The colours have been measured 
within a 17" aperture. This figure should be compared with Figure 4.15. 
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Table 4.20 
Estimates of the Virgo-Coma Distance Modulus 
Colour Slope Distance Modulus Comments 
U-V -0.078 4.10 ± 0 . 1 7 all points 
V-K -0.070 3.60 ± 0 . 2 3 all points 
U-V -0.078 4.03 ± 0 . 1 5 excluding outliers 
V-K -0.070 3.53 ± 0.20 excluding outliers 
Notes: (1) We have denned the slope of the colour-magnitude relation as the change in 
colour per unit change in V 2 6 - (2) Distance moduli include corrections of +0.10, in U-V, 
and +0.20, in V-K to allow for the aperture mismatch. 
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only a 1.6<r effect). There is therefore no cause to reject the hypothesis that the colours of 
early-type galaxies (of the same absolute magnitude) are identical in both clusters. 
This conclusion can be verified by comparing the distance independent U-V and V-K 
colours directly. The colour-colour relations for the two clusters are shown in Figure 4.22. 
A small offset is apparent in the sense that Virgo galaxies are redder in V-K than their 
counter parts of similar U-V in Coma. The reader should note, however, that no correction 
for aperture missmatch has been made. In addition to the mean offset between the clusters, 
visual inspection of the figure suggests that there may be a small difference in the slope of 
the colour-colour relations. For several reasons, it is difficult to make a convincing case for 
the reality of this effect. Firstly, the visual impression comes largely from the three Virgo 
SO galaxies having U-V colours bluer than l . m 2 ; no such blue galaxies were observed in 
the Coma cluster. I f these galaxies are rejected, then the slope of the Virgo C-C relation 
is poorly determined. Secondly, i t is difficult (and dangerous, since we perform the test a 
posteriori) to form a robust estimate of the slope in the relation and its uncertainty. Thirdly, 
even i f the difference in slope were statistically significant, we would still have to be able to 
demonstrate that i t was an effect intrinsic to the galaxies themselves, and not introduced by 
a colour term in the in the transformations between the photometric systems, or by a colour 
dependence of the K-corrections. 
We apply the median difference technique to determine the average offset in V-K at a 
given U-V. We find (excluding the three very blue SO galaxies): 
A ( V - K ) = 0.020 ± 0.015 
(including a correction of 0.01 to the V - K colour difference to allow for the aperture mis-
match). We have used a common slope of 1.0, but slopes of 0.9 and 1.1 lie within the 
statistical error. The small offset is of no statistical significance, and is, in any case, small 
enough to have arisen from an error in the determination of the K-corrections, or from 
a residual reddenning difference between the two clusters. Indeed, considering the various 
sources of uncertainty, i t would have been surprising i f much better agreement had been 
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F igure 4.22. The U-V vs. V - K colour-colour relations in the Virgo and Coma clusters. 
Virgo galaxies are shown as open symbols, Coma galaxies as filled symbols. Circles and 
triangles distinguish E and SO galaxies. The apparent differences in the zero-points and 
the slopes of the relations in the two clusters are discussed in the text of Section 4.7.1. 
The colours shown in this figure have not been corrected for aperture mismatch. 
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obtained. Therefore, our data provides no support for any intrinsic difference in the average 
colours of early-type galaxies in these very different environments. 
4.7.2 Discussion of the outlying points and scatter in the C - M relation 
I t is evident that some galaxies (usually SO types) are displaced significantly blueward of 
the relation obeyed by the majority of galaxies. These galaxies, where the data is available, 
tend to be discrepant in both colours suggesting that the effect is real and not due to an 
error in our photometry. In particular, we note that the three unusually blue Virgo galaxies 
NGC 4124, 4468 and 4476 are typed by Binggeli et al., (1985) as S0 3 (ie., dusty) or SO/a, 
and that although they are extremely blue in both U-V and V-K, they lie close to the 
extension of the relation denned by the other Virgo cluster galaxies in the colour-colour 
plot. This appears qualitatively consistent with the hypothesis that they contain relatively 
young stellar populations (Arimoto & Yoshii, 1987). 
In relation to the question of the age spread between galaxies in the same cluster, 
we have investigated whether there is any evidence for an intrinsic scatter in the colour-
magnitude and colour-colour relations discussed in the previous sections. Table 4.21 shows 
the observational error in each of the colours estimated from internal comparisons in each 
of the bands. Errors in the V 2 6 magnitudes were estimated by D84; they translate into 
an equivalent scatter in galaxy colour that is reduced by a factor of ~ 1/10. Table 4.22 
presents the scatter in each of the relations determined by least squares f i t t ing to each of 
the individual C - M and C-C relations (ie., the slopes of the relations were allowed to differ 
between the clusters). As the scatter that is determined by this technique is unduly affect 
by the outlying points, we present values determined by fitting to the whole dataset, the 
dataset culled of 'obviously' outlying points, and the sample broken down by morphological 
type. There is evidence to suggest that the scatter in both the U-V and V - K C - M relations 
is somewhat larger than can be accounted for by observational error. This intrinsic scatter is 
present in both morphological types, but is more pronounced in the SO types as the majority 
of outlying points have this morphology. In the Virgo U-V C - M and the Coma V - K C-M 
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Table 4.21 
Estimated Errors from Internal Comparisons 
Cluster U-V V-K v 2 6 
Virgo 0.022 0.034 0.13 
Coma 0.040 0.038 0.13 
Table 4.22 
Scatter in Colour-Magnitude and Colour-Colour Relations 
Cluster/ _ A l l ^_ _ Culled _ E _ SO obs. err< 
Variables rms n rms n rms n rms n 
Virgo 
U-V vs. V 2 6 0.108 25 0.054 21 0.065 14 0.135 11 0.026 
V-K vs. V 2 6 0.077 21 0.040 17 0.050 12 0.109 9 0.036 
U-V vs. V - K 0.056 20 0.052 17 0.060 11 0.041 9 0.041 
Coma 
U-V vs. V 2 6 0.054 44 0.037 39 0.052 22 0.058 22 0.042 
V - K vs. V 2 6 0.075 40 0.054 35 0.075 29 0.078 11 0.040 
U-V vs. V-K 0.054 27 0.054 27 0.046 21 - - 0.055 
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relations, the intrinsic scatter remains in the main body of the points even when a substantial 
number of outliers are excluded f rom the sample. There is, however, no strong evidence for 
additional scatter in the colour-colour relation in either cluster; although there is a suggestion 
that the relation curves in the extreme blue. The small intrinsic scatter in the C - M relation 
may be driven by an additional dynamical parameter (ie., a further parameter describing the 
potential well of the galaxy, such as the surface brightness or degree of ellipticity), or i t may 
arise because galaxies with identical mass distributions do not share a common starformation 
history. Models for the passive evolution of stellar populations (eg., Arimoto & Yoshii, 1987) 
suggest that both hypotheses are compatible with the absence of scatter in the C-C relation. 
4.8 Comparison with A P F 
APF concluded f rom their study that the V-K colours of early-type galaxies in Virgo and 
Coma were different by 0 . m l . In our study we find this difference to be only 0.m02, consistent 
with statistical uncertainty and the likely precision of our data. We have shown that 0.m03 
of the discrepancy between our work and APF arises from the inhomogeneity of the raw 
V-band magnitudes derived from SV and S72. In addition, we note that although the vast 
majori ty of K-band magnitudes measured by PFA in the Coma cluster are in close agreement 
with our own measurements, there are large discrepancies with a few of the very faintest 
objects. This effect acts in the sense that PFA give these few objects V - K colours that 
appear to be far too blue. The transformation ~ used by APF relate colours measured inside 
a constant aperture to colours inside an aperture of fixed relative diameter (ie., at constant 
log(A/£>(0))) is unlikely to introduce further systematic error as the correction is small and 
very similar for both clusters. We suggest that the remainder of the discrepancy may arise 
from: (1) differences in the actual galaxies included in the samples; and (2) the least squares 
fitting technique used by APF to derive the distance modulus. The least squares method is 
sensitive to the presence of skewness and outliers in the C - M relation — experimentation with 
our data set suggests the distance modulus may be wrongly estimated by as much as 0.m02 
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in extreme cases. We note, however, that although these effects may combine to account for 
the colour discrepancy, the distance modulus that APF measure (eg., A m ( „ _ K ) = 3.1 ± 0 . 2 ) 
is still too small to be completely consistent with our data set. The solution to this problem 
remains unclear. 
4.9 Summary and Conclmsknims 
In order to test the homogeneity of the stellar populations of early-type galaxies in 
various environments, we have compared the broad-band UVK colours of E/SO galaxies in 
the Coma and Virgo clusters. The galaxies in these clusters have very different environments 
— the velocity dispersions appropriate to the galaxies we have studied are 1100 k m s - 1 , in 
Coma, and 600 k m s - 1 , in Virgo (Kent & Gunn, 1982, and Binggeli et al., 1987); the early-
type galaxy fraction in the Coma cluster (Dressier, 1980) is about 85%, compared to 40% in 
Virgo (Sandage et al., 1985). Our data set consists of new U and V-band CCD photometry 
of both clusters, new infrared K-band photometry of Coma and the K-band photometry of 
Virgo published by PFA. Great care has been taken to ensure that the measurements in both 
clusters have the same photometric calibration. A large number of repeated measurements 
were made in order that observational errors could be assessed. In all bands, a relative 
accuracy of 1% has been achieved. 
In contradiction to the previous study by APF, we find no evidence to suggest that the 
colours of E/S0 galaxies in the two clusters are different. I f galaxies, in both clusters, of the 
same absolute magnitude have equal metal abundances, then they must also share a common 
average age (to within ~ 1 Gyr). This constraint can only be relaxed i f metallicity and age 
effects conspire so as to cancel out. While this is qualitatively possible — galaxies in which 
star formation continues until a more recent epoch are younger (making them bluer) but also 
reach a higher metalicity (making them redder) — but i t seems unlikely that the collusion 
between these two effects should be so perfect. Further consideration is given to this issue, 
and to the contrasting conclusions of Chapter 3, in Chapter 6. 
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We explain the incorrect conclusion reached by APF in terms of (1) the inhomogeneity 
of their optical photometry, (2) measuring errors in their infrared photometry of the faintest 
Coma galaxies, (3) their smaller sample size, and (4) the sensitivity of the least squares 
f i t t ing technique to outliers and the skewness of the scatter about the C - M relation. 
In addition, we have investigated the scatter in the C-C and C - M relations in each of 
the separate clusters. The correlation between U-V and V-K colours appears to be perfect, 
even i f galaxies not f i t t ing the C - M relations are included. This is consistent with current 
models for the passive evolution of galaxy colours even i f there is a spread in age. Even 
when outlying points are removed, a small intrinsic scatter of ~ 0. m 04 is present in both 
C - M relations. I f real, this may be due to (1) the dependance of metallicity on a further 
parameter defining the shape of the mass distribution, eg. surface brightness, (2) variations 
in galaxy age, or (3) variations in the reddening towards individual galaxies, either in our 
galaxy, or in the intra-cluster medium of the cluster observed. To disentangle these effects 
wi l l be extremely difficult. 
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T H E E V O L U T I O N OF G R O U P S O F G A L A X I E S 
I N T H E P R E S S - S C H E C H T E R F O R M A L I S M 
5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
5.1.1 Motivation 
In Chapter 1, we have described the physical processes at work in dense environments 
that can be expected to modify the appearance and star formation properties of a galaxy. 
We have also discussed attempts that have been made to model these effects in order to 
account for the correlation between a galaxy's environment and its morphology. I t is clear, 
however, that these models are unlikely to be entirely appropriate as they do not take into 
account the fact that the environment of a galaxy is evolving and that dense regions are 
continually fed with an infall of relatively isolated galaxies. I t is the aim of the current 
chapter to develop an analytic theory that wi l l allow these effects to be better understood. 
We make only a rudimentary attempt to interpret our results, that are derived in terms of 
the distribution of mass (and therefore galaxies) amongst groups of various total masses, in 
terms of possible evolutionary effects on the galaxies themselves. 
The evolution of a system of self-gravitating particles is best studied using a fu l l N-
body computer code. This method, however, has two disadvantages. Firstly, the simulation 
is limited both by the resolution of the smallest particle size, and by the statistical variations 
in the properties and histories of the small numbers of massive groups. Secondly, while we 
would be able to obtain a solution to a particular well-defined problem, without an analytic 
frame-work, we would gain neither an understanding of the physical processes involved, nor 
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the ability to adapt our solution to a change in the cosmological parameters. Fortunately, N-
body simulations started from scale-free initial conditions by Efstathiou et al. (1988, EFWD) 
showed that the analytic theory developed by Press & Schechter (1974, PS) provides a 
(surprisingly) good quantitative statistical description of the evolution of the distribution of 
mass amongst groups and clusters of various sizes (this distribution is referred to as the 
multiplicity function). However, their work is only able to predict the mass distribution in 
the universe as a whole. In the present chapter, we wil l extend the theory to follow the 
multiplicity function of the sub-components of a present-epoch group of given size. 
5.1.2 The basic principles of the PS theory 
For a detailed mathematical description of the PS theory, we refer the reader to the 
original paper and EFWD as the workings are a special case of those presented in Section 5.2. 
Here we briefly outline the basic principles involved. 
A t some early epoch, the universe is imagined to be well-described by an isotropic 
random Gaussian field of small density perturbations. The phases of the fluctuations are 
random so that the field is entirely defined by its power spectrum (ie., by the amplitudes 
of its Fourier components). The initial density variations are small (ie., 6 = t^pjp <C 1) 
and their evolution, in this regime, is described by thelinear form of Vlasov's equation. The 
density perturbations grow with time unti l they become non-linear (ie., 6 ~ 1), at which 
point their evolution can no longer be followed by simple analytic techniques. PS circumvent 
this difficulty by assuming that: 
(1) The evolution of the density perturbations can be traced using linear theory until the 
clump 'turns around' and breaks away from the universal expansion. For a spherical 
top-hat perturbation this occurs at a density contrast 6C ~ 1.68 (Gunn k Gott, 1972). 
(2) A t this density contrast, the region collapses rapidly and independently of its surround-
ings. The internal structure of the clump is lost by violent relaxation (Lynden-Bell, 
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1967). To the rest of the universe, the region behaves as i f i t were a single body of 
large mass. 
A t the expense of our knowledge of the internal structure of the collapsing clumps, we 
can therefore continue to apply the linear equation to the 'gas' of particles to calculate 
their evolving mass distribution. Although this results in a considerable simplification of the 
equations describing the evolution of the density field, we must still solve the problem of 
counting the non-linear objects of a given mass. This requires that we are able to relate 
the probability distribution of the density fluctuations (averaged over a volume, V) to the 
probability that a given region is sufficiently overdense to collapse on the scale V but is not 
absorbed in the collapse of a larger volume. This probability can then be used to determine 
the fraction of the mass of the universe that wi l l be contained in clumps of mass pV. 
PS suggest a plausible transformation between the probability distribution function of the 
Gaussian field (smoothed on scale V), P(6y) and the multiplicity function of the condensed 
groups: 
, ( M , , ) = - 2 W ^ , , > ^ > W (5..) 
where po is the mean density of the universe, and Sc(z) is the overdensity threshold for 
collapse at the epoch corresponding to the redshift z. The derivation of this relation is, 
however, flawed by the fact that the factor of 2 must be inserted 'by hand' in order that 
the total mass of the universe remains constant. This weak point of the theory is given 
justification by the comparison with the N-body simulations of EFWD, and by the analytic 
investigations of Bond et al. (1990) (but see the alternative formulations suggested by Peacock 
k. Heavens, 1990). We wil l adopt the transformation on an empirical basis in the work 
presented here. 
In addition, to the approximations made in setting up the PS formalism, two further 
assumptions are Usually made in order the that the problem is analytically tractable: 
(1) The universe is taken to be flat (ie., il = 1). This ensures that the density fluctuations 
grow linearly with the expansion factor. 
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(2) The initial power spectrum is taken to be a power-law (ie., \6k\2 oc kn). Mathematically, 
this results in considerable simplification as the variance of the density field can be 
written as a simple function of the smoothing scale. Although detailed models of the 
early universe (eg., Bond k. Efstathiou, 1984) suggest that this approximation is not 
strictly correct, the curvature of the spectrum that they predict is very shallow. The 
power-law is still , therefore, a useful approximation (Kaiser, 1986). 
These two assumptions ensure that there is only one characteristic scale in the universe (the 
expansion factor). The evolution of the mass distribution is therefore self-similar, having the 
same functional form at each epoch and only altering by a magnification factor, JV/», that 
determines the 'typical' size of the condensed groups. The actual form that is derived for 
the universal multiplicity function is: 
where M»(z) oc (1 + r ) - 6 / ( " + 3 ) . 
The original PS theory deals only with the evolution of the multiplicity function of the 
universe as a whole. No attempt is made to determine how these masses are distributed in 
space. EFWD started to extend the basic theory in order to examine how the multiplicity 
function was altered in regions of large-scale density enhancement. The solution to this prob-
lem allows the evolution in a region that condenses to become a rich cluster at the present 
epoch to be compared with the evolution elsewhere in the universe. The analytical work 
of EFWD showed that the most massive groups at early times were incorporated into the 
most massive groups at the present — a result in qualitative agreement with their N-body 
simulations. Their analysis did not, however, take into account the correlations between the 
fluctuations on different scales and was therefore only applicable when the sub-components 
were very much less massive than the final cluster. 
In the present work, we show that these cross-correlations have a simple dependance, 
and develop a more sophisticated treatment of the problem that is applicable over the ful l 
--(—) 2 \M,(z)J 
(n+3)/3 
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range of sub-component masses. We are able to derive a conditional multiplicity function for 
the sub-components (at an epoch corresponding to redshift 2) of a present-epoch group of 
given mass. This function is demonstrated to have the required property that i t recovers the 
universal multiplicity function (at epoch z) when combined appropriately with the universal 
multiplicity distribution of the groups at the final epoch. We also demonstrate that it gives 
an extremely good quantitative fit to the numerical results obtained by EFWD from N-body 
simulations. 
5.2 T h e E v o l u t i o n o f Groups — M a t h e m a t i c a l Results 
5.2.1 Conditional probabilities in random Gaussian fields 
In the universe at an early time, we represent the probability distribution of the small 
variations in the otherwise smooth distribution of matter as a 3-dimensional Gaussian random 
field. In other words, the probability distribution of the density, measured as an average over 
a randomly selected volume V, is: 
where, 6y is the overdensity of the volume = (py — p)/p, and ay is the rms variation of Sy • 
Even i f the random field is not truly Gaussian, the Central Limit Theorem usually justifies 
the use of this approximation. The reader should note that the volume V contains a mass 
M ss po.V. 
In this section, our aim is to determine the probability distribution of the density fluc-
tuations in a volume V that is contained within a larger volume V in which the average 
overdensity has a predetermined value. Aside f rom the requirement that i t is entirely con-
tained within V , V is chosen at random. Bayes' formula allows us to express this conditional 
probability distribution in terms of the joint probability distribution of Sy and 6yr. 






Where, P(6y) is the probability that we measure the density inside the volume V (chosen 
without reference to V ) to be 6y^; P(6v,6v<) is the probability that we measure the over-
densities of V (chosen at random) and V (chosen at random from within V ) to be Sy 
and Sy respectively; P(6v\6v) is the probability that we measure the overdensity inside V 
to be 6v given that we already know the overdensity of the large volume V (that contains 
V) to be 6v<. 
Abstracting from this problem, we consider a pair of Gaussian distributed random vari-
ables (x, y) that have a joint probability distribution that is also Gaussian. This is equivalent 
to stating that the joint probability distribution may be written as: 
F { x , y ) = h\^exp {~¥Ax' Ay^Ax' Ay)T) - (5-4) 
where Ax = x — x, A y = y—y and <7,j is the covariance matrix ( a " ° T y ) . By expanding 
the matrix notation of Equation 5.4 and using Bayes' formula (Equation 5.3), the condi-
tional probability P(x\y) can be rewritten as the product of a normalisation factor and the 
exponential term 
2 a\a\ - cr*y \ a\ ax<ry <rx<ry a\ 
<T\O\ I Ax Ay f l y 
2 rr2n2 — I T 4 
(5.5) 
This is a Gaussian distribution with mean 
and variance 
* For strict mathematical correctness, we should require the overdensity to lie between 6v and 
6y +e, where € is an arbitrarily small number. We use the looser terminology for the sake of clarity. 
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I f the joint probability distribution of Sv and Sv is Gaussian, the above theorem (Adler, 
1981) can be applied to calculate the conditional probability P{6v\6v). As a consequence 
of the Central Limit Theorem, the precondition that Sv and Sv have a bivariate Gaussian 
distribution wil l be met i f the Fourier components of the random density field have indepen-
dent phases (Bardeen et al., 1986). The density fluctuations that arise from quantum effects 
in an inflationary universe have just this property. Therefore, once we have established the 
variance and co-variance terms 
<rl=(6l), al, = (Si.) 
and o \ v , = (6y .Sy) 
the conditional probability distribution of Sv, given Sv, is determined. The variances of Sv 
and Sv are defined by the power spectrum that we assume for the density fluctuations. 
In the following section, we show that the power spectrum also determines the co-variance, 
cr2Vv 
5.2.2 Computation of the cross-correlation between scales 
To establish the method by which we wil l determine the co-variance of the density 
within V and V (crvv,), we review the technique (Peebles, 1980) by which the variance 
of the fluctuations on scale V can be determined. Initially, we adopt the notion that the 
universe is periodic on some scale much larger than V. This allows us to decompose the 
density field into discrete Fourier components. The overdensity at some point, x, may then 
be written as*: 
*(x) = 2 > e - ' " ' « . 
k 
t Following Peebles (1980), we wil l not explicitly distinguish between the real and complex parts 
of the density field. This assists the clarity of our argument considerably. I f care is taken to allow 
for the fact that only the real part of the field has physical significance, the numerical factor of | 
and the moduli shown in the following formulae wil l be correctly obtained. I f trying to reproduce 
these results, the reader should note that the summation over k should be confined to values in 
the positive octant. 
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The average density inside a volume V ('centered' at XQ) is 
v J v h 
The variance of the density inside V is the mean square value of 6y; the average of Sy 
itself being zero by definition. Writing this explicitly we have: 
1 
/ X > e - ' k ( x ° + " ' ) d V 
Jv t . 
where the average, denoted by the angle brackets, is taken over all possible positions, xo, of 
the volume, V (ie., the entire universe). Swapping the order of integration and summation, 
2i 
Expansion of the square produces terms of the form e -«( k i - k 3)- x <>. • Only i f k i = k2 wi l l the 
term make a net contribution to e v when the average is taken over xo (the integral factor 
being independent of Xo). We can therefore simplify the expression to 
Allowing the periodic volume in which we defined the discrete Fourier modes of the density 
field to become arbitrarily large, we may replace the summation with an integration in 
continuous k-space. Therefore, 
<4 = ^ | 6 * | a | W k | a d % : (5.6) 
where the window function, = jy e~'h x>d^'^ Jyd3*', is the Fourier transform of the 
top-hat* function that defines the volume V. 
The cross-correlation between the overdensities in two volumes, one contained inside the 
other, is calculated in a similar manner. Starting from the definition of the co-variance as 
t The term 'top-hat function' is used loosely here — we do not mean to imply that the volume 
V needs to be spherical. 
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ffj/v" = (6v-Sv) (the average being taken over all admissible pairs of volumes V and V ) we 
have: 
2 1 f J E^e"k ( X 0 + x ' ) d V) • (/ E^c"ik ( y o + y ' ) dv) ) ) 
K ^ k / V ^ k ' / xo' i 
2 V V 
\ \ \  / \ • K / / ' y 0 
where the average over yo is taken over all space, and the average over xo is taken over 
values of xo for which the volume V is contained in V (as we discuss later, there is also 
an independence criterion that limits the choice of xo). We continue by separating xo into 
two components (xo = yo + uo): 
alv, = 1^ | p t e - f t - » e - i t - d V W i ( V ) j . | p t e - ^ d V f f i ( r ) j ^ ^ . 
We are now free to swap the order in which the averages are taken. As previously, when we 
expand the product of the two summations, we wil l obtain cross-products containing factors 
of the form e ~ ' ( k l - k ; , ) ' y o . Few of these survive when we average over yo, and we are left 
with: 
"vv = H T , \^\2e-ib u"Wh(V)W^V')) 
Changing to a continuous Fourier space, we may write: 
vlv = ljj6k\2Wh(V)W£(V')(e-ik«°)Uod\. (5.7) 
Care is required at this point to define the meaning of the 'average' over iio more 
exactly, uo is a randomly chosen point for which the volume V that surrounds it is entirely 
enclosed in the volume V . However, i t is not clear whether we should: (1) choose a point at 
random, test to see i f V is contained in V , then reselect another random point i f this is not 
the case; or (2) select a random set of points uo for which all the volumes V are independent 
and enclosed in V , then chose a point at random from this set. The practical difference is 
that i f method (1) is adopted, the overdensity at a point near the outer edge of V is less 
likely to contribute to the mean overdensity of V than a point that is close to the centre; 
with method (2) all points in V have an equal chance to contribute to the mean overdensity 
of V. Later, when we come to extend the Press-Schechter theory, we wil l wish to apply the 
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present calculation to determine the probability of collapse of a region (eg., the volume V). 
On collapse, the matter in this region is not available to be included in an adjacent region 
(unless both regions collapse to form a single object on a larger scale, this circumstance 
being taken into account explicitly in the theory). We therefore argue that the volumes V 
in the averaging process must also be given this property of independence, and use method 
(2) to define the process by which we average over uo. The important consequence of this 
decision is that close to the edge of V (the volume covered by the points uo for which V 
lies inside V ) there are more independent choices for V per volume element, d^io, as part 
of V lies outside V and therefore does not exclude other possible values of uo-
The averaged term, ( e ~ , k , U o ) U o , can be written to appear like another window function: 
Wk{V) = J„ u;(uo)e- , k u o d ^ 0 j J„ w(u 0 )d 3 u 0 
where, V is the volume covered by the points uo for which V lies inside V ; u;(uo) is a 
weight function that gives increased weight to outer values of uo to account for the fact that 
the selection has been made as described in method (2) above. 
I t is possible for us to express Wk(V) in terms of the window functions of V and V. 
We introduce the functions 0 ( x ; V , xo), that we define as: 
0(x* V xo) — | ^ x ' s c o n t a m e d m t n e v o m m e V 'centred' on xo; 
' ' 10 otherwise. 
The fc-space window functions Wk are the Fourier transforms of these real-space window 
functions: 
Wk(V)= [ e - , k x ' d V = / 0 ( x ' ; V , O ) e - ' k x 'd a x ' 
where we have arbitrarily chosen to 'center' the volume V at the origin. By analogy, we also 
introduce the function 0 ( x ; V , xo), which we define as: 
0(x- V xo) = / w ( x ) I fv u ' ( x ) < i^ x ^ x i s contained in the volume V 'centred' on x 0 ; 
1.0 otherwise. 
Note that the normalisation of these functions is such that 0 ( x ' ; V, xo)d 3x' = 1, and 
similarly for 0 ( x ; V, xo). 
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We have defined the weighting function, w(x), of V so that every point in the large 
volume V has an equal chance of contributing to the average density measured in V. This 
is equivalent to stating that we can write the function 0 ( x ; V ' , x o ) as the convolution of 
0 ( x ; V , x ' ) and 0 ( x ' ; V , x o ) : 
6 ( x ; V ' , 0 ) = / 0 ( x ' ; V , O ) e ( x ; V , x ' ) d V 
J oo 
By integrating the two sides of this relation over x, we verify that the normalisation of the 
RHS is correct. We may rewrite this equation to make the convolution more explicit: 
0 ( x ; V ' , O ) = f 0(x'; V, O)0(x - x ' ; V, 0)dV. 
J CO 
We then draw from the theory of Fourier transforms to note that in Fourier space: 
Wh(V) = Wk(V).Wk(V) (5.8) 
Returning to our expression for the co-variance of the volumes V and V, Equation 5.7, 
and using the relation between the window functions that we have derived above (Equa-
tion 5.8), we obtain: 
a \ v , =±J | f c | 3 | W k ( V ' ) | a d * = av,. (5.9) 
As we wi l l see below, this strikingly simple result is not surprising since i t must hold if 
the mean overdensity of the small volumes V contained in V is to equal the overdensity of 
region V as a whole. 
5.2.3 The conditional probability distribution of density fluctuations 
We now apply the conditional probability derived in Section 5.2.1 to the study of the 
modulation of density fluctuations on scale V by a field on scale V . Rewriting Equation 5.5, 
and including the correct normalisation factor, we have: 
nisi ix \JC 1 ( 0 W ° V - eb~v/<Tv>)2\ 
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where, e = Oyyj' oyjy• This result was previously obtained by Bardeen et al. (1986). It 
can be considerably simplified using Equation 5.9 to obtain e = ayi jay, giving: 
P(6v\6y)d6v = 1 2 e x p f - f f V ^ W - ( 5 - 1 0 ) 
I t can be seen that this probability distribution has the anticipated mean (ie., (8y) = 
Sy), and that in the case that f > F (ie., cry <C <?v), i t reproduces the 'k-split ' approxi-
mation used by EFWD (ie., the distribution of 6y has the same dispersion everywhere, but 
the mean level is shifted up or down by the 'background' overdensity, Sy). 
5.2.4 The conditional multiplicity function 
Following EFWD, we proceed to determine F(M,6e; M',6'), the fraction of regions of 
mass M, contained within a larger scale region of mass M' and overdensity 6', that are 
more overdense than the critical density, 6C (at which non-linear gravitational effects be-
come dominant). Note that we are now working in terms of mass, but that this is directly 
proportional to the volume of the region, M sa po.V since the overdensities are small. We 
have: 
f°° 
F(M, Se\M', 6') = / P(SV = 6\6y = 6') dS 
OO 16-6') f d6 exp 2(<T M 
oo 




These regions rapidly collapse (if they have not already done so) to form small dense objects. 
A large proportion of them wil l , however, be consumed in the collapse of a larger region 
that surrounds them. In Section 5.3, we wil l associate these objects with individual isolated 
galaxies, groups of galaxies or clusters of galaxies depending on their mass. For convenience, 
we refer to them collectively as groups. The spherical collapse models of Gunn and Gott 
(1972) suggest that the appropriate numerical value for 6C is 1.68. 
As i t stands, Equation 5.11 gives the fraction of mass in collapsed groups of size greater 
than M only at the epoch, 2<, at which the power spectrum has been defined. However, as 
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the fluctuations are small, they evolve linearly (ie., the evolution of 6^ does not on depend 
its amplitude). The power spectrum therefore retains its init ial shape, and changes only in 
its normalisation. In a flat universe (ie., Q = 1), the amplitude grows as 1/(1+*-). Therefore 
we may apply Equation 5.11 to calculate F at any arbitrary epoch z by determining the 
fraction of regions which have overdensity greater than 6c(z) = Sc.(l + z)/{\ + Zi) at epoch z,. 
Continuing to follow the derivation of the original Press-Schechter theory, we relate F to 
the distribution of the total mass, M', among collapsed groups of given size by the ansatz 
(cf., Equation 5.1): 
f(M,6c(z)\M>,S>)dM = _ 2 m M M z ) \ M ' , 6 ' ) d M ( j . 1 2 ) 
where the multiplicity fraction, f is defined as the fraction of the total mass of M' that 
is contained in collapsed groups wi th masses between M and M + dM. As the integral in 
Equation 5.11 has been expressed in terms of the dummy variable y, the partial differentiation 
may be performed explicitly: 
f(M,Sc(z)\M',S')dM = - - j L ° M (Sc - S')exp -{Sc -
2 K / - ^ . ) J 
As described in Section 5.1.2, we assume that the initial spectrum of the density fluctu-
ations is a power law with spectral index n (ie., |6jt| 2 oc k"). Equation 5.6 gives the variance 
of the fluctuations as: 
<rM = A.M-(n+3V« 
where the normalisation constant A is determined by the amplitude of the density fluctuations 
at some initial epoch by the spectral index and by the form of the window function. 
Differentiating: 
- _ ( n + 3 \ ° M 
V 6 ) M ' dM 
Inserting this into Equation 5.13 we obtain: 
V2ir J (<r 2 (M) - o-2(M')) ' ,5 
x(Sc - S )exp 
2 ( c r 2 ( M ) - o - 2 ( M ' ) ) J M 
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where we have changed the notation used for the variances in order to emphasise that most 
of the functional dependence of / on the scale M is contained in the variance a2(M). 
Equation 5.14 can be simplified and re-written to make the scaling of the masses with 
the amplitude of the initial power spectrum more explicit. We define: 
_ (a2{M)-a2{M')\ 1 / 2 _ / f M\ 
\ <r2(M) J ~ \ \M'J 
(n+3)/3 1/2 
and write So for the critical overdensity that a structure must have at the initial epoch, 
in order to have just collapsed at the present-day (ie., So — ^e(zi)/{l + Z\) = 1.68/(1 + Zi)). A 
region which just collapses at epoch z must have an overdensity at Z{ of Sc(zi) — (1 + Z)6Q. 
(We are here making the assumption that the universe is flat.) In this notation, 
f(M,Sc\M',6')dM = * <IL±i)_*_(* e -<5 ')ex P 





1 (n + 3) 1 M ( " + 3 > / 6 ( l + z - 6'/S0)6o 
exp 
M ( " + 3 ) / 3 6 0 2 ( l + r - 6'/So)2 dM 
M ' y/2lr 3 A 3 A 
Note that M»(0) = ( (5o/^4) _ 6 ^" + 3 ^ determines the typical mass (averaging over the whole 
universe) that has just collapsed at the present epoch, and that 
M*(z — 6'/So) = ((1 + z — S'/So)-So/A)~6^n+3^ determines the typical size scale that collapses 
in this region at the epoch z. There is an obvious restriction that 1 + z — S'/So > 0, or 
else the larger region M' would have collapsed before the epoch z, so that its division into 
sub-units at this epoch is impossible. The conditional multiplicity fraction can be simplified 
by using these variables to scale the solution: 
1 (n + 3) 1 
3 
(n+3)/3 
f(M,Sc\M',S')dM = A 3 
/ M \ ( " + 3 > / 6 1 / M \ 




In the case that M' ^> M , A « 1 (ie., the correlation between the scales is negligible) and 
we recover the 'k-split ' approximation used by EFWD. In the l imi t M' —• oo (ie., the large 
scale region grows to include the entire universe), by definition 6' —» 0, and the conditional 
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multiplicity fraction reduces to the universal multiplicity fraction, Equation 5.2 (divided by 
Po)-
As is explained in the following section, we wil l only apply this formula to present day 
regions are just sufficiently overdense to collapse on the scale M', but are not dense 
enough to collapse on a slightly larger scale. This requires that 6' = SQ. Adopting this value, 
we have plotted, in Figures 5.1-5.3, / ( M ) for a selection of parameters covering the range 
of interest. In each diagram, we show 4 curves corresponding to the spectral indices 1, 0, -1 
and -2. Three of the set of four diagrams at each epoch show the effect of altering the mass 
of the present-day group, M', between 32, 1.0 and 0.13 M„(0). In the remaining figure, we 
show the Press-Schechter universal multiplicity function at this epoch. In order to compare 
the evolution of the groups, the diagrams are repeated at redshifts of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. In 
order to be consistent with EFWD, we have plotted the multiplicity fraction as a function 
of multiplicity scaled to the present-day peak in the universal multiplicity function, ie., as a 
function of m = log 2 (M/M,(0)). 
Careful study of these diagrams allows us to qualitatively understand the behaviour of / . 
Firstly, the fact that the region M' is overdense has the effect of accelerating the evolution 
of the groups inside its boundary. Thus the peak in the multiplicity function (ie., the typical 
size of a group) for the M' = 32 case is always shifted to higher masses than the peak in the 
universal distribution. The degree of 'acceleration' is greater for flatter (ie., more negative) 
power spectra. The factor Mm in the exponential of Equation 5.15 is always advanced above 
the Mv of the universal distribution (Equation 5.2) in any region which is collapsing at the 
present-day irrespective of its mass; however, there is clearly an upper l imit to the masses of 
the groups that can be contained within M' (ie., M' itself). This cut-off is introduced by the 
factor A in the exponent that has arisen from the cross-correlation between the mass scales. 
The sharpness of the truncation changes with the spectral index, and the epoch at which 
the groups are 'observed'. I t is this factor that distinguishes our formula from the fc-split 
approximation derived by E?WD; for steep power spectra, eg., n = + 1 , the cut-off is very 
sudden, and the fc-split is a good approximation over almost the fu l l range of masses below 
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scaled muiiipliciy 
the multiplicity function 
sco'ed muii'piicty 
the multiplicity function 
d to to 
0 
scaled multiplicty scaled multiphcty 
Figure 5.1. The conditional multiplicity fraction (the fraction of the present-day group mass, 
M', bound into groups of mass M at redshift z) plotted for z — 2.0. The group mass 
M is presented as multiplicity scaled to the typical mass of a present-day group, ie., 
m = log 2 ( A f / M , ( 0 ) ) . The four curves in each plot correspond to spectral indices, n, of 1, 
0 , - 1 and -2 (most to least peaked respectively). Plot (a) shows the universal multiplicity 
function (Equation 5.2) scaled to po = 1. (b) shows the conditional multiplicity fraction, 
/ , in a region which collapses to form a single group of scaled multiplicity m' = 5.0 at 
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Figure 5.3. The multiplicity functions shown in Figure 5.1 reproduced at z — 0.5. 
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M' provided no attempt is made to renormalise the distribution. In the formula presented 
here (we wil l show later that i t appears to be the exact solution), the normalisation of the 
multiplicity fraction (ie., the requirement that J0°° / dM — 1) is maintained by the l / A 3 
factor. I t has the effect of piling up the 'extra' groups, which would have masses larger 
than M' in the absence of the cut-off, just below M'. I f the power spectrum is steep, and 
the peak of the distribution in larger regions has advanced beyond M', a very sharp spike 
is produced. For flat initial power spectra (eg., n — —2), the distributions are always very 
broad, a wide range of group sizes contributing significantly to the final mass. The effect 
of the cut-off at M' is felt in the multiplicity fraction of group masses significantly smaller 
than M'. ' 
We may now understand the time evolution of the multiplicity fraction displayed in Fig-
ures 5.1-5.3. A t large redshifts, there is l i t t le tendency for groups inside M' to have masses 
that approach M'. The distribution is therefore very similar to the universal distribution 
at this epoch, but advanced to a somewhat larger mean mass (cf., Figure 5.1b). A t later 
times, groups in the high-mass tail of the multiplicity function show some tendency to grow 
to masses approaching M'. This causes a distortion in the shape of the multiplicity fraction 
(cf., Figures 5.2b and 5.1c) which grows as the fraction of mass that would otherwise be 
bound into groups larger than M' increases (eg., Figure 5.2c). At late times, almost all the 
mass is bound into groups that are only slightly less massive than M' (eg., Figure 5.3c). 
Note that while the qualitative explanation of the evolution of / is the same for all spectral 
indices and present-day masses ( M ' ) , the timescale is strongly dependent on n and M'. 
5.2.5 The joint multiplicity function 
The conditional multiplicity fraction derived in the previous section is not the ultimate 
goal of this chapter. In order to study the evolutionary history of groups and clusters of 
galaxies, we also require the joint multiplicity function, ie., the mass density of groups with 
masses in the range M to M + dM at epoch z that are incorporated into groups with masses 
M' to M' + dM' at the present epoch. 
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Before proceeding, i t is helpful to review the reasoning behind the PS ansatz (Equation 
5.1) in greater detail. We consider a volume V chosen at random. The probability that this 
volume has overdensity greater than the threshold for collapse, 6C, is: 
r°° 1 
V(6V >Se)= / exp (-6'2/2<T2V) d6' 
Jir V2TT.CTV 
!}c \flK.0v 
However, we wish only to count objects which collapse on the scale of V but do not collapse 
on a slightly larger scale, V + dV. The probability that this is true of region V is: 
p(V)dV = V(Sv > 6c).V{6v+dv < 6C\6V > Se) 
or, i f we introduce the short-hand notation V(V) = V(SV > 6C) and V(V + dV\V) for the 
conditional probability that V + dV has not collapsed, V{8v+dV < Sc\6y > &c), 
p(V)dV = V(V).V(V + dV\V) = V{V) (1 - V(V + dV\V)) (5.16) 
with the obvious extension to the notation. Applying Bayes' formula to write the conditional 
probability, V(V + dV\V), in terms of the joint probability that both V and V + dV are 
above the critical density, we have: 
P(v)dv = v{v) ( I - V { V ^ V ) ) = v ( v ) - V(V + dV,V) 
The next step is to note that i f V + dV collapses, then so must V. We can therefore set 
V(V + dV, V) = V(V + dV), giving: 
P(V)dV = P(V) - V(V + dV) = - ? ^ P -
The number density of independent volumes of size V in the universe is proportional to l / V , 
but the mass of each group is proportional to V. The mass density (or multiplicity function) 
of groups of mass M (oc po.V) is therefore proportional to: 
In order that all the mass of the universe is bound into collapsed objects (even i f their size 
is very small), the constant of proportionality must be 2.0 (= l/7>(0)). This brings us to 
Equation 5.1. 
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Following the same technique, we can write the joint multiplicity function as the product 
of probabilities: 
p{M, z, M')dMdM' = 
apo.V(M').V(M' + dM'\M').V(M\SM- = 60).V(M + dM\M, S M , = 60) 
where we make use the short-hand notation adopted in Equation 5.16. a is a numerical con-
stant of order unity. In addition, we have made use of the differentiability of the fluctuations 
in the density field (when smoothed on scale M) to note that the requirement that the re-
gion M' have mean overdensity greater than <5o, but that the immediately surrounding region 
M'+dM' have 6M'+<IM' < forces 6M< = SQ. Expanding the probabilities as previously, and 
using the definition of the conditional multiplicity fraction, / (Equation 5.12), gives: 
p(M, z, M')dMdM' = - 2 p o / ( M , 6C\M', 6 ' ) d M d P ( - 6 ^ dM' 
where the numerical factor of 2 (corresponding to a — 4) has been chosen in accordance 
with the original hypothesis of PS. The expression is then simplified following the original 
derivation of PS to give: 
p(M, z, M')dMdM' = 2pof(M, 6C\M', 60)dM l - ^ t ^ fnm^P 
V27T 6 cr(M') 
-<5o 2 1 
_pQ fn + 3y 1 f M \ ( " + 3 ) / 6 I f M \ 





( M' \ ( n + 3 V 6 i ( M' \ 
U . ( 0 ) J G X P 2 l l . ( 0 ) J 
1 / \<n+3)/3" dM dM' 
M M' 
(5.17) 
5.2.6 Recovering the universal Press-Schechter distribution 
Since we have made no assumptions regarding the relative sizes of M and M', we should 
expect to be able to recover the universal (PS) multiplicity functions of M and M' from 
their joint distribution function. To recover the distribution of M' f rom p(M, z, M')dMdM' 
is t r ivial (given the PS factor of 2). The integral of p(M, z, M')dMdM' over M may be split 
into the integral of f(M,6c(z)\M',So)dM over M, and the function 
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P^(!1±3) ( M> V " + 3 ) / 6 e x n 1 ( M> \ 
(n+3)/3 
4£pr (which is exactly the universal multi-
plicity function at the present-day, Equation 5.2). From the way in which we have defined 
/ as a fraction (Equation 5.12), its integral over M must be unity. 
I t is not, however, obvious that we can recover the universal distribution of M, as 
we require a seemingly unlikely conspiracy that allows the suppression factor A to exactly 
compensate for the acceleration of the clustering hierarchy caused by the overdensity of the 
final region. The dependance of the joint multiplicity function on M' is of such a form that 
the integration cannot be performed analytically by standard techniques. However, numerical 




_ £o_ ((n + 3)\3 dM 
2x\ 3 ) ' M 
r — ( m \ 
XJM'=M A 3 \ M . ( Z - 1 ) J 
(n+3)/6 
exp 2A 2 \M.(z-l)J 
(n+3)/3' (5.18) 
/ _ * r \ ( n + 3 ) / 6 i ( M' \ 
U o ( 0 ) J C X P 2 \M.(0)J 
(n+3)/3 dM' 
M' 
is at least a very close approximation to the universal multiplicity function p(M, z). Below, 
we are able to demonstrate, by unusual analytic reasoning, that the inversion is indeed exact. 
As a first step, we simplify the expression for the joint multiplicity function by making 
the transformations 
u' = ( M 7 M o ( 0 ) ) ( " + 3 ) / 6 
and 
« = ( M / M . ( 0 ) ) ( " + 3 ) / 6 
= z-^M/M^z - 1) ) ("+ 3 ) / 6 
= ( l + z ) - 1 ( M / M , ( z ) ) ( n + 3 > / 6 . 
(5.19) 
In these variables, 
p(u, z, u')dudu' = i^.-L 2 . exp ( ~ | ^ T ) E X P (~V) d u d u ' 
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with A = a / 1 — u2/u'2. Our aim is to integrate this expression over u' = u to oo. Progress 
can be made by noting that in these variables the universal multiplicity function (Equation 
5.2) becomes 
p(u, z)du ~ - | = ( 1 + z) exp ( - ^ + ^ 2 " 2 ^ du. (5.20) 
_2_ 
This suggests that we attempt to simplify the exponent of the integrand by the substitution 
This expression reduces to 
* = " V 1 + ^ 2 . (5.2!) 
V u ' 2 — u2 
Differentiating, we obtain 
A ? = ( „ « - tt')a/a l 1 + ^ ( ' - 1 ) J = A ^ ( 1 + ^ " 1 } J 
This is close to the A - 3 factor in the integrand. For the special case z = 1 the agreement 
is exact and the integral, re-written in terms x, is of standard form. 
We have not yet considered the limits to the integral in x-space. As u' —* u, x —• —oo; 
at the other l imi t x —» +oo. Also, x = 0 at u' = ( l + z ) 1 / 2 u , but note that u'2 is not a single 
valued function of x2, so that i t is best to proceed by splitting the integral into two parts 
corresponding to the two branches of u ' : 
2TT 
o,U'3>(i+^)U3 ( i + $t(z-~ l)) 7o,U'3<(i+Z)«3 ( I + ${z --1» y 
(5.22) 
For z = l , both parts integrate to y/2ir/2, and since, in this case, 2z = z + 1, we recover 
the universal distribution of M exactly. For other values of z, we note that the major 
contribution to the integral comes from x ~ 0. I f we approximate the divisor in the integrand 
k v * + I^T = 1+7" ^ n e m t e g r a ' s a r e t n e n soluble, the approximation to the divisor being 
exactly the factor required to recover the correct redshift dependance of p(u, z). 
This approximation is considerably better than our simple argument suggests as the 
overestimation of the divisor in the first integral is compensated for by its underestimation 
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is the second. Therefore, we continue by combining the two integrals, using the notation 
u'+ and u ' i to distinguish the two values of u'2 (one greater than (1 + z)u, the other 
less) corresponding to each value of x. Squaring and expanding Equation 5.21 we obtain the 
quadratic equation for which u'2+ and u'2_ are the Toots: 
u ' 4 - (2(1 + z)u2 + x2) u'2 + ((1 + z)2u2 + x2) XL2 = 0 
The roots of this equation (ie., u ' 2 and u'2_) satisfy the relations 
« ' + « ' ! = ((1 + * ) 2 u 2 + * a ) " 2 
and, 
u'l + u'i = (2(1 + z)u2 + x2) 
Combining the separate integrals in Equation 5.22 we have: 
4 
'2n' 
r (5.23) \ I'*3'2 I -7 r - + -, x d x d x ( i + ^ ( « - D ) ( i + # r ( * - i ) ) ) 
The bracketed part of the integrand may be rewritten by expressing the fractions in terms 
of a common denominator and using the expressions for the sums and products of u'2+ and 
u'2_ to eliminate u': 
After considerable manipulation, this expression can be reduced to: 
(1 + z)x2 + 4*(1 + z)u2 _ l + z 
zx2 + 4z2u2 z 
ie., this term is in fact independent of x. 
'Replacing the bracketed term in Equation 5.23, we obtain: 
j = ± , e - ( i + < ) 3 « 3 / 2 f " i ± f . E - . 9 / 2 D X 
2TT J X = 0 Z 
2 „ x / (1 + * ) 2 « 2 N 
Comparison with Equation 5.20 shows that we have exactly recovered the universal multi-
plicity function for the masses M. We emphasise that this is an extremely striking result. 
I t assures us of the mathematical self-consistency of the Press-Schechter formalism that we 
have applied in the derivation of the joint multiplicity function (Equation 5.17). 
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5.2.7 Comparison with N-body simulations 
Comparison with the N-body simulations of EFWD provides a second test of the validity 
of the joint multiplicity function. These authors plot the fraction of groups of mass M (at 
5 different epochs) which are incorporated into massive groups at the end of the simulation 
(massive groups are defined so as to contain 18% of the total mass at the final output time). 
This fraction is readily calculated f rom the joint multiplicity function: 
p(M,z,M')dMdM' 
F m g =
 P{M,z)dM " 
The parameters z and M 4 ( 0 ) are denned by the output times and init ial perturbation am-
plitudes of the simulations. Table 5.1 lists the relevant values. The epoch is calculated from 
the expansion factors given by EFWD (1 + z = a y / o ) . A formula is also given for M, at the 
final epoch time, but note that (1) the definition of M. used by EFWD differs from ours 
by a factor of 2 3 / ( n + 3 ) ; (2) the initial amplitude of the n = —2 simulations is denned at an 
expansion factor a = 2. There are no free parameters in our calculation of Fmg. 
The PS predictions are superposed on the plots of EFWD in Figures 5.4-5.7. The fits 
can be seen not only to match the qualitative behaviour of the N-body result, but also, with 
a few exceptions, to give good numerical agreement. Where the fit is poor, i t is not clear 
whether i t is the PS theory or the N-body approach that is inaccurate — eg., in the n = — 2 
case, the discrepancy can be understood in terms of saturation and transient effects in the 
simulations. We conclude that the joint multiplicity function, that we have derived using the 
principles of PS, provides an accurate description for the evolution of gravitational structure 
in the expanding universe. 
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Table 5.1 
Parameters Used to Form Comparison with the N-body Simulations of EFWD 
n M,(0) ZJ-2 * / - 3 Z j - 4 zj-s 
+ 1 260 0.848 2.415 5.311 10.66 20.55 
0 194 0.585 1.512 2.982 5.311 9.00 
- 1 103 0.359 0.847 1.510 2.411 3.636 
- 2 82.4 0.166 0.360 0.585 0.848 1.155 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of the mass fraction (ie., the fraction of the mass contained today in 
the most massive groups that is bound into groups more massive than M at a previous 
epoch) calculated from the joint multiplicity function (smooth solid lines) with that 
measured in the simulations of EFWD. The last five output times from the simulations 
are shown as dashed lines. This plot shows the case of n = 1. The parameters used to 




Figure 5.5. As for Figure 5.4, but for the case of n 
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Figure 5.7. As for Figure 5.4, but for the case of n = - 2 . 
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5.3 A p p l i c a t i o n to the E v o l u t i o n o f Groups o f Galaxies 
In order to illustrate the manner in which a cluster of galaxies builds up from the infall 
of smaller groups, i t is convenient to divide groups into two types above and below a mass 
scale M j . We apply the multiplicity fractions derived previously (Equations 5.15 and 5.17) 
to address problems relating to the mass flux of groups through the mass scale M„. 
A t epoch z, the fraction of the final mass of a cluster that is contained in low mass 
groups (ie., M < Ms) is related to the conditional multiplicity fraction (Equation 5.15) by: 
/ • O O 
F,(z,M') = / f(M,z\M')dM (5.24) 
JM, 
where f(M, z\M') - f{M, 6c(z)\M', 6C(0)) in the notation of Equation 5.15. 
[ °° 2 z ( 
in the notation of Equations 5.19. After some working this can be rewritten in terms of the 
complementary error function: 
(n+3)/6 -
F„(z, At') = erfc 
1/2 
where the final cluster mass enters through A s = ^1 — ( ^ ? - ) ^ " + 3 ^ 3 ) 
We apply this formula directly to calculate the epoch at which half of the present-day 
mass of a cluster is bound into higher mass groups (ie., M > M,). Setting Fa(za,M') = 1/2 
gives: 
( 5 - 2 5 ) ( M , / M , ( 0 ) ) ( " + 3 ) / 6 
For the case M, = M«(0), z, is plotted for each of the spectral indices in Figure 5.8. Its 
behaviour may be readily understood as follows. In the l imi t M' —* M,, zs —> 0, and as 
M' —• oo, zs —» Zoo — 0.97 (M,/M«(0))~^n+3^6; however the transition between the two 
extremes is sensitive to the spectral index. For n = + 1 , z, reaches 90% of its final value 
at 5 .6M S , ie., other than the small range of groups that have only recently grown through 
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Figure 5.8. This figure shows the redshift at which half the present-day mass of a group is 
bound into groups more massive than the 'scale mass', M,. I t is plotted as a function 
of the Log (to base 10) of the present-day mass (in units of M„(0)) for the case M, — 
M»(0). The four curves show the effect of altering the spectral index of the initial 
perturbations. The solid line corresponds to n = + 1 ; the dashed line to n — 0; the 
dot-dashed line to n = — 1 ; and the dotted line to n = —2. A l l the curves tend to an 
asymptotic redshift of 0.97. 
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M, at very similar epochs. On the other hand, zs varies more slowly with M' for a flat 
initial power spectrum (n < —2). This leads to a somewhat stronger correlation between the 
present-day mass of a cluster and the history of its evolution. 
We have not yet exploited the full information contained in the function Fs. The growth 
of F, with time gives us information on the rate at which the mass contained in groups 
smaller than Ms is being accumulated into groups more massive than M3. It is helpful to 
distinguish the two ways in which this growth may occur: (1) small groups (M < Ms) are 
accreted onto (a few) much larger condensations (M > Ms); (2) a few small groups, all having 
mass less than M,, coalesce to produce a new massive condensation, this condensation later 
merging with other proto-cluster cores of similar size. Which of these mechanisms is dominant 
depends on the scale mass (M 4 ) , the typical group mass (M.) , the present-day cluster mass 
(M') and the spectral index (n), and cannot readily be determined without recourse to 
numerical simulations. We will refer to dF,/dt as the infall rate — visualising it as the 
rate at which matter is infalling into the proto-cluster, either directly by accretion onto pre-
existing proto-cluster cores, or by the creation of new proto-cluster core which subsequently 
coalesce with their longer established counter-parts. Note that we do not mean to imply that 
the proto-cluster is dominated by a single very massive condensation. 
Up until this point it has not been necessary to distinguish between redshift (or the 
expansion of the universe) and time. However, as we will wish to apply the present results 
to systems in which the natural time scale is set by the clock of stellar evolution, it is 
necessary to derive the growth rate of Ft per unit proper time: 
_ d F > _ d F > d z 
"infall — <\. — ~r\ •"77 at dz at 
_ 2 ( M , / M . ( 0 ) ) < " + 3 " 6 2 , -jLfJL.) ( n + 3 ) / 3 (5.26) 
The infall rate is plotted in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for initial power spectra with n = 0 
and —2 respectively. We have set M, = Af*(0); the different line styles show final masses 
M'/M„(0) = 1.5,3.0,10 and 1000. Firstly, we note that 'infall' for a given final mass peaks 
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T i m e ( f r a c t i o n o f a g e o f t h e u n i v e r s e ) 
Figure 5.9. This figure shows the time dependence of the infall rate of small groups in to 
larger ones for a steep (n = 0) initial power spectrum. Time, expressed as a fraction 
of the total age of the universe, advances form left to right, ie., the present is at 1.0. 
The rate of infall is expressed as the fraction of the present-day mass of the group 
infalling per unit time. The four curves show the infall in regions which collapse to 
form present-day groups of masses 1.5 (solid line), 3.0 (dashed), 10.0 (dot-dashed) and 
1000.0 (dotted). All masses have been expressed in terms of the typical present-day mass, 
M>(0), and we have divided small and large groups at Ms = M,(0). 
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0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 
T i m e ( f r a c t i o n o f a g e o f t h e u n i v e r s e ) 
Figure 5.10. The time dependence of the infall rate for a flat (n = —2) power spectrum. 
The different curves show the effect of varying the present-day mass as described in 
Figure 5.9. 
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at a well defined time. The occurrence of this peak is purely a result of the compression 
of the relationship between redshift and time — the infall rate per unit redshift increases 
monotonically to the present-day. The epoch at which the peak infall rate occurs depends 
on final mass in the same manner as zs. Secondly, we note that although there is a well 
defined peak to the infall rate, the fall-off is very slow so that the peak rate is enhanced 
over that at the present-day by a factor of only ~ 3, ie., in this model the infall of small 
groups into rich clusters is very much an on-going process. 
It is interesting to apply this equation to compare the present-day infall rates of clusters 
of various masses. 
i ? i n f a , i ( 0 ) - m a £ ( } 
Comparison with Equation 5.25 shows that the present infall rate is intimately connected 
with the epoch at which half the mass of the present-day cluster became bound into groups 
more massive than M,. (ie., z,): 
flinfall(O) oc - . (5.28) 
Yet further information on the evolution of groups may be extracted from the joint 
multiplicity function, Equation 5.17. We address the question of the destiny of the groups 
that are more massive than M, (an arbitrary mass scale) at an early epoch. The fraction 
of these groups that become bound into groups of mass M' at the present epoch is: 
[.7 p(M, z, M')dMdM' 
f(M'\ > M„z)dM' = f e o ' . . . 
JM. Z ) D M 
in the notation of Equations of 5.19. The integrals in this equation can be written as 
complimentary error functions: 
9 / i / ' 2 \ e r ^ c f A / A ) 
,<«1 ^ - T ) - J g L ^ 
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Figure 5.11. A group which is more massive than M3 at epoch z will evolve to become 
bound into a group of mass M' at the present epoch. This figure shows the distribution 
of M' for groups that become more massive than M, = M«(0) at redshifts z = 0.5 (solid 
line), 1.0 (dashed line) and 2.0 (dotted line). These groups contain respectively 13%, 5% 











l o g ( P r e s e n t — D a y M a s s ) 
Figure 5.12. This figure presents the same information as Figure 5.11, but for the case of a 
flat (n = —2) power spectrum. Because we have chosen the special case of Ms = M,(0), 
the groups we distinguish in each of the curves contain the same fraction of the total 
mass of the universe. 
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1 / n + 3 \ / M' y n + 3 ^ 6 
r , >. f n J - 3 1 / f i l 
(5.29) ( n + 3 ) / 3 > 
x exp 
i / w y 
'2 VJIf.(O)/ 
erfc f ! / m, ^
n + 3 ) / 6 l 
dM' 
erfc V " + 3 ) / 1 
M> 
This equation is plotted for n = 0 and n = — 2 spectral indices in figures 5.11 and 5.12 re-
spectively. Its form can be qualitatively understood as follows. Apart from the factor formed 
by the ratio of the two error functions, the distribution follows that of the universal multi-
plicity function at the present epoch. However, the relationship between the mass scale, M, 
and the present-day mass enters through the factor A a in the argument of the upper error 
function. At values of M' close to Ma, A, is small, forcing the value of the complementary 
error function towards zero. The effect is to cut-off the distribution from zero to slightly 
above Ma. For values of M' considerably larger than M„, A —> 1 and the ratio of the error 
functions reaches a constant value. This factor renormalises the distribution so that the total 
area under each of the curves remains at unity. From the study of the figures, it can be 
seen that the cut-off imposed by Aa becomes less sharp as the redshift at which the high 
mass groups are selected increases. Therefore, the groups that become massive at early times 
tend to evolve to become the most massive groups later on. Very few of the massive groups 
that we identify at epoch z will fail to grow significantly in their subsequent evolution. This 
effect is closely related to the natural biasing mechanism discussed by White et al., 1987. 
5.4 Application to Galaxy Evolution 
and the Stellar Populations of E a r l y - T y p e Galaxies 
In this section we illustrate the intended application of our calculations. We wish to 
consider the effect that the evolution of the environment will have on the star formation 
properties of the galaxies that are contained within it. Obviously, this is an extremely com-
plicated problem involving many poorly understood phenomena. These phenomena are often 
highly stochastic (eg., the collision between galaxies), and may be sensitive to the details 
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of the internal structure of the groups and clusters (eg., their density profile, or the de-
gree to which the subclumping survives violent relaxation). Feed back effects may also be of 
importance (eg., ram-pressure stripping of gas from galaxies is only effective if the density 
of intra-cluster gas is raised to a sufficient level by other processes). To treat these effects 
correctly is far beyond the scope present work, but we will introduce an extremely simplistic 
(and unrealistic) model for their net effect in order both to demonstrate the power of the 
analytic techniques that we have developed in this work, and to set the stage for more 
comprehensive models of galaxy evolution. 
The 'toy-model' we adopt for galaxy evolution is as follows. We treat galaxies that are 
isolated or in low mass groups as being in a steady-state. We imagine that the gas ejected 
from high-mass stars in the final stages of their stellar evolution is continually recycled to 
form new generations of stars. We ignore the fraction of gas that is locked up into low-
mass stars, and the possible infall of fresh primordial gas from the halo. In regions of 
higher density, the environment plays a more active role in determining the star formation 
rate by stripping the galaxy of its available gas supply. We make the following simplifying 
assumptions. 
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the importance of the environmental pro-
cesses in a group (that act to truncate star formation) and the total mas3 of the group. 
(2) The environment acts abruptly to truncate star formation in all galaxies that are con-
tained in groups with masses greater than Mev; in groups of lower mass the galaxies 
are unaffected. We ignore any variation in the effectiveness, or speed of this truncation 
— it is solely a threshold effect. 
(3) The orbits of galaxies that infall into a group or cluster are rapidly mixed into the same 
phase-space as the original galaxies. It is therefore impossible to distinguish the different 
'populations' of galaxies, ie., to separate those that have recently arrived in the cluster, 
from those that were present in the most massive clumps at early times. 
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(4) We ignore the growth of masses on scales below that of a typical galaxy. Physically, 
this corresponds to disregarding dwarf galaxies and extra-galactic HII regions. 
We do not attempt to rigorously justify these assumptions — indeed, it can readily be argued 
that they are incorrect. Rather, we outline our reasons (beyond mathematical convenience) 
for their choice. Assumptions (1) and (3) are in accord with underlying philosophy of the 
Press-Schechter theory, ie., we are assuming that the condensed point-like objects formed in 
the non-linear collapse phase form a single parameter family whose properties depend solely 
on total mass. Note that in applying assumption (1) to objects formed over a range of 
epochs, we have disregarded the changing mean density of the universe in which the objects 
form. The effect that this can be expected to have on the structure of these condensations is 
discussed in Kaiser (1986). An extension to the model presented here is clearly possible. As-
sumption (3) is equivalent to arguing that the evolving group/cluster potential is undergoing 
large fluctuations that are very effective at scattering galaxies into new random orbits (ie., 
violent relaxation is assumed to be highly efficient at phase-space mixing). Assumption (2) 
is obviously incorrect — large numbers of early-type galaxies are found in the field. We 
argue that as we are only interested in comparing the effects arising from the evolution of 
the gravitational structure (as opposed to the effects arising from the physics of the trun-
cation process itself), it is helpful to replace the true probability of the truncation of star 
formation, PtTunc(M, •••)) w*th a step function (ie., threshold) so that our attention is focused 
on only one part of this inordinately complicated problem. To summarise, the model for 
the evolution of galaxies that we have proposed has limited relevance to the real universe, 
but we justify its adoption on the basis that it is a simple starting point incorporating 
the absolute minimum of ad hoc parameters. As we will show, the questions we wish to 
formulate have analytically tractable solutions that illustrate the important role played by 
the evolution of the environment in determining the evolution of individual galaxies. There 
is clearly, however, a need for more sophisticated models for the evolution of a galaxy in a 
steady-state environment. Great progress is to be made in the near future by uniting these 
two approaches. 
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What are the questions we wish to ask? As the PS theory only gives statistical infor-
mation about ensembles of clusters, we must only ask questions about the properties of a 
typical galaxy in a typical cluster (though we may choose its total mass). We may extract 
the following four pieces of information from the conditional and joint multiplicity functions 
(Equations 5.15 and 5.17): 
(1) How does the infall of unevolved* galaxies vary with time? 
(2) How does the present-day infall rate of unevolved galaxies depend on the cluster mass? 
(3) We define zev as the epoch at which half of the final mass of the cluster is contained 
in groups with masses greater than Mev. This defines the mean 'age' (ie., epoch of last 
star formation) for galaxies in the cluster. How does zev vary with the cluster mass? 
(4) What is the present-day environment of the galaxies in which star formation was trun-
cated at relatively early times? 
Before attempting to answer the questions above, it is useful to review the likely values 
of the parameters n, M»(0) and Mev. Previous studies (Bachall, 1979, Moore et al., 1990) 
have used the CfA redshift survey to determine the combined luminosity function of galaxies, 
groups and clusters (we refer to this as the All Galaxy Systems, AGS, luminosity function). 
If the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies is universal, then L.$AGS{L) may be directly compared 
with the universal (Press-Schechter) multiplicity function in order to determine values for the 
parameters M 4 (0) (given a value for M/L) and the density field spectral index, n. Moore 
et al. (1990) find that the best fit is given with n = —1.5 and X . ^ g s = 3.9 x 
5L*igaiaXy A large cluster today, for example Coma, has total luminosity (Moore et al., 
1990) 9.5 x 1O 1 2X0, ie., about 240LMIAGS- The smaller Virgo cluster has a luminosity of 
« 80Lt.TAGS- Mev is much more difficult to determine directly, as it is no more than a 
t We refer to galaxies that are isolated or in small groups of mass less than Mev as unevolved. 
Galaxies in more massive groups are referred to as evolved. The nomenclature indicates whether 
the galaxy continues to actively form stars. 
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convenient theoretical concept. However, as a typical group at the present epoch contains 5 
average galaxies, it seems reasonable to set Mev — M,(0). With these parameters, 32% of 
galaxies will be of evolved type at the present epoch. Considering the simplicity of our model, 
this fraction is in satisfactory agreement with the proportion of galaxies having early-type 
morphology in the real universe (~ 20%). 
5.4.1 The evolution of the infall rate 
The infall rate of unevolved galaxies (per Gyr, per unit present-day mass) in to clusters a 
various present-day masses can be directly obtained from Equation 5.26 by setting M, — Mev. 
It is plotted in Figure 5.13, with solid lines showing the curves defined by the parameters 
described above. It is seen that there is a well defined epoch at which the infall reaches 
a maximum; subsequently, the rate at which unevolved galaxies are accreted falls off, and 
the merging of small (proto-) clusters, rich in evolved galaxies, becomes the more dominant 
mechanism by which cluster grows to its present-day mass. However, the decay of the infall 
rate is relatively slow — even for an extremely rich cluster (eg., M' = 1000M„(0), 4Lc0ma 
if the mass-to-light ratio is independent of mass), it is reduced by a factor of only 3 by the 
present day. In this model, therefore, the transition of infalling galaxies between unevolved 
and evolved states is very much an on-going process at the present time. 
Before advancing to consider other aspects of the problem, we take advantage of the 
analytical nature of our model to investigate its sensitivity to the values chosen for the pa-
rameters. M„(0) is solely a normalisation factor. The effect of setting the spectral index to 
n = 0 can be seen in Figure 5.9. Principally, the effect is to make the histories of the clusters 
of different masses more similar (this is discussed below) but the qualitative evolution of the 
infall is not much affected. More dramatic effect is made by altering the parameter Mev. 
Within our loose definition, it might be more reasonable to associate the strong environ-
mentally driven evolution of galaxies with groups more massive than JW«(0). In Figure 5.13, 
dashed lines show the infall rate when the distinction between evolved and unevolved galaxies 
is made at a group mass of 5M,(0) (ie., containing ~ 25 typical galaxies). It can be seen 
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T i m e ( f r a c t i o n o f a g e o f t h e u n i v e r s e ) 
Figure 5.13. The time dependence of the infall rate of unevolved galaxies into the proto-
cluster centres that will combine to form a single cluster of mass M' at the present 
epoch. Solid curves show the infall rate for present-day clusters of M' = 1000, 100 
and 10 (peaking at successively later times) when the distinction between evolved and 
unevolved galaxies is made at Mev = 1. Dashed curves present the same information for 
Mev = 5. The units used in this figure are described in Figure 5.9. The spectral index 
has been set to —1.5, as is estimated from observation. 
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that the peak infall rate is shifted much more towards the present, amplifying the conclusion 
that we reached with our original selection of parameters. Only if we substantially reduce 
Mev (so that we are, perhaps, drawing a distinction between the infall of isolated dwarf and 
giant galaxies) does the infall rate decay significantly by the present day. 
5.4.2 The dependence of the infall rate on cluster mass 
Focusing our attention on the present epoch, we consider how the infall of unevolved 
galaxies varies as a function of the cluster mass. Inspection of the solid line in Figure 5.14 
shows that the dependance is strong only for groups with masses close to Mev. As the notion 
of a sharp onset of processes acting to truncate star formation at a group mass of Mev is 
clearly artificial, the simple model cannot be expected to bear much relation to reality. For 
example, we might hope to be able to pick-out transition galaxies that are between the 
unevolved and evolved states. Our simple model predicts that the fraction of these galaxies 
is zero in groups with masses less than Mev, but rises rapidly to become constant in larger 
groups and clusters. If, however, a more sophisticated model was taken for the processes 
leading to the termination of star formation (eg., if we modelled it as a stochastic process 
with the probability of truncation smoothly increasing with group mass), then the rate of 
growth of the fraction of transition galaxies would reflect only the detailed form of this 
probability function. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to commenting that the model predicts 
that the number of transition galaxies is roughly constant in clusters that are much more 
massive than Mev. 
5.4.3 The half-mass epoch 
We define zev as the epoch at which at which half of the galaxies in the present-day 
cluster have become evolved. In our simple model, the present-day infall rate and zev are 
intimately connected as shown in Equation 5.28. The comments we made above regarding the 
present-day infall rate apply equally here — the rudimentary model predicts a very sharp rise 
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Figure 5.14. The dependence on the present-day infall rate of unevolved galaxies on the 
cluster mass, M'. The solid line shows the infall when the distinction between evolved 
and unevolved galaxies is made at Mev — 1.0; the dashed line shows the effect setting 
Mev to 5.0. As in all the figures, masses are quoted in units of M»(0). The unit of 
time is the present age of the universe. 
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l o g ( G r o u p M a s s ) 
Figure 5.15. The redshift by which half of the galaxies in the present-day cluster, M', had 
become evolved. The solid and dashed lines distinguish Mev - 1.0 and 5.0 respectively. 
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mass 3Mev (Figure 5.15). The extreme abruptness of this transition is, however, an artifact 
of the model, a more realistic prescription for the galaxian evolution would smooth out the 
step. The degree of smoothing is, at present, difficult to determine. 
There is a further difficulty that prevents us making a comparison between the model 
presented here and the 'Age'-Environment correlation that we have investigated in the pre-
vious chapters — we question the validity of our assumption that the galaxies infalling into 
the cluster at later times become completely mixed in with the original galaxies. In a very 
different context, studies of the mergers of spiral galaxies (eg., White, 1980) have shown that 
violent relaxation does not cause complete mixing of the systems, ie., the particles that are 
most tightly bound in the intial system are also the most tightly bound in the final system. 
We suggest that this incomplete relaxation will also occur in the evolving proto-cluster po-
tential. The final structure of a massive cluster will then have an onion-shell structure (in 
phase space), the core being dominated by the original galaxies, the newly infallen galaxies 
being predominant in the outer parts. In less massive groups, the shell structure may be 
eroded by two-body relaxation. Clearly, this additional dynamical phenomenon complicates 
any comparison between the elementary theory and the observed properties of galaxies in the 
central parts of rich clusters. 
5.4.4 The present-day environment of 'old' galaxies 
Replacing M„ by Mev in Equation 5.29 gives the distribution of galaxies that had become 
evolved before the epoch z amongst the present-day groups. The distribution is plotted 
in Figure 5.16 for several redshifts. The figure shows that the 'old' galaxies tend to be 
incorporated into more massive groups at the present time. However, the effect is rather 
to suppress the incorporation of 'old' galaxies into lower mass clusters than to enhance 
their inclusion in the high mass ones. As a result, the major fraction of the mass in even 
the most massive clusters comes from galaxies that have average age, despite the fact that 
the cluster has been seeded at an earlier time. This produces the weak dependence of the 
cluster formation history on cluster mass that we see in, eg., Figures 5.14 and 5.15. We 
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Figure 5.16. The distribution (multiplicity fraction) of the present-day clusters that contain 
galaxies that had become evolved at redshifts of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 (peaking from left to 
right respectively). Solid lines show the case Mev — 1.0; dashed lines the case Mev — 5.0. 
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devote further time to understanding how Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are to be reconciled at the 
end of Section 5.5. 
5.5 Summary and Dsscuj3sion 
In the previous sections, we have presented the mathematical results that provide a frame 
work for the interpretation of the 'fosil record' of a galaxy's evolution that is contained 
in its present-day stellar populations. As the results have been interspersed with complex 
mathematical derivations, it is convenient to collect them together here. 
We start by parameterising the initial conditions in the universe in terms of a power-law 
of density fluctuations with spectral index n. The first of these parameters is directly related 
to the typical mass of collapsed objects at the present time (M„(0)), and it is convenient to 
make this substitution in all subsequent formulae. In terms of the parameters Af. (0) and n, 
the Press-Schechter theory predicts the form of the Universal Multiplicity Function of groups 
at epoch z to be: 
(n+3)/3' 
where M*(z) = (1 + .j)~ 6/( n + 3)M<,(0). The evolution of this distribution is self-similar; ie., its 
shape remains unchanged, the distribution only altering in its scale (defined by M,(z)). The 
evolution is more rapid for smaller, or more negative, values of n. 
In Section 5.2.4, we have extended the PS formalism to calculate the multiplicity fraction 
of groups given the added constraint that they must merge to form a cluster of size M' at 
the present epoch. We refer to this as the Conditional Multiplicity Fraction. 




where A = ( l - ( M / M ' ) ( n + 3 ) / 3 ) • This differs from the previous function in two respects: 
(1) the evolution in a region of large final mass (M' 3> M) is 'accelerated' over that in 
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the universe as a whole; (2) the correlation between density fluctuations on different scales 
suppresses the formation of subclumps close to M' before the final epoch. The interplay 
between these two effects is sensitive to the spectral index n. 
Combining the Conditional Multiplicity Fraction (Equation 5.15) with the distribution 
of the masses of present-day clusters (M') specified by the Universal Multiplicity Function 
(Equation 5.2) as is described in Section 5.2.5, we obtain the multiplicity function of masses 
M at epoch z that combine to form a group of mass M' at the present epoch. We refer to 
this as the Joint Multiplicity Function. 
/ _ _ M _ \ ( n + 3 ) / 6 [ 1_ ( M \ 
X \ M a { z - \ ) ) C X P [ 2A2 \ M t { z - \ ) j 
( M' V n + 3 ) / 6 [ 1 / M' \ 
x [im) e x p "2 \MW)J 
( « + 3 ) / 3 dM dM' 
M M' 
(5.17) 
It is important to note that this multiplicity function is consistent with the universal distri-
butions of M and M' — in Section 5.2.6 we demonstrate that integration of Equation 5.17 
over M' gives the Universal Multiplicity Function of M at epoch z, and vice versa. 
There is an important and fundamental difference between Equation 5.17 and the equiv-
alent equation that would have been deduced by E F W D using the k-split approximation. 
In the formulae presented here, the enhancement in the hierarchy of group masses (caused 
by the presence of the long wavelength perturbation that will eventually collapse to form 
M')_is independent of M'; M' enters only through the cross-correlation between the mass 
scales of M and M' (ie., through the factor denoted A in the formulae). In contrast E F W D 
attempt to allow for the total mass of the larger scale region by varying the overdensity of 
the long wavelength perturbation as a function of M'. This is incorrect — if the overdensity 
is averaged over the whole of M' , it must be found to be £ c (0) (ie., the critical overdensity 
for collapse at the present epoch), if it were found to be larger then the region would be 
absorbed into the collapse of an even larger object. As a result of the manner in which M' 
enters our formulae, the distribution of M is largely independent of M' if the scales are 
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sufficiently widely separated that cross-correlation effects are unimportant (ie., in the region 
where the k-split is a good approximation). This has important consequences when we come 
to compare the evolutionary histories of groups of differing M'. 
In order to illustrate the evolution of groups by a simple example, we divide groups 
into two mass regimes at MB. In doing this we have in mind a simple model for the 
environmentally driven evolution of galaxies. We calculate: 
(1) The average epoch, z3, at which galaxies make the transition between groups above and 
below Ms (given that at z = 0 they become bound into a group of mass M'): 
0.97 
(M a /M, (0 ) ) 
( n + 3 ) / 6 
(5.25) 
where the dependence of z, on the mass M' enters through A s = 1^ — ( I f /V* 3 ^ 3 ) 
1/2 
(2) The rate (in units of the age of the universe, and scaled to the mass of the present-day 
cluster) at which galaxies from low mass groups infall into the growing proto-cluster: 
2 (M, /M.(0) ) 
^Mnfall — - 7 = 7 
V2TT A , 
( n + 3 ) / 6 
- . | ( l + *) 5/ 2 .exp 
2A? 
(n+3) /3 ' 
(5.26) 
(3) The rate at which galaxies from low mass groups infa.ll into a cluster at the present 
time (this is a special case of (2) above): 
4 ( M , / M , ( 0 ) ) ( n + 3 ) / 6 
Onfa l l (0) = 
3v/25r A , 
(5.27) 
(4) The present-day distribution (in group mass M') of the mass contained in groups that 
exceed the mass scale M, at, or before, redshift z: 
( n + 3 ) / 6 
x exp 
1 / M' \ , N ( n + 3 ) / 3 N 
erfc 1 ( M. \ 
( n + 3 ) / 6 ' 




Inspection of results (l)-(3) above shows that the history of a group of present-day mass 
M' (on the scale set by Ms) is strongly dependent on M' only if M' is close to Ma. As we 
have discussed above, this effect arises because the mass of the large-scale overdense region 
only modulates the smaller scale fluctuations through the cross-correlation of the density 
fluctuations (when averaged throughout the entire region). If M' is significantly larger than 
M 3 , the effect is very weak. Study of the equations also shows that the modulation is 
stronger for flatter power spectra (ie., more negative n). However, it should be remembered 
that the rate of universal evolution is also more rapid in this case. 
While our study shows that the more massive present-day clusters do not have signifi-
cantly different average evolutionary histories (on group and galaxy mass scales) from their 
less massive counter parts, there is a strong tendency for the most massive groups at early 
times to be incorporated into the most massive clusters at the present-day. These two results 
may appear contradictory, but they are not. Confusion has arisen because we have not been 
careful to distinguish between masses that have been specified as a fraction of the present-
day cluster mass (eg., in our calculation of zs, Equation 5.25), and those that have been 
specified in absolute value (eg., in Equation 5.29). 
For example, following the derivation of 5.25, we may calculate the epoch at which 1% 
of the present-day cluster mass is bound into massive groups: 
- 3.65 
2 l % " ( M , / M „ ( 0 ) ) ( " + 3 , / 6 ' 
This function defines a series of curves similar to those displayed in Figure 5.8, but with 
the redshift axis rescaled. zy% grows rapidly above M,, but turns over so that there is little 
variation for M' > ~ 10M,. It should, however, be noted that in a present-day group of 
mass 10M, the mass in large (> M3) groups at zy% is implied to be O.lJWj. Clearly, this 
must be interpreted in a statistical sense, ie., approximately 1 in 10 of these present-day 
groups contained one group more massive than M, at z\%. We may now ask a subtilely 
different question: "At what epoch does the region that collapsed to form a typical present-












Figure 5.17. The redshift at which the first massive group (ie., M > Mt) is formed in a 
region that collapses to become a present-day cluster of mass M'. The curves shown 
illustrate the dependence on cluster mass for a flat power spectrum (n = —2), the 
distinction between high and low mass groups being made at masses of M, = 1.0 (solid 
line) and 5.0 (dashed line). Dotted lines show, for each value of Mt, the epoch at which 
a group larger than M, forms in 20% of regions destined to collapse to become a cluster 
of mass M'. 
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setting Fs — M,/M' (ie., we require a mass of 1M„ to be bound into a group of mass > M,) 
we obtain: 
V2.AS er fc - 1 [M,/M'] Z\MC = 
(M s /M, (0 ) ) 
(n+3)/6 
where erfc - denotes the inverse of the complementary error function. This function is plotted 
for n = —2 and M3 = 1.0 and 5.0 in Figure 5.17. It can be seen that this epoch is strongly 
correlated with M' — the same effect as that seen in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. We emphasise 
again that this is not in contradiction to the effect seen in Z\% (and z,) as the contribution 
to the final mass of the cluster made by this early group becomes progressively smaller with 
increasing M't. The dominant component of the final mass is made up from groups with 
average properties. 
In order to illustrate the potential of the theoretical frame work that we have established 
in this chapter, we have suggested a simple illustrative model that incorporates the evolu-
tion of galaxies. We assume that galaxies make a transition between an active starforming 
(unevolved) phase and a passive evolution (evolved) phase when the group in which they 
are bound reaches a total mass of Mev. Although this is clearly a gross oversimplification, 
it provides a pointer to the effects we would see if a more realistic model for the impact 
of the environment on the evolution of a galaxy were available to us. For this reason, it 
is illuminating to investigate its consequences. These are readily available from the study of 
Section 5.3. Firstly, we find that the properties of galaxies in large groups and clusters de-
pend little on the actual group mass, M', so long as M' is somewhat larger than Mev. This 
predicts that we should find neither an Age-Environment nor a Morphology-Environment 
t Before the behaviour of ZIM. can be compared with that of f(M'\ > M,,z) (ie., with the 
distribution in present-day group masses of groups that were more massive than M, at epoch z, 
Equation 5.29 and Figures 5.11 and 5.12), the relative abundances (ie., number densities as distinct 
from multiplicities) of present-day clusters of mass M' must be taken into account. Dotted lines 
in Figure 5.17 show the epoch at which 20% of regions destined to collapse to become clusters 
of mass M' at the present-day contain a groups more massive than Ma. It can be see that this 
epoch is not much different from Z\M. • The different abundances of high- and low-mass groups is 
therefore unable to remove the strong correlation seen in Figure 5.17 from f(M'\ > Ms, z). 
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correlation. These relations only arise in our model if mixing by violent relaxation is not 
efficient in the mergers by which the cluster grows (ie., if the infalling unevolved galaxies 
are not mixed with the oldest galaxies in the core(s) of the growing proto-cluster). In this 
case, we should expect a correlation between both density and morphology, and, because the 
most massive groups at early times are incorporated into the most massive clusters of the 
present epoch, density and age. Secondly, our model shows that the infall rate of unevolved 
galaxies into rich clusters increases only slowly with look-back time. Therefore, observations 
of an increasing fraction of blue star-bursting galaxies in rich clusters at moderate redshifts 
(the Butcher-Oemler effect that we have described in Chapter 1) must be explained by an 
evolutionary effect that is intrinsic to the galaxies themselves, and cannot be explained as 
'the epoch of cluster formation'. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND F U R T H E R W O R K 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we set out to study the stellar populations of early-type galaxies in a 
variety of environments. In particular, we wished to compare the galaxies found in dense 
rich clusters with those in the field and in lower density groups. The intention was that the 
difference, or similarity, between the galaxies' star formation histories would indicate whether 
their early-type morphology was predefined at their formation, or whether it was acquired 
at a later epoch due to the action of some process driven by their changing surroundings. 
In Chapters 3 & 4, we have presented two lines of observational investigation. Firstly, we 
used the spectral index technique of Rose (1985) to directly compare the average stellar 
surface gravities of representative samples of early-type galaxies in high- and low-density 
environments. We found evidence to suggest that the galaxies in the lower density regions 
were more dominated by dwarf star light at 4000A. From this, we inferred that these galaxies 
were substantially younger than their counterparts in the rich clusters. Secondly, we compared 
the U V K colours of early-type galaxies in the dense Coma cluster with those of similar 
galaxies in the relatively weak Virgo cluster. In contrast to the previous result, we found 
that the average colours of galaxies (of the same absolute brightness) were identical (to 
within 0.m02) in both environments, and that even the variation between individual galaxies 
was remarkably small. 
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These two chapters therefore present a puzzling picture. On the one hand, E and SO 
galaxies in rich clusters are more dominated by giant stars than similar galaxies in lower den-
sity regions; on the other hand, the broad-band colours of these systems are indistinguishable. 
In a simple single generation stellar population of solar metallicity, these two observations are 
not compatible — the surface gravity analysis requires that the high- and low-density systems 
differ in age by ~ 5 Gyr (cf., Rose & Tripicco, 1986); such stellar populations will differ 
in U-V (or V - K ) colour by ~ 0.m2 (Arimoto &: Yoshii, 1987, and Arimoto, priv. comm.), a 
value that is an order of magnitude too large to be compatible with our observations. We 
suggest two factors that may help to resolve this paradox: 
(1) In our spectral index analysis (Chapter 3), we were able to compare early-type galaxies 
in very rich clusters with similar galaxies occurring in very isolated environments. (Al-
though three of the galaxies, NGC 4168, NGC 4564 and NGC 4660, in our low-density 
environment samples were drawn from the Virgo cluster region, these galaxies are located 
well away from the dense core.) In contrast, the method of colour comparison, presented 
in Chapter 4, can only be applied to a well-defined association of galaxies. It would 
therefore be difficult to apply this method in environments as sparse as those tested 
with the line index analysis. Previously, we argued that the environments (as deduced 
from the velocity dispersions of the galaxies) in the central parts of the Coma and Virgo 
clusters were markedly different. However, the velocity dispersion in the Virgo cluster is 
still much greater than that appropriate to loose groups in the field. Perhaps, therefore, 
we should not be too surprised if the early-type galaxies in the Virgo cluster share more 
in common with those of the Coma cluster than with the isolated E and SO galaxies 
found in the 'true' field. 
While this consideration may account for the absence of a detectable difference in 
the average properties of galaxies in the two clusters, the small scatter seen in the Virgo 
colour-magnitude relation remains uncomfortably small. A large scatter is to be expected 
since our photometry is not limited to galaxies in the dense core, but also includes many 
relatively isolated galaxies found in the outer parts of the cluster. We have looked for 
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an offset between the galaxies in the dense parts of the cluster (identified by Dinggeli 
et al., 1987) and those further out. None is apparent. It would therefore seem that the 
relatively high average density of the Virgo cluster is unable to account, by itself, for 
the discrepancy between the observational results of Chapters 3 & 4. 
(2) Our spectral index analysis suggests that the ages* of early-type galaxies in high- and 
low-density regions differ by ~ 5 Gyr. Above, we translated this age difference into 
an offset in colour by assuming that early-type galaxies can be represented by single 
generation, solar metallicity stellar populations. This is a gross oversimplification. Firstly, 
although star formation has ceased at different times in these systems, we should still 
expect all these galaxies to contain significant populations of older stars. The presence 
of these stars will tend to dilute the changes seen, both in colours and line indices, in 
the single-age models. However, since the young stars must still be able to dominate the 
light of the system at 4000A (in order to be consistent with the range of surface gravity 
measurements), this dilution cannot reduce the expected colour change by much more 
than a factor of 2. A second effect may, however, be of more consequence: if we assume 
that all galaxies commenced star formation at similar epochs, then the galaxies that 
continued active star formation until more recent times will have attained higher metal 
abundances. Metallicity and age affect the colours of galaxies in opposite senses — while 
younger stars tend to be bluer, higher metallicity stars are redder. Therefore, the colour 
differences that we infer from our naive models are likely to significantly overestimate 
the offset. The sensitivity of the colour-magnitude comparison presented in Chapter 4 
is therefore likely to be considerably reduced. The same effect may also account for the 
small scatter seen in the colour-magnitude relationships of both clusters. 
For a combination of the reasons outlined in (1) and (2) above, we believe that the differences 
(that we have inferred from our spectral index analysis) between the stellar populations of 
early-type galaxies in field and rich cluster environments may not be incompatible with the 
marked similarity of the colours of the early-type galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clusters, 
t We identify the age of a galaxy with the time since the last major episode of star formation. 
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Clearly, the controversy can be settled with a few further observations. In particular, a series 
of high quality spectroscopic measurements of galaxies in the central parts of the Virgo 
cluster would allow the effects that we have outlined above to be quantified. In addition, 
these spectra would also allow the strengths of radial age gradients in these galaxies to be 
directly assessed. Further details of the project are outlined in Section 6.2.1. 
In Chapter 5, we presented a theoretical study of the evolution of the galaxy clustering 
hierarchy. We now consider how this study relates to the variation of stellar populations with 
environment found in Chapter 3. The initial model suggested that: (a) On average, galaxies 
in both groups and large clusters have similar histories of environmentally driven evolution; 
but (b) despite this similarity in average properties, the groups that form unusually early in 
the history of the universe have a strong tendency to be incorporated into the richest clusters 
at the present epoch. As a result of conclusion (a), the rudimentary model does not predict 
a strong relationship between galaxy morphology and environment. An additional ingredient 
is clearly required. We suggest that the galaxies infalling into a cluster at late times do 
not become well-mixed with those present in the proto-cluster at early times. Under this 
hypothesis, the cluster will grow in a series of 'onion-shells'. The model then anticipates the 
existence of well-defined correlations both between morphology and density, and between age 
and density. This is qualitatively in accord with the observations presented in Chapter 3. 
In addition, we note that the largest differences in stellar populations are to be expected 
between early-type field galaxies and those in environments that are only slightly more dense. 
This lends substance to the comments made in (1) above. 
It is important, however, to realise that it is equally possible to interpret this study 
within the frame work of the 'nature' scenario. If we accept the hypothesis that the mor-
phology of a proto-galaxy can be substantially altered by the background density fluctuation, 
then the galaxies predetermined to be E/SO types at the 'formation epoch' will tend to be 
incorporated into the cores of the rich clusters at the present-day. A density-morphology 
correlation will result. However, since galaxy morphology is sharply defined at the epoch of 
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formation, this scenario leaves us free to hypothesise that there will be no variation in the 
star formation histories of the galaxies (within the boundary of their morphological type). 
The inability of our model to make a clear distinction between the 'nature' and 'nurture' 
scenarios suggests that these theories are not entirely disparate. Perhaps, instead of asking 
the question: "Is the morphology of galaxies determined by nature or by nurture?", we 
should ask: "Do the processes that define the morphology of galaxies continue to act at the 
present-day?". In this regard, it is interesting to note a further conclusion that arises from 
our theoretical work: namely, that the Butcher-Oemler effect (ie., the increased fraction of 
blue starburst galaxies seen in rich clusters of moderate redshift) cannot be explained without 
recourse to to an additional process, intrinsic to the galaxies themselves, that is not observed 
(in giant galaxies) at the present epoch. Other authors (eg., Broadhurst et al., 1988) have 
arrived at this same conclusion from the analysis of the redshift evolution of the number 
density of galaxies. There is, then, some evidence to suggest that the response of galaxy to 
its environment changes with look-back time. This effect may result from the higher disk 
gas densities of the galaxies of the past. Struck-Marcell & Scalo (1987) suggest that, at high 
gas densities, the star formation process becomes unstable and prone to chaotic behaviour. 
Small perturbations to a galaxy may thereby result in a strong, uncontrolled burst of star 
formation — as may indeed be observed in galaxies at redshifts ~ 0.5 (cf., Couch &c Sharpies, 
1987, Broadhurst et al., 1988). There are thus two 'clocks' (or timescales) at work in the 
universe — the first clock is the state of the evolution of the gravitational clustering, the 
second is related to the density of the star forming gas. The first of these timescales is 
set by the macroscopic properties of the cosmos, the second by microscopic (even atomic) 
physics of the star formation process. As we outlined in the previous paragraph, these clocks 
interfere through galaxy-environment interactions, an effect that is cable of introducing great 
diversity, and at the same time homogeneity, into the properties of galaxies. It may be 
possible for such a scheme to produce both the density-morphology relation and the age 
differences between early-type galaxies in field and clusters environments, while maintaining 
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a tightness in the properties of early-type galaxies within the clusters. Further modeling of 
this competition is clearly required. 
Having digressed into somewhat speculative discussion, it is now pertinent to gather 
together the main conclusions of this thesis. In Chapter 3, we have been able, using an 
analysis technique based on surface gravity sensitive spectral lines, to demonstrate that the 
ages of early-type galaxies vary with the density of the galaxies' environments. This trend 
is parallel to that between galaxy morphology and environment. Unfortunately, the above 
result is not independently confirmed through the analysis of the colours of galaxies in the 
Virgo and Coma clusters. We suggest that this discrepancy may be accounted for as follows. 
(1) As the density of the Virgo is significantly greater than that of the field, the low-density 
samples used in the two tests are not comparable. (2) Age and metallicity effects on the 
broad-band colours of galaxies conspire to conceal intrinsic differences in stellar populations. 
Together, these considerations may combine to allow the stellar populations of early-type 
galaxies to exhibit variations that are detectable in our spectral line analysis, but are not 
apparent in our comparison of broad-band colours. In addition to this observational work, we 
have made a theoretical study of the relation between the growth of gravitational structure 
in an expanding universe and its effects on the evolution of galaxies. We find that, if galaxy 
morphology is defined by processes driven by the galaxies' surroundings, both the abundances 
of the various morphological types and the ages of early-type galaxies should be closely linked 
with the density of the environment. However, our model demonstrates that the distinction 
between the 'nature' and 'nurture' scenarios for the origin of galaxy morphology is somewhat 
artificial. If the processes responsible for defining early-type morphology were more prevalent 
in the past, then this is an additional factor that could account for the small spread seen 
in the colour properties of the early-type galaxies in the Coma and Virgo clusters. 
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6.2 Directions for Future Work 
In the discussion below, we outline several ways in which future studies may help to 
confirm (or refute) the interpretation we have placed upon our work. We divide our comments 
following the three projects of this thesis. 
6.2.1 Line index analysis 
The analysis of surface gravity sensitive spectral indices provides a simple and direct 
method by which to compare the ages of stellar populations. The most pressing needs in 
this work are to both enlarge upon the samples of early-type galaxies in high- and low-
density environments (thus testing both the statistical significance and the universality of the 
effect found in Chapter 3), and to obtain direct measurements of the age-gradients within 
giant E and SO galaxies. The first of these aims can be met (in part) by the analysis of 
further archival spectra. 
A major advantage of this method is that it is readily possible to compare data-sets 
obtained with different instrumentation and having different characteristic redshifts. However, 
it is worrying that our present results might be susceptible to an unexpected systematic 
effect. Therefore, the security of our method could be greatly enhanced if we were able to 
obtain spectra of galaxies situated in a wide variety of environments (but having similar 
redshifts) using the same observational equipment. In particular, we have proposed to make 
extended observations of galaxies in the Virgo cluster with the aim of comparing the stellar 
populations of early-type galaxies in the core with those of similar galaxies in the outer 
parts. The spectra obtained in this project would also be used to determine the strengths 
of radial age gradients within individual galaxies. 
6.2.2 The colours of early-type galaxies 
The analysis of galaxy colours does not lend itself well to a cluster-by-cluster comparison 
as, in addition to possible systematic effects in the data itself, the comparison requires us to 
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accurately determine the relative distances of the clusters, their relative galactic extinctions 
and the K-corrections that must be applied to account for their differing redshifts. It is 
therefore extremely difficult to improve upon the analysis of the Virgo and Coma clusters 
presented in Chapter 4 of this work. The method is, however, particularly adept for the 
analysis of the variations in the properties of individual galaxies with a single cluster. The 
small intrinsic scatter in the colours of early-type galaxies in both of the clusters studied 
requires further investigation: is the variation caused by differences in the dynamical prop-
erties of the galaxies (eg., their surface brightness), or by genuine variations in their stellar 
populations? Resolution to this dilemma may be found if the correlations between the var-
ious galaxian parameters (both dynamical and stellar) are examined in a multi-dimensional 
parameter space. We are currently considering how best to perform this analysis in order to 
extract the maximum possible information in the face of contamination by random noise. 
Additional work is required in order to relate these studies to models for the photo-
metric and chemical evolution of composite stellar systems (eg., Arimoto and Yoshii, 1986). 
In particular, we are interested to determine whether a tight conspiracy is likely to occur 
between the photometric effects of metallicity and age. A study of this problem will allow 
us to determine how the variation in the star formation histories of early-type galaxies is 
constrained by the uniformity that we have found in the colours of these systems. 
6.2.3 Cosmological models of galaxy evolution 
The Press-Schechter formalism, described in Chapter 5, equips us with a simple analytic 
prescription for the evolution of gravitational structure. At the end of that chapter, we 
presented a rudimentary model for the effect that the evolving environment may have on 
the galaxies contained within it. This model was intended only as an example in order to 
illustrate some of the effects are to be expected in a more faithful representation of the 
universe. Several important features, that were omitted from this model, may be included in 
a more sophisticated treatment. Firstly, an improved description of the internal structure of 
the non-linear mass concentrations is required — the improved model should account for the 
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incomplete mixing of galaxies in group/cluster mergers, and for the different density structures 
of the groups formed at different epochs. These issues can be addressed with purposely 
designed N-body experiments. Secondly, we must reconsider our crude approximation for the 
interrelationship between the environment and the star formation rate of a galaxy. Progress 
can be made by replacing the threshold effect that terminates star formation, used in the 
present work, with a stochastic process. The parameterisation of the probability function 
describing this process must be established from the studies of specific galaxy-environment 
interactions published in the literature (cf. references given in Chapter 1). 
The ultimate aim of this work is to compile a grandiose model for the combined evolution 
of both galaxies and their environment. Such a model is urgently required if we are to reach 
a unified understanding of the stellar populations of early-type galaxies, the changing galaxy 
populations of rich clusters at moderate redshifts, deep galaxy number counts and faint 
galaxy redshift surveys. As this study probes further into the past, the distinction between 
the evolution of galaxies and their formation becomes blurred. Eventually we must confront 
the condensation of galaxies from the primordial gas. This is a formidable hurdle, but, once 
crossed, we may finally have arrived at an understanding of the realm of the nebulae. 
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